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Abstract
This thesis presents a numerical model for 3D acoustic coupled fluid–structure
interaction (FSI) problems in the frequency domain which involve a single exterior fluid domain and a single interior elastic solid domain, with
both media having homogeneous isotropic properties. The fluid and elastic
solid domains are respectively modelled via the Helmholtz and elastodynamic boundary integral equations (BIEs) and the fast multipole method
(FMM) is used to accelerate the boundary element method (BEM) calculations in both domains. The separate fast multipole boundary element
method (FMBEM) models for the two media are coupled together on the
common boundary surface defining the interior/exterior domains via the
application of boundary conditions between the unknowns of the two BIEs.
This coupling procedure thus models the coupled FSI of the acoustic field
between the fluid and elastic solid domains, yielding the coupled pressure
and displacement solution on the common boundary surface. The use of
the FMBEM in both domains allows very large scale coupled FSI problems
to be modelled due to the use of the BEM formulations restricting all unknowns to the shared boundary surface (thus minimising the total number
of unknowns required to represent the problem), while the use of the FMM
accelerates the BEM calculations and reduces the memory requirements in
both the fluid and elastic solid domains. Numerical examples are presented
for the dual FMBEM model which indicate that substantially faster solution times and smaller memory requirements are achieved over conventional
numerical models, while yielding a comparable solution accuracy. The algorithmic complexity of the dual FMBEM is shown to be proportional to
O(N ) at very low frequencies, and proportional to O(N 1.5 ) when using a
fixed number of elements per wavelength, which in both cases is in good
agreement with the theoretical predictions for the FMM.
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Eñ .
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Introduction
1.1

Overview

The focus of this thesis is the frequency domain numerical modelling of underwater
acoustic scattering problems involving coupled fluid–structure interactions (FSI). The
general problem scenario involves an acoustic field in the fluid medium impinging upon
a submerged elastic solid structure and subsequently scattering sound in a coupled
interaction between the exterior and interior acoustic fields in the fluid and elastic solid
domains respectively (see Fig. 1.1). The numerical evaluation of sound scattering from
underwater objects of an arbitrary shape is of interest for a wide range of applications,
with many commercial and academic codes developed to model such problems.
A number of numerical techniques have been developed for modelling sound radiation and scattering in both fluid and elastic solid media. Solid elastic structures
are typically modelled using the finite element method (FEM), where the appropriate
differential equation and boundary conditions for the elastic solid are suitably recast
into integral forms over the domain’s volume and surface respectively [1]. The volume integral can then be numerically implemented within the three–dimensional (3D)
interior of the object by discretising the space into small volume elements whose dimensions are related to the wavelength of the problem. The unknown displacements
and stresses at each of the vertices or ‘nodes’ defining the elements may be constructed
into a global matrix equation and solved with the proper application of the boundary
conditions [2]. The resulting matrix is sparse, symmetric and real–valued, making it
ideal for numerical solution via many of the common iterative solvers available in the
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Figure 1.1: Sound scattering from a submerged object.

literature [3]. The discretisation of 3D space imposes a practical upper limit on the
problem size that the FEM can feasibly solve as a certain number of elements per
wavelength are required to yield an acceptable accuracy in the numerical solution [4],
and so the number of finite elements increases as the third power of the frequency for
3D models. A principal advantage of using the FEM to model the interior structure
is that the material properties are locally defined for each element, allowing complex
internal structures to be modelled [5].
The infinite exterior fluid surrounding an object is typically modelled using the
boundary element method (BEM). For acoustic waves propagating in a fluid domain
the governing differential equation (the Helmholtz equation) is re–expressed as an integral equation in which all terms are restricted to the domain boundary [6]. This
is achieved by choosing trial functions (i.e. fundamental solutions of the differential
equation) which automatically satisfy the differential equation everywhere in the domain [7]. The resulting boundary integral equation (BIE) may then be numerically
discretised (again proportional to the wavelength [8]) on the domain surface to yield a
solvable matrix equation. The coefficients of the BEM matrix equation resulting from
the BIE discretisation via the collocation method are non-symmetric, fully populated
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and complex valued [9] but far fewer unknowns are involved compared to the volume
discretisation of the FEM. The principal advantages of the BEM are that the dimensionality of the problem is reduced by one due to the discretisation being limited to the
boundary surface, while infinite exterior domains may be modelled by the BEM with
no additional complexity or increase to the problem size [10].
For acoustic coupled FSI problems which involve the interaction of sound between
the fluid and solid media, a popular approach is to combine the boundary element and
finite element methods to utilise the strengths of both methods i.e. the BEM is used
to model the infinite exterior fluid domain and the FEM to model the interior solid
domain. In this case the BEM and FEM discretisations share the common boundary
surface of the object and coupling boundary conditions may be applied at the interface
to model the interaction between the exterior and interior fields [11]. The discretisations
for the BEM and FEM meshes may be either conforming, and so the element coupling
is applied on a one–to–one basis [12], or non–conforming, where different discretisations
are used in the fluid and solid domains which are then related via a coupling matrix
(see Ref. [13] and references therein for details on constructing coupling matrices). The
use of non–conforming meshes has obvious advantages in reducing the total number of
elements when treating media with significantly different sound speeds (i.e. where one
mesh may have a coarser discretisation). In any case applying the coupling boundary
conditions between the fluid/solid media at the interface will allow the number of unknown quantities at the boundary to be reduced to two — the coupled pressure and
displacement — and the system of FEM and BEM equations may be simultaneously
solved for both unknowns. Alternatively the coupled system may be reduced to one
unknown by substituting either the fluid impedance matrix into the structural FEM,
yielding the displacement, or the FEM structural equations into the BEM matrix equation, yielding the pressure [14]. The acoustic coupled FSI between the FEM and BEM
models may also be represented via a modal interaction model [15], where the uncoupled
rigid modes from the BEM model are analytically coupled to the in–vacuo structural
modes [16]. This allows for a substantial reduction in the solution time as the coupled
interaction deals with the reduced systems of BEM acoustic transfer vectors and the
modal eigenvectors of the structure [17], instead of the full BEM and FEM matrices.
FEM–BEM modelling is still restricted to relatively small problem sizes as both
methods require the full coefficient matrices to be built: being a large sparsely popu-
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lated matrix in the case of the FEM and a smaller fully populated matrix for the BEM.
An iterative solution requires these coefficient matrices to be repeatedly multiplied with
the solution vector of unknowns, at a cost of N 2 operations for N surface unknowns in
the case of the full BEM matrix [18] and a cost of the order of O(bM ) operations for M
volume unknowns in a sparse FEM matrix with a matrix ‘bandwidth’ b [19, 20]. The
fast multipole method (FMM), first introduced by Greengard & Rokhlin in 1987 [21],
can both reduce the BEM memory requirement and expedite the BEM calculation time
by determining the result of the matrix–vector multiplications without needing to explicitly form the full coefficient matrix, and by calculating interactions between groups
of elements [22] instead of the pair–wise interactions as with the conventional BEM.
The FMM has been successfully applied to both the Helmholtz [23] and elastodynamic
[24] BIEs for modelling acoustic and elastic solid domains respectively. Depending
on the frequency range of interest and particular implementation used, the FMM can
reduce the algorithmic complexity of the BEM matrix–vector product to O(N logN )
operations in both the Helmholtz [25] and elastodynamic [26] BIEs.

1.1.1

Original Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis presents the following contributions to the field of numerical modelling of
acoustic coupled FSI problems:
A dual FMBEM for acoustic coupled fluid–structure interactions. A numerical model has been developed for acoustic coupled FSI problems in the frequency
domain where both the fluid and elastic solid domains are treated with the fast multipole boundary element method (FMBEM). This dual FMBEM approach restricts all
unknowns to the shared boundary surface and allows the fast multipole method to
accelerate the BEM calculations in both domains. The FMBEM models developed for
both the fluid and elastic solid domains are based on the low frequency multipole expansion of the Helmholtz fundamental solution, and use the rotation, co–axial translation,
rotation (RCR) translation method and octree translation stencils to minimise both the
cost and the number of multipole translations that must be applied in each FMBEM
model. Conforming boundary meshes which employ the same boundary surface discretisations are used for both the fluid and solid domains, and boundary conditions are
directly applied between coincident unknowns via a one–to–one element coupling on
the shared boundary surface to yield a coupled system of boundary integral equations
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(BIEs). This system of BIEs is simultaneously solved for the total surface pressure
and displacement via an iterative inner–outer fGMRES solution, where for each outer
loop iteration a low accuracy FMBEM is first solved to a coarse residual tolerance in
the inner loop and then used as a preconditioned solution for the current outer loop
iteration, which is calculated with the full accuracy FMBEM and is solved to fine residual tolerance. Additionally the inner FMBEM is itself preconditioned using a diagonal
scaling and sparse approximate inverse preconditioner to reduce the number of inner
GMRES iterations required for solution convergence. The dual FMBEM model for
acoustic coupled FSI problems has been developed in MATLAB and tested on a number of problems involving the coupling of a single exterior fluid and single interior solid
region (i.e. solid objects). Comparisons of the dual FMBEM numerical results with
those from a conventional FEM–BEM model indicate that the dual FMBEM model
is able to solve acoustic coupled FSI problems to a similar accuracy while having significantly reduced computational and memory requirements. Algorithmic complexity
results for the dual FMBEM are also presented and are shown to be in good agreement
with the theoretical estimates for the FMM. The dual FMBEM model thus allows very
large problem sizes to be treated: numerical models involving 105 –106 unknowns have
been solved in several hours on a current generation workstation computer.
Development of an efficient low frequency elastodynamic FMBEM. Ancillary to the principal focus of the thesis (being the development of a dual FMBEM
model), the FMBEM models for the both the Helmholtz and elastodynamic BIEs were
first developed and tested to ensure their accuracy and performance before utilising
them in the coupled FMBEM model. The type of fast multipole expansions used here
are stable in the ‘low frequency’ regime (a relative term referring to the number of wavelengths across the object) but become computationally untenable at higher frequencies,
while other types of expansion are available at high frequencies but are unstable in the
low frequency range. Thus far only two papers in the published literature for the elastodynamic FMBEM have used the low frequency multipole expansions and translations,
with one of those papers using the original forms of the multipole expansions developed
in the late 1980s which are known to have a prohibitive computational expense and
are now considered obsolete. Superior low frequency translation methods have been
developed more recently for the Helmholtz equation and these methods have been incorporated into the elastodynamic FMBEM developed in this thesis work. Additionally,
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the use of translation stencils allows the total number of multipole translations which
must be applied in the low frequency FMM to be reduced by up to 60%. As such the
present low frequency elastodynamic FMBEM appears to be one of only two models
in the published literature to use the more advanced low algorithmic complexity FMM
translation methods, and the only elastodynamic FMBEM model to incorporate translation stencils. Algorithmic complexity results for the low frequency elastodynamic
FMBEM are also presented for what appears to be the first time in the literature.

1.1.2

Comparative Numerical Results

Throughout this thesis various numerical results have been presented from PACSYS’
PAFEC FEM/BEM software suite [27] to indicate the expected performance of the
equivalent BEM or coupled FEM–BEM models. These results should not be construed
to represent the ‘best’ possible performance from the PAFEC software, as there are
many features available in the software (such as utilising planes of symmetry, higher–
order finite elements and dissimilar fluid/structural meshes) which will likely increase
the solution speeds of the FEM/BEM models by reducing the total number of unknowns
in the problem. However utilising these features in the PAFEC models would not allow
for a direct comparison of the different numerical models for similar problem sizes and
so would detract from the purpose of the numerical comparisons.

1.2

Organisation

The thesis is organised into the following chapters:
• Chapter 2.
Chapter 2 presents the main details of the FMM implementation used in this
thesis for the FMBEM modelling of both the fluid and elastic solid domains.
The main mechanisms of the FMM — the multipole expansion and translation
methods, octree structure and the fast matrix–vector product calculations via
the FMM procedure — among other details are discussed, with the Helmholtz
BIE used as an example integral equation to present specifics of the numerical
implementation. The main steps of the FMM are the same for both the elastodynamic and Helmholtz BIEs and so only the pertinent details of those FMM
implementations are discussed in the later chapters.
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• Chapter 3.
This chapter presents the Helmholtz FMBEM developed for the coupled FSI
model. The chapter begins with a literature review of the FMM for the Helmholtz
BIE and then presents the particular Helmholtz FMBEM implemented as part of
this thesis work, including details of the multipole expansions required to propagate the Burton–Miller integral terms through the FMM and pseudo–algorithms
for the set up and iterative fGMRES solution of the problem. The implementation
of the translation stencils used to reduce the total number of multipole translations that must be applied in the FMM is also presented here. The chapter is
concluded with an analysis of the performance and algorithmic complexity of the
developed Helmholtz FMBEM, where numerical examples from the developed
code are compared to analytic solutions and/or standard BEM results.
• Chapter 4.
The elastodynamic FMBEM developed for the dual FMBEM model is presented
in Chapter 4. Analogous to Chapter 3, this chapter begins with a literature review of the FMM for the elastodynamic BIE followed by a description of the
developed elastodynamic FMBEM, again with a focus on the multipole expansions required to propagate the elastodynamic BIE terms through the FMM and
relevant pseudo–algorithms for the set up and iterative solution of the problem.
An analysis of the performance and algorithmic complexity of the elastodynamic
FMBEM and a comparison of numerical results to both analytic solutions and
other elastodynamic BEM/FMBEM models concludes the chapter.
• Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 presents the dual FMBEM model for acoustic coupled fluid–structure
interaction problems developed as the principal focus of this thesis. The chapter
begins with a review of the literature on dual BEM models for acoustic coupled
FSI problems, as well as a review on the use of FMMs in coupled FSI modelling.
Details of the coupling technique applied between the Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEM models are then presented, with particular attention paid to the
preconditioning strategy employed to improve the iterative solution convergence
of the coupled system of discretised BIEs. This is followed by an investigation of
the stability of the dual FMBEM model near the eigenfrequencies of the coupled
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acoustic FSI problem. Finally the performance and algorithmic complexity of the
dual FMBEM model is presented via numerical results from the model which are
compared to analytic and coupled FEM–BEM results.
• Chapter 6.
This final chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations for further work.
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2

Background Theory
This chapter presents the main mechanisms of the fast multipole algorithm used in the
FMBEM models developed for this thesis. The succeeding chapters on the Helmholtz
and elastodynamic FMBEMs focus on the specific implementations of the FMBEM for
those BIEs, where the main details of the fast multipole algorithm which allow the
fast computation of the BEM matrix–vector products (and corresponding reduction
in memory requirements) remain unchanged. This chapter first presents a standard
BEM implementation to demonstrate the discretisation and iterative solution of the
corresponding matrix equation using a simplified Helmholtz BIE. The main mechanisms
of the FMM are then discussed. Finally, the FMBEM implementation used in this thesis
is presented for the same example BEM to demonstrate the method.

2.1

The Boundary Element Method

The BEM is a numerical method for discretising a BIE which relates unknown parameters specified over an arbitrary surface via integrals of functions over that surface. The
Helmholtz BIE is introduced here to explain the BEM process and the application of
the FMM to the BEM. Full details of the implementation of the Helmholtz FMBEM
with numerical examples are presented in the next chapter.
The linear wave equation, which describes the propagation of sound in a fluid
medium [28], may be represented in the frequency domain by the scalar Helmholtz
partial differential equation [11]
∇2 p(x) + k 2 p(x) = 0
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where the total acoustic pressure p(x) = pi (x) + ps (x) is the sum of the incident pi and
scattered ps field components, k =

2π
λ

is the wavenumber and x is an arbitrary point

in the fluid. An integral form of this equation may be derived by substituting the total
pressure and the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation G(x, y) into Green’s
second identity, and then applying a limiting process to restrict all variables to the
boundary surface [29]. The resulting Helmholtz BIE for exterior scattering problems is
[30]
1
p(y) =
2

Z 
S


∂G(x, y)
p(x) − G(x, y)q(x) dS(x) + pi (y)
∂n(x)

where p is now the total pressure on the surface, q(x) =

∂p(x)
∂n(x)

(2.2)

is the outward–pointing

normal derivative of the surface pressure and x and y are points on the boundary
surface S (which is assumed to be locally smooth at y). The fundamental solution, or
Green’s function, for the Helmholtz equation takes the form of a point source
G(x, y) =

eikr
4πr

(2.3)

where r is the magnitude of the vector r between the location of the the receiver point
√
y and the source point x, r = |x − y|, and i = −1 [31]. Throughout the thesis, an
e−iωt time dependence is assumed. Eq. 2.2 may be directly solved for exterior acoustic
scattering problems involving simple boundary conditions (BCs), i.e. of the:
Dirichlet

p(x) = f (x) ,

Neumann
Robin

q(x) = f (x) , or
q(x) + g(x)p(x) = f (x)

type [32], where f and g are known surface functions and x is restricted to S. Applying
any one of these conditions will reduce the number of unknowns (p, q) in Eq. 2.2 to
one, yielding an exactly solvable problem.

2.1.1

BEM Discretisation

In this section the numerical BEM discretisation for the exterior Helmholtz BIE defined
on an arbitrary boundary surface S is considered. Assuming a ‘sound–soft’ Dirichlet
B.C. (∀x ∈ S : p(x) = 0), Eq. 2.2 is reduced to a solvable equation with one unknown
Z
G(x, y)q(x)dS(x) = pi (y)
(2.4)
S
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where pi (y) remains in the above equation due to the applied B.C. relating to the total
pressure on S. Eq. 2.4 may be discretised by introducing a test function χ(y) to satisfy
the above equation [33]
Z

χ(y)G(x, y)q(x)dS(x) = pi (y)

(2.5)

S

Here the collocation method is used for the BIE discretisation and so the Dirac delta
function is employed as the testing function χ(y). The resulting BIE thus has the same
from as Eq. 2.4, but is now only valid at the collocation point y [33]. Eq. 2.4 can
then be evaluated at a discrete set of collocation points on S. The BEM numerically
implements the BIE by approximating the surface as a system of boundary elements,
with one or more evaluation points in each of the elements. The continuous integrals
in the BIE then become finite sums of the numerically evaluated integrals over the set
of elements, and thus for a discrete set of collocation points yields a solvable system of
equations.
In this thesis the surface is approximated by plane triangle elements with one evaluation point (made to be coincident with the collocation point) located at the centre of
each element and any unknown quantity is assumed to be constant over each element,
giving one unknown per element for the discretised form of Eq. 2.4. The integral can
then be approximated as
Z
G(x, y)q(x)dS(x) ≈
S

N Z
X
ñ=1


G(x, y)dEñ (x) q(xñ )

(2.6)

Eñ

where xñ is the centre of the ñth element Eñ and y is the centre of the element at which
the boundary integral is being evaluated. For each
Z evaluation point, Eq. 2.6 requires
a summation of the product of N coefficients
G(x, y)dEñ (x) with the set of N
Eñ

unknowns at the element centres q(xñ ). When evaluating the integral at the centre of
an element, that evaluation point y is considered the receiver while the centre points
xñ of all of the other elements are considered sources. Thus each element centre is
considered both a source point xñ when evaluating the field at the centre of another
element, and the receiver point y, when the surface integral is evaluated at the centre
of that element. Fig. 2.1 shows an example mesh, consisting of 16 elements E1 –E16
(with corresponding source points x1 –x16 ), indicating the numerical integrals over the
surface for the evaluation points at the centres of the first two numbered elements. The
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Figure 2.1: Example mesh and numerical integrations for two of the elements. The surface integral
in Eq. 2.6 calculated
at the evaluation point y = x1 in element E1 (left) is

PN R
G(x, x1 )dEñ (x) q(xñ ), requiring the unique integrals (I1,1 –I1,16 ) to be evaluñ=1
Eñ
ated. Similarly the evaluation point y = x2 in S2 (right) requires another set of 16 unique
integrals (I2,1 –I2,16 ), and so on for each of the evaluation points.

numerical implementation of the boundary integrals in Fig. 2.1 via Eq. 2.6 can be
written as a matrix–vector multiplication of the form


I1,1 I1,2 I1,3 · · · I1,16
q(x1 )
 I2,1 I2,2 I2,3 · · · I2,16   q(x2 )


 ..
..
..
..  
..
..
 .
.
.
.
. 
.
I16,1 I16,2 I16,3 · · · I16,16
q(x16 )





 
 
=
 

pi (x1 )
pi (x2 )
..
.
pi (x16 )







(2.7)

where the matrix multiplication of each row of the coefficient matrix with the vector
of unknowns is equivalent to the operation in Eq. 2.6 for the corresponding evaluation
point. The unknown surface quantities and boundary integrals then become N –element
vectors and N × N matrices of coefficients for the Helmholtz BIE. The result of the
discretisation process is an exactly solvable system of equations for the evaluation of
the unknown quantity at N locations on the boundary surface.
Due to the

1
r

nature of the Helmholtz Green’s function (Eq. 2.3), certain element

integrals will exhibit singular behaviour when the source and receiver points are coincident, i.e. when evaluating the I1,1 and I2,2 integrals along the main diagonal of
the coefficient matrix. Similarly when the source and receiver points are very close to
one another but not coincident, for example when evaluating integrals between two elements which are on opposite sides of a thin surface whose thickness is much smaller than
the typical element dimensions, the integrals will exhibit near–singular behaviour. Full
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details of the methods employed to deal with the near–singular and singular integrals
for both the Helmholtz and elastodynamic BIEs are later discussed in the corresponding chapters (see Sections 3.2.3 and 4.2.3 respectively). The near–singular/singular
integrals involved in the BEM are typically rather difficult to evaluate, while other
numerical discretisation techniques such as the FEM do not require the evaluation of
singular integrals and so are in general easier to implement than the BEM.

2.1.2

Iterative BEM Solution

Eq. 2.7 has the form of an Az = b matrix equation, where A is a coefficient matrix and
the vectors z and b represent the unknown and known quantities respectively. Solving
for z via direct inversion z = A−1 b requires N 3 operations for an N × N coefficient
matrix: a prohibitive cost. Iterative solution methods instead solve the forward problem
by initially guessing the solution as z̃1 , calculating the matrix-vector multiplication
Az̃1 = b̃1 and then comparing the result b̃1 with the known right hand side (rhs)
b. The guess is improved upon using the results of the previous iteration(s), Az̃ is
recalculated and the residual between the new result and the actual rhs are compared
˜ iterations, i.e. for the relative residual norm
until some tolerance  is reached after its
(r.r. norm)

norm(Az̃its
˜ −b)
norm(b)

< . The final iterative solution then approximates the actual

solution z̃its
˜ ≈ z within the specified tolerance. Each matrix–vector multiplication costs
2
2 ))
˜
N operations and so the total cost of the iterative solution is of the order of O(its(N
˜ << N .
operations. Typically convergence is fast with its
Here the iterative solution of the discretised BIEs is obtained using the GMRES
method [34], which has been shown to be a robust solver for acoustic problems [35],
with a chosen tolerance of  = 10−4 . This tolerance achieves a good trade-off between
obtaining accurate results from the FMBEM solution considering the approximation
inherent in the method without requiring an excessive number of GMRES iterations.
Similar GMRES convergence criteria varying between 10−3 –10−5 have been used by
a number of authors [18, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] in their FMBEM codes, where further
refinement of the convergence tolerance has been observed to not appreciably increase
the accuracy in the FMBEM solution (see for example [41]). The main advantage of
the GMRES method and other Krylov subspace methods is that they only require the
matrix–vector result and so can be used with the FMBEM which does not explicitly
form the full coefficient matrix, as will be shown in the next section.
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2.2

The FMM

The FMM can substantially reduce the O(N 2 ) algorithmic cost of the iterative BEM
solution by approximately calculating the matrix–vector products to a prescribed accuracy [18], but without explicitly forming nor directly multiplying the coefficient matrix.
The advantages of this method are two–fold: as the coefficient matrix is not directly
constructed, significantly less memory is required compared to the BEM. Furthermore
the matrix–vector multiplication is applied with a lower algorithmic complexity than
N 2 operations as it is not computed using standard matrix multiplication.

2.2.1

Green’s Function Factorisation

The central idea of the FMM is to ‘factorise’ the Green’s functions such that an intermediate point c is introduced into the radial distance r between the source and receiver
locations in Eq. 2.3 so that r = |x − y| can be re–expressed as r = |(x − c) − (y − c)|
(see Fig. 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Representation of the r vector of the Green’s function. The standard BEM
case is shown on the left where the source and receiver points are directly related in the
Green’s function. The FMBEM case is shown on the right where the r vector is split into
the vectors (y − c) and (x − c) which only share the common point c.

This factorisation separates the direct interaction between two boundary elements
in the discretised BIE such that only the arbitrary centre point c is common to both
vectors and so the basis functions which are used to represent the factorised components
of the Green’s function may be independently calculated. These functions take the form
of multipole series expansions which describe the Green’s function in the ‘near’ and ‘far’
field [18] and can be derived by solving the Helmholtz equation in a spherical coordinate
system with coordinates r, θ, φ and unit normals r̂, θ̂, φ̂ as shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Spherical coordinate system for the basis functions. The radial distance r ≥ 0
from the origin, the polar angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ π is measured from the z–axis and the azimuth
angle 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π is measured in the xy-plane, increasing in the positive x direction.

By applying a separation of variables to the Helmholtz equation expressed in the
above spherical coordinate system, the general solutions with respect to the r, θ and φ
coordinates can be shown to respectively take the form of [42]:
1. spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, of argument kr,
2. Legendre functions of the first kind, of argument µ = cos(θ), and,
3. complex exponentials eimφ for integer m.
The basis functions can then be constructed from a combination of these linearly independent solutions for each of the spherical coordinates, chosen such that they also
satisfy realistic boundary conditions at the limits of the radial coordinate. Specifically,
at r = 0 the solution should be finite, which reduces the selection of the possible radial
solutions to the spherical Bessel functions of the first kind [43]. Conversely, the solution for a radiating field in an infinite ‘free space’ domain should decay to 0 as r → ∞
and consist only of outgoing waves [44]. This is known as the Sommerfield radiation
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condition and only the spherical Hankel functions of the first kind (a combination of
the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kinds) will satisfy this condition
[43]. It should be noted that the general solutions for the coordinates in the separated
spherical Helmholtz equation are valid for arbitrary complex k and the same radial
solutions at the limiting cases are again the only candidates [42]. The multipole series
expansions resulting from combining the linearly independent solutions are then:
Rnm (r) = jn (kr)Ynm (θ, φ)

(2.8)

Snm (r) = hn (kr)Ynm (θ, φ)

(2.9)

for integer degree n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... and order m = −n, −n + 1, ..., n − 1, n, where jn (kr)
and hn (kr) are respectively the spherical Bessel and spherical Hankel functions of the
first kind of degree n and argument kr [45]. The spherical harmonic function Ynm (θ, φ)
contains the fundamental solutions for the angular coordinates
s
2n + 1 (n − |m|)! |m|
Ynm (θ, φ) = (−1)m
P (cos θ)eimφ
4π (n + |m|)! n
|m|

for a similar range of n and m, where Pn

(2.10)

is the associated Legendre function and

! denote factorials [46]. The S and R basis functions can be combined to build the
Helmholtz Green’s function (Eq. 2.3):
G((x − c), (y − c)) =ik
=ik

∞ X
n
X
n=0 m=−n
∞ X
n
X

Snm (c − x)Rn−m (c − y)

(2.11a)

Snm (x − c)Rn−m (y − c)

(2.11b)

n=0 m=−n

where |y−c| < |x−c| [42] and the sign of the order coefficients m in the two expansions
may be interchanged. Eq. 2.11 involves infinite series expansions of the S and R basis
functions. In practice these expansions must be suitably truncated after p degree terms,
yielding a total of p2 coefficients with unique combinations of degree n and order m
for each expansion. The truncation number is determined by various factors, and a
later section of this chapter covers those details. For now, it is just assumed that the
multipole series expansions can be truncated after p2 terms.
Eq. 2.8 involves the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, which is finite or
‘regular’ (R) at r = 0 and Eq. 2.9 involves the spherical Hankel function of the first
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kind which is ‘singular’ (S) at r = 0 [40]. The singular basis function is used to
represent the radiated field for a ‘well–separated’ group of source positions centred
about the expansion point c [42] and its domain of validity is exterior to a sphere
containing those points [47]. Conversely, the regular basis function is used to represent
the received field at a group of well–separated receiver positions (i.e. containing only
receivers but no sources in the domain) and is valid interior to the sphere containing
those points. This well–separated criterion is enforced via the domains of validity for
the multipole expansion vectors: |y − c| < |x − c|, i.e. the R expansion must lie closer
to the expansion centre than the S expansion.
Multipole expansions which have been constructed about the same expansion centre may be combined, allowing local groups of elements to be represented by a single
multipole expansion. The FMM accelerates the BEM matrix–vector multiplication by
calculating interactions between well–separated groups of elements, instead of the individual Green’s functions between each and every pair of elements. The well–separated
criterion of Eq. 2.11 means that the grouping of S or R multipoles cannot be made
arbitrarily large as the resulting expansion set can only be combined with the opposite
expansions for elements which are separated by a distance of a similar size to the spatial region containing the expansions. The intermediate regions of the mesh which are
not well–separated for larger groups can instead be treated by multipole expansions for
spatially smaller groups of elements. This is the main idea of the so called ‘multi–level
FMM’. To implement this algorithm requires two mechanisms:
1. The ability to shift or ‘translate’ the expansion centre for a group of elements
to another location, to enable the building of larger sets of multipole expansions
by combining pre–existing expansion groups whose expansion centres have been
translated to a coincident point. Conversely, the translation operation can shift
the expansion centre away from a larger group to the centre of a local group
of elements to reduce the spatial range of the multipole expansion set and thus
reduce the region around the smaller group which is not well–separated.
2. A system for discretising the 3D space occupied by a boundary element mesh to
determine groups of elements which are spatially close for building local multipole
expansions, and to determine which other groups of elements of a similar spatial
size are well–separated for applying Eq. 2.11. Furthermore, the search procedures
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must be computationally very fast to minimise the overall algorithmic complexity
of the FMM.
Such mechanisms for the multipole translation and space discretisation required for the
FMM are introduced in the next sections.

2.2.2

Multipole Translation Algorithm

Three types of translation operations are required to implement the FMM. They are
referred to here as the R|R, S|S and S|R translations and their purpose is to translate
an established set of coefficients about one expansion centre, c1 for example, to another
expansion centre c2 by shifting along the translation vector t = c2 − c1 (see Fig. 2.4).
The translation operations for the S and R basis functions are defined as:
Rnm (r

+ t) =

∞
X

0

n
X

0

(R|R)(t)Rnm0 (r)

(2.12)

n0 =0 m0 =−n0

Snm (r

+ t) =

∞
X

0

n
X

0

(S|S)(t)Snm0 (r)

(2.13)

n0 =0 m0 =−n0

Snm (r

+ t) =

∞
X

0

n
X

0

(S|R)(t)Rnm0 (r)

(2.14)

n0 =0 m0 =−n0

where Eq. 2.13 and Eq. 2.14 are valid for |r| > |t| and |r| < |t| respectively [42]. The
S|S translations are used to build larger groups of sources by translating local groups to
a common expansion centre (see Fig. 2.5), thus allowing the interaction of large distant
groups of sources and receivers using a single set of coefficients. Conversely, the R|R
translations allow the received field at smaller groups of receivers to be determined by
shifting the expansion centre towards a localised group centre (see Fig. 2.5). Finally,
the S|R translations are used to translate the radiated field from a distant set of source
expansions to a local group of receivers, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
A number of translation algorithms have been published in the literature, with
the computational cost of these algorithms strongly influencing the overall algorithmic
complexity of the FMBEM. The minimum computational cost to translate a truncated
series expansion with p2 coefficients is to spend one operation per coefficient, giving an
O(p2 ) translation algorithm. This lower limit is difficult to achieve in practice, with
‘slow’ translation algorithms which use the Clebsh–Gordan coefficients or Wigner 3 − j
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Figure 2.4: Interactions between well–separated groups using multipole expansions. The
group of sources may be represented by combining the multipole expansions with c1 as the
expansion centre. The field from these sources can then be evaluated at the distant groups
of receivers centred about c2 and c3 by applying S|R translations to the c1 expansion set
along the translation vectors t1 = c2 − c1 and t2 = c3 − c1 respectively, i.e. Snm (c2 ) =
n0
∞
X
X
0
(S|R)(c2 − c1 )Rnm0 (c1 ) and similarly for Snm (c3 )

.

n0 =0 m0 =−n0

Figure 2.5: S|S (left) and R|R (right) translations. Larger groups of source expansions
can be made by S|S translation of local expansion groups to a common expansion centre.
The received field for smaller groups can be determined by R|R translating to the spatial
centre of a local group of receivers.

symbols arising in quantum mechanics (which are related to integrals of the spherical
harmonics [46]) having an O(p5 ) algorithmic complexity [48, 49]: a significant cost.
A direct implementation of the translation operations in Eqs. 2.12–2.14, using ef-
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ficient recursion relations [43, 50] to obtain the translation coefficients, requires O(p4 )
operations with each undashed (n, m) coefficient dependent on all dashed (n0 , m0 ) coefficients assuming max(n) = max(n0 ). Again, the algorithmic cost of such translations
become prohibitive with increasing truncation number.
In this thesis the Rotation, Coaxial translation, Rotation (RCR) algorithm [51, 52] is
used for all three types of translation operations. This algorithm takes advantage of the
fact that all expansion coefficients have the same dependence on the angular coordinate
φ when applying translations along the z–axis. As a result of the linear independence
of the exponential terms in which φ appears in Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9, m0 = m in the coaxial
translation operations. This reduces the algorithmic complexity of co–axially translating p2 coefficients to O(p3 ) operations. Similarly, rotations of the spherical coordinate
system defined in Fig. 2.3 do not change the magnitude of the expansion vector r. The
linear independence of the spherical Bessel/Hankel functions in which r appears thus
yields n0 = n in the rotational operations, giving an algorithmic complexity of O(p3 )
operations when rotating p2 coefficients. The RCR algorithm applies translations to
the S and R spherical basis functions by first rotating the spherical coordinate system
to align the z–axis with the translation vector, co–axially translating along the rotated
z–axis, and then reversing the translation back to the original coordinate system, for a
total algorithmic complexity of O(p3 ) operations (see Fig. 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Direct (left) and RCR (right) translation procedures for the spherical basis
functions. A direct translation via Eqs. 2.12–2.14 of a truncated S or R expansion with p2
coefficients requires O(p4 ) operations. The RCR algorithm can apply the same translation
in O(p3 ) operations by rotating the coordinate system, co–axially translating along the
new z-axis, and then reversing the rotation back to the original coordinate system.

The full derivation of the rotation and coaxial translation coefficients for the RCR
algorithm (which are efficiently calculated using symmetry and recursion relations) can
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be found in Refs. [43] and [42]. Only a relatively small number of sets of RCR coefficients must be calculated and stored, and so this step only contributes a small component of the overall algorithmic complexity/memory requirements of the FMBEM. The
number of ‘operations’ required to apply the rotations and translations to a truncated
series of p2 coefficients can be calculated using standard summation formulae:
Rot(ops)p,p =

p−1 X
n
X

n
X

1=

n=0 m=−n m0 =−n


=4
Trans(ops)p,p =

p−1
X

(2n + 1)2 = 4

n=0
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where one ‘operation’ is considered the multiplication and addition of two complex double floating point numbers. Comparatively, the BEM matrix–vector product (assuming complex coefficients/unknowns) requires N 2 multiplications and (N − 1)2 additions
(∼ N 2 for large N ), giving a total of N 2 multiplication + addition operations.
Finally, it should be noted that the RCR algorithm is only suitable in the ‘low
frequency’ range where there are relatively few wavelengths spanning the dimensions
of the object of interest, as the O(p3 ) algorithmic cost becomes prohibitive for the
larger truncation lengths required at higher frequencies. An alternative S|R translation method is also available in the low frequency range [53] which similarly has a formal
algorithmic complexity of O(p3 ), but should be faster then the RCR algorithm in practice. However a comparison of these methods for the Laplace equation [54] indicated
that the performance of the two methods was comparable, while the RCR method had
lower memory requirements. The principal motivation here for using the RCR algorithm was mainly due to the availability of an in–depth description for implementing
the method provided in Gumerov & Duraiswami’s book [42] and technical paper [43].
Furthermore, the method automatically incorporates interpolation and anterpolation
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procedures (see Section 2.2.4) and has been used by Gumerov & Duraiswami in their
‘broadband’ FMBEM for the Helmholtz equation [18] which appears to be the fastest
algorithm in the published literature. The various high and low frequency translation
methods currently available are discussed in the literature review in the introduction
of the next chapter. An obvious avenue for future work will be to incorporate a high–
frequency translation algorithm into this code.

2.2.3

The Octree Structure

The FMBEM requires the 3D region of space occupied by the boundary surface to
be systematically discretised (separate to the BEM surface discretisation) to construct
multipole expansions of local groups of elements and apply interactions between well–
separated groups. An octree structure can be used to discretise the unit cube into
subdivided regions, by recursively splitting each cube into eight smaller cubes. The
octree is implemented by building a bit-interleaved binary integer from the xyz components of the normalised coordinates of each point in the mesh, in the form [x–bit, y–bit,
z–bit, x–bit, y–bit, z–bit, . . .] from the most to the least significant bits. The leading
three bits then indicate in which of the eight boxes the point resides: for each dimension
a 0 bit indicates the box towards the origin (left) and a 1 indicates the box away from
the origin (right). Subsequent three–bit groups then recursively indicate which of the
eight ‘children’ boxes the point occupies when the ‘parent’ cube containing the point
is subdivided. Truncating the bit–interleaved numbers after 3l bits thus yields l levels
in the octree structure with the level number increasing with each subdivision of the
domain. An example of the octree structure at the first and second levels of subdivision
(8 and 64 boxes respectively) for a normalised point is shown in Fig. 2.7.
Converting the bit–interleaved numbers to decimal integers when truncated after
3l bits gives each point a corresponding box number on level l i.e. the box number for
the example point on level one is 101 = 5 in the possible range 0 : 7, while on level two,
101100 = 44 in the range 0 : 63 for the [4 × 4 × 4] grid of boxes. The octree structure
thus provides an obvious means of grouping elements together for the FMM and has
several advantageous features:
• The octree structure is constructed from the set of points. Thus empty boxes are
never constructed and no search process is required to find which box a point lies
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Figure 2.7: Octree for level one (left) and part of level two (right). The example point
(the black circle) at [0.78 0.12 0.61] can be bit-interleaved and truncated after 6 bits to give
the binary number 101100. The first three bits 101 indicate the point lies within the right
x–box, left y–box and right z–box when the unit cube is subdivided into eight children
boxes (level one). The next three–bit group 100 indicates in which of the eight children
boxes resulting from subdivision of the parent box (level two) that the point resides in.

within: this is directly determined from the bit–interleaved binary numbers.
• The truncated bit–interleaved numbers on any octree level will give the same box
number for all points contained within that box, yielding a simple method to find
and combine multipole expansions for local groups of elements.
• The domains of validity for the R or S spherical basis functions for a set of box
points are, respectively, interior and exterior to the sphere containing those points
[47]. The spherical domain will overlap with the neighbouring boxes sharing a
vertex, edge or side with the box in question, and so only boxes outside of these
neighbouring boxes (i.e. separated by at least one box) are considered well–
separated for S|R translation. Here, the set of neighbours of a box is defined to
be inclusive of that box.
• The S expansions of the children boxes on one level may be S|S translated to the
centre of the parent box and combined to build larger S expansions groups, while
subdivision of the R receiver groups can be achieved by R|R translating from the
shared parent expansion centre to each of the children box centres (see Fig. 2.5).
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The octree structure yields very fast search procedures due to the bit–interleaved binary
numbers: determining the position of a box centre, or the neighbours of a box can
be achieved by bit-deinterleaving, while finding the parent or children boxes entails
the use of fast bit–shift operations [42]. Full details of the octree structure can be
found in Refs. [47] and [42]. Finally, it should be stated that while the normalised
surface mesh is used to construct the bit–interleaved numbers and apply the various
search operations between groups of source points in the octree structure, the multipole
expansions/translations and FMBEM solution are applied to the full surface mesh.
The choice of the number of octree levels to use for subdividing a particular mesh
must also be considered. A trade–off exists between using more levels to reduce the region of the boundary surface which is not well–separated, versus the increasing number
of S|R translations required to treat all of the interactions between the more numerous
boxes on the finer octree levels. Here, the lowest octree level is determined by limiting
the maximum number of source points/elements per box. However this may not be
optimal for non–uniformly distributed meshes such as complicated surfaces which need
many small elements (i.e. smaller than that dictated by the wavelength discretisation
requirements) to adequately represent part of the boundary surface. For these meshes,
the coarse parts of the mesh are subdivided to a similar octree level as the refined parts
of the mesh, resulting in few sources per box (on average) on the finest octree level
and an excessive computational cost for the increased number of translations required.
An adaptively refined octree structure [42] instead allows different levels of refinement
of the octree depending on the density of points in that region, and so minimises the
number of translation operations required. The octree structure implemented here is
not adaptive but for many of the numerical examples presented, the refinement of the
boundary mesh is either determined by the wavelength or involves a uniform element
discretisation, resulting in approximately uniform numbers of elements per octree box.

2.2.4

Truncation and Interpolation/Anterpolation of the Series Expansions

In the preceding sections it has been assumed that the S and R series expansions can
be truncated after n = p − 1 degree terms giving p2 (n, m) coefficients in total. The
overall error of the approximations introduced by the FMM is dependent upon the
truncation number chosen, the translation algorithms employed and the type of the
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‘well–separated’ criterion used. The analysis of the errors introduced by the FMM
have been researched by a number of authors (e.g. [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]) for various
BIEs and types of expansion/translation. In particular, the errors introduced by both
the truncation of the spherical basis functions and the various translation operations
are bounded [42]. A number of rules have been proposed for determining the truncation
number based on empirical or analytic considerations: where p is generally a function
of the spatial size of the octree boxes, the wavenumber and a prescribed overall accuracy for the FMBEM. Here the truncation number is determined using the method
of Gumerov & Duraiswami [18, 42], which is based on a combination of high and low
frequency asymptotes of the theoretical error bounds for the expansions:

phigh = ka +

3 ln

  2
3

1
ξ

1

(ka) 3

2

p = p4high + p4low

plow = 1 −

h
3 i
ln ξ 1 − σ1 2
ln(σ)

1

(2.17)

4

where k is the wavenumber, a is the radius of the sphere containing the unnormalised
boxes on level l of the octree structure, ξ is a specifiable error tolerance or accuracy for
the multipole expansions, usually set to ξ = 10−4 to match the GMRES tolerance and
σ = 2 [61]. Some constraints are also imposed on Eq. 2.17 to stop excessively large
truncation numbers when using small error tolerances or low wavenumbers.
It can be seen from Eq. 2.17 that the truncation number p is dependent on the
subdivision level of the octree structure and so p varies between octree levels. In fact,
using multipole octree levels with a variable truncation number reduces the algorithmic complexity of the FMBEM compared to using a constant p across all levels. The
S|R translations are applied between well–separated groups of sources and receivers
across octree levels, while the S|S and R|R translations are used to combine or separate the expansions of octree boxes between octree levels. The expansions of children
boxes are combined via S|S translation to build the larger expansion for the parent
box, while R|R translation is used to separate an expansion for a parent box to each
of the children boxes on the lower octree level. The S|S translations may require ‘interpolation’ of a preestablished set of expansion coefficients to increase the length of
the expansions at the children box centres to the larger truncation number dictated by
Eq. 2.17 for the larger parent box. Conversely when applying the R|R translation from
the larger expansion domain of a parent box to each of the smaller children boxes, Eq.
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2.17 dictates that the truncated expansions may be reduced in length via an anterpolation (adjoint–interpolation) procedure. Interpolation and anterpolation procedures
are automatically incorporated into the RCR algorithm and can both be envisioned as
applying three matrix multiplications to the truncated expansion as shown in Figs. 2.8
and 2.9, although the actual implementation is more complicated than this.
The interpolation/anterpolation procedures are applied by the coaxial translation
step of the RCR algorithm, as indicated by the non–square coaxial translation matrices
in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9. The operations count of the coaxial translations when applying
interpolation from p2 to p02 coefficients is
Trans(ops)p,p0 =

p−1
X
m=−(p−1)

1
(p − |m|)(p0 − |m|) = p(3pp0 − p2 + 1)
3

(2.18)

which differs from the operational cost for coaxial translation when p = p0 , as described
by Eq. 2.16. When applying anterpolation, only the p2 coefficients which will be retained in the expansion are translated, and so the algorithmic cost of coaxial translation
when applying anterpolation from p02 to p2 coefficients is described by Eq. 2.16.

Figure 2.8: The S expansion of vector r in the Cartesian coordinate system xyz, is
interpolated from p2 to p02 coefficients (p0 > p) while translating the expansion along the
vector t using the RCR algorithm. The square matrix of coefficients Sp×p (xyz, r) is first
multiplied by a p2 matrix Rotpp to rotate to the new coordinate system x’y’z’ (defined such
that z’ is coaxial with t), and is then padded by p × (p0 − p) zeros (the dashed matrix)
to give a p × p0 matrix. The rotated Sp×p0 (x’y’z’, r) coefficients are then multiplied by
the rectangular p0 × p coaxial translation matrix Transpp0 , yielding the interpolated p0 × p0
matrix of translated coefficients in the rotated x’y’z’ coordinate system Sp0 ×p0 (x’y’z’, r + t).
Finally, multiplication with the p02 reverse–rotation matrix Rotp0 p0 gives Sp0 ×p0 (xyz, r + t).
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Figure 2.9: The R expansion of vector r in the Cartesian coordinate system xyz, is
anterpolated from p02 to p2 coefficients (p0 > p) while translating along vector t using the
RCR algorithm. The square matrix of coefficients Rp0 ×p0 (xyz, r) is first multiplied by a p02
matrix, Rotp0 p0 , to rotate to the x’y’z’ system (with z’ coaxial to t). The expansion is then
anterpolated to p2 coefficients by multiplying the rotated Rp0 ×p0 (x’y’z’, r) coefficients with
the p02 coaxial translation matrix Transp0 p and then discarding the highest degree terms of
the truncated series (n = p : p0 , m = −n : n, denoted by the dashed region), to anterpolate
the expansion to p2 coefficients: Rp×p (x’y’z’, r + t). Finally, multiplication with the p2
reverse–rotation matrix Rotpp gives Rp×p (xyz, r + t). In practice the coaxial translations
are not applied to coefficients which are to be discarded.

2.3

The FMBEM

The application of the FMM to accelerate the solution of an example BIE (Eq. 2.4)
is now presented. The central idea of the FMBEM is to accelerate the matrix–vector
products of the iterative BEM solution by calculating the far field part of the boundary
integrals for each receiver using the FMM and the near field part (which is not well–
separated) via the conventional BEM, as shown in Fig. 2.10. In Fig. 2.10 the distance
of the matrix coefficients to the main diagonal represents physical distance between the
pair of elements containing x and y for the corresponding matrix coefficient. Here the
elements are ordered according to their distance from the first element in the mesh, with
resulting element ordering yielding a compact diagonal banding in the preconditioner
matrix used in the iterative GMRES solution [62] (see Section 3.2.4 for details).
The FMBEM first requires the problem to be set up in a pre–solution stage: analogous to the precalculation of the full coefficient matrix before the iterative BEM
solution. The following steps are taken to set up the problem for FMBEM solution:
1. First the bit–interleaved binary numbers for the octree structure are computed
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Figure 2.10: Calculation of the BEM Ax = b matrix-vector product using the FMM.
The far field part of A is multiplied with x using the fast multipole algorithm (which does
not explicitly build or store this part of the matrix), while the remaining sparse near field
component is directly stored and multiplied with x, as per the conventional BEM.

from the normalised source points of the mesh located at the centre of each of
the plane triangular elements. The bit–interleaved numbers are initially built to
the highest possible precision: for a 64–bit processor, 21 bits from each of the
normalised xyz components are combined and the last remaining bit is unused.
2. The lowest (most refined) octree level l is then determined using the bit–interleaved
numbers and a user–defined constant which specifies the maximum number of
source points per box. The bit–interleaved numbers are truncated to 3l bits.
3. The truncation numbers for each octree level are then determined by Eq. 2.17
using the wavenumber for the problem, the radius of the containing sphere for a
box on that level and the error tolerance  specified by the user.
4. The octree structure and truncation numbers are then used to precalculate the
S|R, S|S and R|R translation coefficients for all octree levels.
5. Finally the near field part of the surface integral, consisting of any elements in the
same box or neighbouring boxes for each of the source points at the finest octree
level, are directly calculated using appropriate numerical integration methods
(i.e. dependant upon the regular/singular nature of the fundamental solutions
for the particular element being integrated - see Sections 3.2.3 and 4.2.3). These
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integrals are stored in a sparse near field matrix which is directly multiplied with
the vector of unknowns in the iterative solution.
Once this stage is completed the fast multipole algorithm can be applied to each
matrix–vector product of the iterative BEM solution. This involves three main steps,
usually referred to as the upward pass, downward pass and final summation.

2.3.1

Upward Pass

The purpose of the upward pass is to build a single multipole expansion for all sets of
source points contained in each box on every level of the octree structure. For each box
on the lowest octree level the source expansions are built with respect to the centre of
the containing box and then combined into a single set of coefficients (see Fig. 2.11 for
an example in 2D). One might expect from Eq. 2.11 for the sources and receivers to
be represented by the singular S and regular R expansions respectively, but in fact the
FMM uses R expansions to represent both sources and receivers. This is because the
translations between all source and receiver groups are applied via the S|R translation
(Eq. 2.14), due to the expansions vectors |r| always being smaller than the translation
distances |t| between a box and its nearest well–separated neighbours (see for example
Fig. 2.4). Eq. 2.14 acts on R expansions and yields S expansions upon applying the
translation and so the R expansions are used in the upward pass such that the S|R
translations in the downward pass will yield S expansions.
The combined expansions for each box on the lowest octree level l which share the
same parent box on level l − 1 are S|S translated via Eq. 2.13 to the parent box centre
and then combined into a single set of multipole coefficients (see Fig. 2.11). All of
the sources contained in each of the larger occupied boxes on octree level l − 1 are
now represented by a single set of expansion coefficients. Any interpolation required
to extend the truncation degree pl on level l to pl−1 on level l − 1 is automatically
dealt with via the RCR algorithm. The process of children to parent translation and
summation is repeated up until level two of the octree is reached, as this is the highest
level at which any box has well–separated boxes for S|R translation (see Fig. 2.12).
At the conclusion of the upward pass on octree level two, a multipole expansion
representing the source points contained within each box has been built for every level
of the octree structure. The iterative solution of a BIE such as Eq. 2.4 via the FMM
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Figure 2.11: Source expansions on the lowest octree level l (black arrows) are built with
the vectors directed towards the box centre (left). Each of the combined source expansions
on level l with the same parent box on level l − 1 are S|S translated (red dashed vectors) to
parent box centre (red marker, right diagram). The domain of validity for the expansion
groups on level l and l − 1 are indicated by the dashed black and red circles respectively.

(i.e. a FMBEM solution) requires the Green’s functions and the current iteration of the
solution to be integrated over the far field part of the discretised surface. The inverse
dependence on the radial distance r of the Green’s function (Eq. 2.3) allows the integrals
over the set of well–separated elements for each receiver point to be approximated
as the product of the area of source element and the Green’s function between the
source/receiver points of the elements. This approximation assumes that the variation
in the Greens functions over the well–separated elements is small compared to the
separation distance between the elements. Thus the FMBEM treatment of Eq. 2.4 for
the integral over the ñth element Eñ with area Añ and unknown quantity q(xñ ) at the
source point xñ at the element’s centre is
Z
pl X
n
X
G(x, y)q(xñ )dS(x) ≈ ikAñ q(xñ )
Snm (cm̃ − xñ )Rn−m (cm̃ − y)
E

(2.19)

n=0 m=−n

where cm̃ is the expansion centre of the m̃th box containing xñ on the lowest octree level
l 1 . Using the R expansions to represent the sources, the expansion for each element
1

note the direction of the S expansion — see Eq. 2.11a
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Figure 2.12: On level two of the octree structure (left), the light grey box is well–
separated from the dark grey boxes as the domains of validity (the dashed circles) for the
box expansions do not overlap, and so S|R translation maybe applied. The neighbours of
the light grey box (the white boxes), which connect with the box by a vertex, edge or face,
will have overlapping domains and are therefore not well–separated. On octree level one
(right) all boxes are neighbours with one another and so no boxes are well–separated for
S|R translation. Thus the upward pass is stopped at level two of the octree.

in the far field part of the surface integral in Eq. 2.4 is
Rñ = Añ q(xñ )Rpml (cõ − xñ )

(2.20)

where Rpml denotes the truncated R expansion with a maximum degree n = pl . Upon
incorporation of an S|R–type translation, Eq. 2.19 takes the form
Z
G(x, y)q(xñ )dS(x) ≈ ik
E

pl X
n
X

Rñ (S|R)(t)Rp−m
(cm̃ − y)
l

(2.21)

n=0 m=−n

where t = cm̃ − cõ is the translation vector between the box centres of the m̃th and õth
well–separated octree boxes on level l containing y and x.

2.3.2

Downward Pass

The downward pass applies the S|R translations via Eq. 2.14 between all well–separated
boxes on each successive octree level. Starting with level two, the S|R translations are
applied to every box containing receiver points from all well–separated source boxes
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(see Fig 2.13). The translated source expansions for each receiver box are then summed
into a single S expansion which represents the radiated field from all sources in the
well–separated boxes. The neighbour boxes to each receiver box are not well–separated
and so the source expansions from those boxes cannot be used.

Figure 2.13: S|R translations (black lines) for two boxes on level two of the octree. The
source expansions for the well–separated boxes (light grey) are S|R translated to each
receiver box (dark grey). The empty space around the dark grey boxes indicates the near
field regions (the neighbouring boxes) which are not well–separated.

The far field part of the matrix–vector product (Fig. 2.10) treated by the level
two S|R translations can be envisaged as a large off–diagonal region of the coefficient
matrix, again assuming the distance to the main diagonal represents physical distance
between the pairs of elements. The element integrals yielded from combining the S|R
translated sets of far field S expansions for a particular box with the R expansions
for the receivers in that box via Eq. 2.11 can be envisaged as a horizontal band of
coefficients in the far field matrix. Applying the S|R translations between all level two
boxes thus treats a large section of the equivalent full coefficient matrix (see Fig. 2.14).
Figs. 2.13 and 2.14 indicate that significant regions of the far field part of the matrix
cannot be treated in the level two S|R translations due to the large domain size of the
expansions and the correspondingly large distances between well–separated boxes. To
treat these intermediate regions, the combined S expansions for each receiver box are
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Figure 2.14: The complete set of S|R translations for each level two receiver box is
equivalent to a band of coefficients in the far field part of the full coefficient matrix (left).
The bands of coefficients resulting from applying the S|R translations between all level two
boxes thus treats a large region of the equivalent far field matrix (right).

R|R translated via Eq. 2.12 from the parent box centres on level two, to each of the
occupied children box centres on level three (see Fig. 2.5). Thus the S expansions
for the well–separated field calculated on level two are now centred about each of
the smaller receiver boxes on level three. Any anterpolation required to reduce the
expansions from p02 coefficients on level two, to p2 coefficients on level three (p0 > p), is
automatically incorporated into the RCR algorithm. The near field for each box now
consists of the smaller level three neighbour boxes and so part of the larger intermediate
region which was not well–separated on level two can be treated with the FMM on level
three. The S|R translations are thus applied between all level three source and receiver
boxes and again combined into a single set of coefficients for each box. The level three
S|R expansions are then combined with those R|R translated from level two to give
the total well–separated field from both levels (see Fig. 2.15).
The new intermediate region of the octree which become well–separated upon R|R
translation to a lower level can be defined as: the parent’s neighbour’s children boxes
of the receiver box (a [6 × 6 × 6] box region), minus the neighbours of the receiver
box ([3 × 3 × 3] boxes, inclusive of the receiver box). Thus the new region consists of
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Figure 2.15: The S|R translations (black lines) for a receiver box on level three of the
octree. The source expansions for the well–separated level three boxes (light grey) are
S|R translated to the receiver box (dark grey). The larger level two boxes have already
been treated in the level two S|R translations and so are R|R translated from the parent
box centres on level two to the children box centres on level three. The R|R translations
from level two are combined with the level three S|R translated sets to give the complete
well–separated field from both octree levels at each level three box centre.

a maximum of 63 − 33 = 189 occupied boxes, and so up to 189 S|R translations are
required for each receiver box per octree level. Fig. 2.16 shows a 2D example of the
well–separated region of a receiver box upon R|R translation to level three.
The level three S|R translations can again be envisaged as an off–diagonal region
of the full coefficient matrix. The complete set of level three S|R translations for each
receiver box corresponds to a thinner horizontal band of coefficients in the far field
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matrix. The size of the bands reduces as the number of receivers in the smaller level
three boxes is fewer and the well–separated regions treated on level three are spatially
smaller. The complete set of level three S|R translations fill a region of the equivalent
coefficient matrix which is closer to the main diagonal as the S|R translations are
spatially closer to each of the receiver boxes than that for level two (see Fig. 2.17).

Figure 2.16: Well–separated receiver field from R|R translation to level three. The white
boxes denote the near field regions which are not well–separated from the dark grey receiver
boxes on level two (left) and three (right). The well–separated light grey boxes outside
of the level two neighbours have already been translated in the level two S|R translations
(left). The R|R translation to level three reveals a new region which is well–separated from
the level three receiver box (right), defined as the region between the two black lines.

The intermediate region which is not well–separated on level three now consists
of the neighbours of each level three receiver box (see Fig. 2.16). Again this region
can be treated by R|R translating the expansion sets to the receiver boxes on octree
level four and the S|R translation process repeated. The R|R translated coefficients
for each receiver box will contain the well–separated S|R translations for all of the
above octree levels. Each R|R translation to successively lower octree levels will reveal
a new well–separated region for S|R translation. These regions represent successively
smaller sets of coefficients in the far field matrix which also tend closer to the main
diagonal. The downward pass concludes when the lowest octree level is reached via the
R|R translations. The complete far field part of the coefficient matrix is then contained
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Figure 2.17: The set of S|R translations for each level three box is equivalent to a band of
coefficients in the far field part of the full coefficient matrix. The bands of coefficients are
smaller than that for level two in both width, as the number of receivers in the level three
boxes reduces (i.e. each of the child boxes only contains a portion of the total number of
receivers in the parent box), and length, as the well–separated region treated in the level
three S|R translations has also reduced (left). After applying all level three translations,
an intermediate region of the equivalent far field coefficient matrix is filled (right).

within the final S expansions for each receiver box on the lowest octree level.

2.3.3

Final Summation

The final S expansions from the downward pass represent the radiated field from all
well–separated sources on all of the octree levels at the receiver boxes on the lowest
octree level. The field at each individual receiver can now be calculated by Eq. 2.11
using the unique R expansions for each receiver point and the S expansion for the box
containing the receiver, i.e. all of the receivers contained within the same box have the
same far field represented by the final S expansion for that box. The result of applying
Eq. 2.11 is the summation of the Helmholtz Green’s function for all well–separated
points at every receiver: equivalent to the dense far field part of the matrix–vector
multiplication. For the example BIE (Eq. 2.4), the far field F F integral on the lowest
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octree level l for one receiver point at the centre of the ñth element, yñ , is
Z
G(x, yñ )q(x)dS(x) ≈ ik
FF

pl X
n
X

Rn−m (cm̃ − yñ )Snm (cm̃ − xF F )

(2.22)

n=0 m=−n

where Snm (cm̃ − xF F ) is the final expansion at the lowest octree level l for the m̃th
receiver box containing yñ , and xF F represents the sources of all far field elements which
are well–separated from the box containing yñ . The final expansions Snm (cm̃ − xF F )
for the example BIE in Eq. 2.4 result from propagating source expansions of the
form of Eq. 2.20 through the FMM procedure (i.e. the propagated source expansions
contain the source strengths q(x) and element areas A for the set of far field elements
containing xF F ), and so the final source expansions approximate the integrals of the
Green’s function over the far field elements. Note that the R expansion in Eq. 2.22
is directed from the receiver point to the expansion centre of the box (cm̃ − yñ ) as
the equivalent S expansions for the far field are also directed towards the expansion
centre of the receiver box. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.18, where the expansion for
a source point x (directed towards its local box centre cõ ) has arbitrary S|S, S|R and
R|R translations applied to shift the source expansion/box centre cõ to the receiver
box centre cm̃ containing the receiver point yñ . The resulting source expansion is thus
directed from the source point x to the receiver box centre cm̃ and so the reconstruction
of the Green’s function from the source/receiver expansions is calculated via Eq. 2.11a.

Figure 2.18: Example of S and R expansion vectors in the final summation. The initial
R source expansion is towards the box centre cõ . After applying arbitrary S|S, S|R and
R|R translations to shift the source expansion centre to cm̃ , the resulting S expansion is
directed from the well–separated source point x to the expansion centre cm̃ of the box
containing the receiver point yñ . Thus the R expansion for the receiver must be of the
form (cm̃ − yñ ) according to Eq. 2.11a.
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The sources in the nearest neighbour boxes on the finest octree level are not well–
separated from the receiver boxes and so cannot be treated with the FMM. These
interactions correspond to the near field part of the matrix–vector multiplication which
are directly calculated and stored (see Fig. 2.10). Combining the FMM treated far
field interactions and directly calculated near field N F interactions gives the complete
matrix–vector product for the BEM. Thus Eq. 2.22 can be written for the full surface
integrals for arbitrary sets of source and receiver points as
Z
G(x, y)q(x)dS(x) ≈ ik

pl X
n
X

Rn−m (cm̃ −y)Snm (cm̃ −xF F )+

Z
G(x, y)q(x)dS(x)
NF

n=0 m=−n

where cm̃ now represents the expansion centre of the m̃th receiver box containing an
arbitrary receiver point y and xF F represents the set of source points which are well–
separated from y. The near field integrals are calculated via a matrix–vector product
with the precalculated sparse matrix of near field integrals GN F
Z
G(x, y)q(x)dS(x) ≈ ik

pl X
n
X

Rn−m (cm̃ − y)Snm (cm̃ − xF F ) + GN F q

n=0 m=−n

Thus the matrix–vector products for the iterative BEM solution can be calculated using
the FMBEM without the need to directly build or multiply the full coefficient matrix.

2.4

Chapter Summary

This chapter first presented the background theory of the BEM for numerically solving
a BIE on an arbitrary boundary surface, using a simplified Helmholtz BIE for example.
The main mechanisms of the FMM relating to the Helmholtz fundamental solution
were then presented, including details of the multipole expansion and translation algorithms, octree structure and the interpolation/anterpolation procedures employed in
the FMBEMs developed in this thesis. Finally the FMBEM procedure for accelerating
the iterative BEM solution was presented, again using the Helmholtz BIE for example.
The theory and implementation of the FMM presented here is referred to in later
chapters on the Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEMs, where the procedures for accelerating the calculation of the iterative BEM matrix–vector products via the FMM are
exactly the same as that presented in this chapter. The more complicated Green’s function terms appearing in the full Helmholtz and elastodynamic BIEs are incorporated
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by using alternate R expansions (Eq. 2.20) to represent the sources/receivers. However
the steps for applying the far field calculation (upward pass, downward pass, final summation) remain unchanged, as do the other technical details for truncating/translating
the expansions, use of the octree structure, calculation/storage of the sparse near field,
and so on. Thus the later chapters focus on the construction and efficient propagation
of the relevant expansions through the FMM procedure and refer back to this chapter
for the general details of the FMM procedure.
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Helmholtz FMBEM
This chapter presents the Helmholtz FMBEM developed to model the fluid part of
the coupled FSI model. The chapter begins with a literature review of the FMBEM
for the Helmholtz BIE. This is followed by a description of the Helmholtz FMBEM
model developed for this thesis work, including pseudo–algorithms for the set up and
solution of the Helmholtz BIE using the FMBEM. The next section discusses methods
which have been implemented to reduce the algorithmic and memory complexity of the
FMBEM. The final section presents numerical results for the FMBEM with comparisons
to analytic solutions and/or BEM results from a commercial code. The algorithmic and
memory complexity of the Helmholtz FMBEM is also investigated in the results section.
A brief summary concludes the chapter.

3.1

Literature Review

The BEM numerical solution of the Helmholtz BIE for acoustic problems is a well
established field, with the first applications being in 1963 for both sound radiation
[63] and scattering problems [64] into infinite exterior fluid domains, while transient
problems were first considered in [65]. Since then a large body of work has been
published on the Helmholtz BEM for acoustics, with a number of books wholly or
partly devoted to the subject (for example [6, 31, 66, 67, 68]).
The use of the FMM with the BEM for solving acoustic problems is a more recent
venture, with the FMM first introduced in 1985 by Rokhlin for solving 2D Laplace BIEs
[69] and popularised by Greengard & Rokhlin for solving particle interaction problems
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[21, 70]. The FMM was subsequently applied to the Helmholtz fundamental solution
in 2D [71] for acoustic scattering problems using the single and double layer potentials
and in 3D [23] for electromagnetic scattering. Much of the early development of the
FMM for the 3D Helmholtz fundamental solution was related to solving the integral
forms of the Maxwell equations for electromagnetic problems (Ref. [72] reviews much of
this work), with many of these innovations for the Helmholtz equation being preceded
by analogous implementations for the simpler frequency independent Laplace equation.
The main foci of the development the FMM have been towards the following:
Translation Methods. The main computational cost of the FMM is the application of multipole translations, particularly of the S|R type, which are typically applied
many more times than the S|S and R|R translations. In the worst case when none of the
well–separated boxes are empty, 189 S|R translations are required for each receiver box
on every octree level [54]. The original translation methods for 3D problems required
O(p4 ) operations for the multipole expansions of the Laplace fundamental solution [73]
and O(p5 ) operations (using the Wigner 3–j symbol [46]) for the expansions of the
Helmholtz fundamental solution [38, 43, 48]. A reduction in this algorithmic complexity was achieved by ‘diagonalising’ the coefficient matrices which apply the translations
to the vectors of multipole expansion coefficients. This was first introduced for the
Laplace solution in both 2D and 3D [74], and then for the Helmholtz solution in 2D
[71, 75] and 3D [25, 76]. Diagonalisation reduces the algorithmic complexity of the
3D translations to O(p2 log(p)) for both Laplace/Helmholtz solutions. However it was
observed by Coifman et al. [23] and others [46, 77] that Rokhlin’s diagonal translations
are unstable at low frequencies due to a spherical Hankel function of the form hn (kt)
which appears in the S|R diagonal translations being divergent for n > kt, where n is
the degree, k is the wavenumber and t is the translation distance [42].
In the low frequency range Chew [50] used efficient recurrence relations to reduce the
3D translation of the Helmholtz multipole expansions from O(p5 ) to O(p4 ) operations
for the R|R translations. Gumerov and Duraiswami derived similar relations and also
showed that the S|R translation could be similarly applied with O(p4 ) operations [78,
79]. White and Head–Gordon developed an O(p3 ) translation method for the Laplace
multipole expansions which exploits the fact that both translations coaxial to the z–axis
and arbitrary rotations of the spherical coordinate system only require O(p3 ) operations
[52]. A similar O(p3 ) algorithm was developed for the Helmholtz multipole expansions,
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with the coefficients derived via efficient recursion relations [41, 43]. Furthermore,
symmetries in the rotation coefficients allow a reduction in the stored coefficients for
rotations of both the Laplace [80] and Helmholtz [81, 82] series expansions. Gimbutas
and Greengard provided an alternate method of calculating the rotation coefficients,
which otherwise become unstable above n ≈ 40 when calculated using the standard
recurrence relations [83].
A diagonal S|R translation method which uses exponential plane–wave expansions
was developed for the Laplace multipole expansions in 2D [84, 85] and 3D [80, 86],
followed by a similar implementation for the Helmholtz multipole expansions in 3D
[53]. The conversion of the multipole expansions to and from the exponential expansions requires O(p3 ) operations, while the translations (up to 189 per receiver box) of
the exponential expansions only require O(p2 ) operations [87]. Exploiting symmetries
of the exponential translation vectors for the well separated boxes can further reduce
the number of translations required from 189 to 40 [53]. Translations using the exponential expansions are stable at all frequencies [88] but are again only implemented in
the low frequency range due to their formal O(p3 ) algorithmic complexity. Gumerov
and Duraiswami showed that for the 3D Laplace equation the O(p3 ) low frequency
RCR method and exponential expansion method have similar performance for low to
moderate accuracy problems [54].
More recently, researchers have been focused towards building ‘broadband’ FMMs
for the Helmholtz equation which utilise different translation algorithms in the low and
high frequency domains. Darve and Have used a combination of the multipole expansions and Greengard’s exponential expansions [53] to build ‘stable plane wave’ expansions which are not as costly to implement at high frequencies as the other methods
[89]. Jiang and Chew [90] used the original Wigner 3–j translations at low frequencies
and the diagonal forms at higher frequencies in their broadband FMM. Cheng et al.
used the exponential expansions for the S|R translations and the RCR method for interpolation/anterpolation in the low frequency regime and the diagonal translations at
high frequencies [91]. A broadband FMBEM algorithm for solving the Helmholtz BIE
was implemented by Gumerov and Duraiswami [18, 61] which employed the RCR algorithm for all S|S and R|R translations, and used the diagonal forms for high frequency
S|R translations and the RCR algorithm for low frequency S|R translations. Gumerov
and Duraiswami compared high frequency scattering results from their own code to
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published results from another (high frequency only) FMBEM code for the Helmholtz
BIE [92] where they found their own code was superior. A broadband FMM for the
Helmholtz fundamental solution which used a modified version of Darve and Have’s
stable plane wave expansions in the low frequency regime and diagonal translations in
the high frequency regime was developed by Wallen and Sarvas [93, 94] and Dufva and
Sarvas [95]. Wolf and Lele have recently implemented a broadband algorithm for solving acoustic scattering problems which uses the RCR algorithm in the low frequency
regime and the diagonal translations in the high frequency regime [96].
Multilevel Implementations. Another critical component in the early development of the Laplace/Helmholtz FMM were the use of multiple levels of subdivision
— particularly involving interpolation and anterpolation with the various translation
methods available. Rokhlin’s original publication [69] had all of the hallmarks of a two
level FMM but used a binary tree instead of a quadtree (for the 2D case) [88], which
was introduced in Rokhlin and Greengard’s later paper [21]. In both cases a constant
truncation number was used between the two levels. Lu and Chew [97] showed that the
algorithmic complexity for 2D Helmholtz problems scales as O(N 2 ) for N unknowns
at high frequencies when Rokhlin’s original translations are used. Rokhlin showed that
using his Helmholtz diagonal translations with a constant truncation number gives an
algorithm that scales as N 3/2 using two octree levels and N 4/3 for three levels [76]. The
mathematical basis for a 2D multilevel algorithm employing interpolation and anterpolation was proposed by Brandt [98] and implemented for the diagonal translations by
Lu and Chew [99, 100], yielding an O(N log2 N ) algorithm. Dembart and Yip [77] note
their use of interpolation/anterpolation in their earlier conference paper [101] (which
was unavailable to this author), apparently yielding an O(N log2 N ) algorithm when
multipole octree levels and diagonal translation methods were employed [102]. Song
and Chew implemented a 3D multilevel algorithm [103, 104] with interpolation and
anterpolation procedures which gave an O(N logN ) algorithmic complexity when combined with the more efficient ‘ray–propagation’ FMM [105, 106]. A detailed analysis
of the interpolation/anterpolation procedures for the diagonal forms of the multipole
expansions was given be Gyure and Stalzer [107] and Darve [108]. Current generation
fast multipole algorithms (such as the previously mentioned broadband algorithms) implement the interpolation/anterpolation procedures for the ‘signature functions’ which
can be translated with Rokhlin’s diagonal methods using the fast Fourier transform
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(FFT) [109], or a combination of the FFT and the fast Legendre transform (the later
being implemented using a 1D FMM [110, 111]).
In the low frequency regime, the original development of the RCR translation algorithm [52] was applied to a multilevel algorithm [51] but with a constant truncation
number between octree levels. It appears that the first RCR methods employing interpolation/anterpolation was by Gumerov and Duraiswami [18, 112], with some of
their earlier publications [42, 43] containing the pertinent mathematical details for applying interpolation in the coaxial translation, but no mention of using the RCR for
interpolation/anterpolation procedures can be found in those references.
Similarly, the exponential expansion technique for low frequency S|R translations
was used in a multilevel algorithm in the original paper [84]. This translation technique is only used in the S|R translations across octree levels and so does not require
interpolation and anterpolation techniques. Conversely, Darve and Have’s stable plane
wave FMBEM [89] was implemented for multilevel octrees and includes specialised interpolation/anterpolation procedures, as do the somewhat related methods of Wallen
and Sarvas [93, 94], and Dufva and Sarvas [95].
Finally, it should be noted that the adaptive multilevel FMM mentioned in the
previous chapter was an early innovation in the development of the FMM — being first
implemented by Carrier et al. in 1988 [113, 114].
Error Analysis. Analysis of the errors introduced by the approximations involved
with the FMM was an early area of research in the field, with Rokhlin’s original 1985
paper [69] showing that the errors introduced by truncating the series expansions are
bounded. Greengard and Rokhlin [21, 73] similarly showed that the errors introduced
from translating the expansions (using the original O(p5 ) methods) are also bounded.
Both of these early works suggested that a desired precision for the FMM approximations could be achieved by truncating the expansions after a number of terms based
upon the error bound relations. Petersen et al. used a steepest descent analysis to
derive both average and maximum error estimates for the Laplace type multipole expansions in both 2D and 3D [58, 115]. Dembart and Yip provided numerical results
for the errors from both the multipole expansions and diagonal signature functions as
a function of the truncation number required to achieve a particular accuracy [77].
Rahola [56] and Koc et al. [59] discussed the error analysis for the Helmholtz diagonal
translation methods introduced from both the truncation and numerical integration of
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the far field signature functions over the unit sphere. Similar error bounds were derived
by Amini and Profit when truncating the 2D Helmholtz expansions [55]. Darve improved upon the truncation formulas proposed by both Rahola and Koc et al., which are
based on asymptotic forms of the spherical Bessel functions and so are not necessarily
valid when the argument of the functions is of a similar magnitude to the degree [57]. A
series of papers was published by Ohnuki and Chew [116, 117, 118] providing formulas
for predicting the truncation number for the minimum error and the corresponding
number of digits of accuracy. Gumerov and Duraiswami discussed the truncation and
RCR translation errors for the spherical basis functions in their book [42].
The various errors inherent in the FMM are now well understood, with many of the
cited references providing simple rules to select the truncation number of the multipole
expansions (or signature functions in the high frequency regime) based on the desired
accuracy of the solution, domain size of the problem and wavenumber of interest. Ongoing research is now focusing on the FMM errors resulting from applying the method
to more complex BIEs, for example, the vector Green’s function for the magnetic field
BIE [119], the vortex particle method [120] and visco–elastodynamic problems [121].
The review of the literature on the Helmholtz FMBEM is concluded by citing the
article by Nishimura [88] which provides a comprehensive review of the literature published up to 2001, as well as several text books on the subject: including Gumerov and
Duraiswami’s mathematically rigorous book dedicated to the 3D Helmholtz equation
[42], Liu’s book [38], which gives an introduction to the FMM for several BIEs including the Laplace and Helmholtz BIEs in both 2D/3D and includes source code for 2D
Laplace problems, and two earlier books treating electromagnetics [122] and potential
fields [123] which were not available to this author.
Finally, as an addendum to this literature review, it should be noted that the
focus here has been on the developments of the fast multipole methods in relation to
accelerating the matrix–vector products for the iterative BEM solution of the Helmholtz
BIE. The ‘other half’ of the iterative solution concerns the type of technique used for
convergence to the solution, as well as preconditioning methods that can accelerate
the convergence. Again a large body of work exists on the subject and reviewing this
literature would be outside of the scope of this thesis. As discussed in Chapter 2,
the GMRES method is used for the iterative solution as it performs well for acoustic
problems. Preconditioning of the FMBEM is still an ongoing area of research and the
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published literature is briefly touched upon later in the chapter when introducing the
preconditioning strategy used in this work.

3.2

The Helmholtz FMBEM

The Helmholtz BIE was briefly introduced in Chapter 2 and a simplified version of the
equation was used to explain the main details of the FMBEM developed for this thesis.
As was discussed in the conclusion of that chapter, the main steps of the FMBEM
procedure for both the full Helmholtz BIE and elastodynamic BIE are the same. What
differs between the BIEs is the forms of the Green’s functions that must be integrated
over the boundary mesh: either using numerical integration for the near field terms,
or the appropriate source and receiver expansions for the FMM algorithm. Details of
the numerical solution of the BIE such as the preconditioning and iterative solution of
the equation must also be addressed. Finally the BEM and FMBEM for the exterior
Helmholtz BIE suffer stability problems at certain frequencies and so the BIE must be
modified to provide a stable solution at all frequencies.

3.2.1

The Helmholtz BIE

The Helmholtz BIE for exterior scattering problems was introduced in Chapter 2 as
Eq. 2.2
1
p(y) =
2

Z 
S


∂G(x, y)
p(x) − G(x, y)q(x) dS(x) + pi (y)
∂n(x)

This equation suffers from a well known ‘non–uniqueness’ difficulty [28, 31, 32] where the
solution is either not unique or does not exist at certain frequencies which correspond
to the eigenfrequencies of the adjoint interior problem [124]. This breakdown is a result
of trying to represent the problem with a BIE — the eigenfrequencies do not physically
exist for the exterior domain and do not occur when using other methods to represent
the problem [125]. A number of techniques have been proposed to overcome the non–
uniqueness difficulty (see the reviews in, for example, Refs. [32, 126, 127] and the book
chapter of Marburg and Wu [128]), with perhaps the two most common methods being
the CHIEF method by Schenck [129] and the combined BIE formulation by Burton
and Miller [130]. The CHIEF method stabilises the BIE by adding additional solution
points located interior to the surface to the system of equations for the discretised
boundary. Zero pressure is enforced at the interior points as the total pressure should
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be zero everywhere interior to the surface for an exterior problem [131] and only one
of the many possible solutions at the characteristic frequencies will simultaneously
satisfy these interior constraints [132]. The main disadvantage of the CHIEF method
is that the chosen interior points must be placed away from the nodal surfaces of the
interior standing waves [132] whose locations are generally not known a priori and so
the number of CHIEF points must increase with increasing frequency [6]. Alternatively,
Burton and Miller suggested solving a composite BIE consisting of a linear combination
of the Helmholtz BIE (Eq. 2.2) and the normal derivative of this equation, which takes
the form
1
q(y) =
2

Z 
S


∂G(x, y)
∂ 2 G(x, y)
p(x) −
q(x) dS(x) + q i (y)
∂n(x)∂n(y)
∂n(y)

(3.1)

where q i (x) indicates the normal derivative of the incident acoustic field at point x on
the boundary surface. A linear combination of Eqs. 2.2 and 3.1 is thus



1
p(y) + αq(y) = M (x, y) + αM 0 (x, y) p(x) − L(x, y) + αL0 (x, y) q(x)
2

+ pi (y) + αq i (y)
(3.2)

where:
Z
L(x, y)q(x) =

G(x, y)q(x) dS(x)

(3.3)

S

Z

∂G(x, y)
q(x) dS(x)
∂n(y)
ZS
∂G(x, y)
M (x, y)p(x) =
p(x) dS(x)
S ∂n(x)
Z
∂ 2 G(x, y)
0
M (x, y)p(x) =
p(x) dS(x)
S ∂n(x)∂n(y)
0

L (x, y)q(x) =

(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

and α is the coupling coefficient or Burton–Miller (BM) parameter between the two
BIEs. Eq. 3.2 yields a unique solution at all frequencies provided α is complex valued
[130], with α = i/k being a near optimal choice in terms of the solution accuracy [133].
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The Green’s functions appearing in the above terms are:
eikr
4πr
∂G(x, y)
eikr
=−
∂n(y)
4πr2
∂G(x, y)
eikr
=
∂n(x)
4πr2
∂ 2 G(x, y)
eikr
=
∂n(x)∂n(y)
4πr3
eikr
−
4πr3
G(x, y) =

(3.7)




r · n(y)
r


r · n(x)
(ikr − 1)
r
(ikr − 1)

(1 − ikr) (n(x) · n(y))



 r · n(x)
r · n(y)
2 2
3 − 3ikr − k r
r
r

(3.8)
(3.9)

(3.10)

where · denotes the dot product between Cartesian vectors, r = x − y, r = |r| and n(x)
and n(y) are the respective unit normals at the source point x and receiver point y.
As with the simplified Helmholtz equation (Eq. 2.4 in Chapter 2) the combined
Helmholtz BIE can be numerically discretised and solved on an arbitrary boundary
surface. Boundary conditions can be similarly employed to reduce the number of unknowns and give an exactly solvable system of equations. The next subsections explain
how the FMM is used to treat the well–separated part of the surface integrals in Eq.
3.2, as well as the numerical methods used to calculate the near field integrals of the
nearest neighbour elements which are not well–separated from each receiver element.

3.2.2

FMBEM Treatment of the Far Field

The FMBEM procedure presented in Chapter 2 applied the FMM to a simplified
Helmholtz BIE (Eq. 2.4) using a multipole expansion of the Helmholtz Green’s function
(Eq. 2.11), to approximate the far field surface integrals of the form of Eq. 3.3 for each
receiver. To apply the FMM to the full Burton–Miller (BM) formulation requires multipole expansions of the normal derivatives of the Green’s function and so expressions
for the Cartesian first partial derivatives are required, for example
∂G(x, y)
∂G(x, y)
=
· n(x)
∂n(x)
∂x
The Cartesian first partial derivatives of the S and R multipole expansions can be
expressed in terms of the same expansions with ‘shifts’ to the degree and order of the
expansion coefficients. Exact recurrence relations for both S and R multipoles exist for
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the following differential operators:
∂
∂z
∂
∂
+i
≡
∂x
∂y
∂
∂
≡
−i
∂x
∂y

∂z ≡
∂x+iy
∂x−iy

(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)

where the x and y partial derivatives can be separated as:
∂
1
=
[∂x+iy + ∂x−iy ]
∂x
2
∂
i
= − [∂x+iy − ∂x−iy ]
∂y
2

(3.14)
(3.15)

The recurrence relations resulting from applying the above differential operators to the
spherical basis functions (with F = S, R) are as follows [42, 43, 78]:


m
m m
∂z Fnm (r) = k am
n−1 Fn−1 (r) − an Fn+1 (r)


m+1
m m+1
∂x+iy Fnm (r) = k b−m−1
n+1 Fn+1 (r) − bn Fn−1 (r)


m−1
−m m−1
∂x−iy Fnm (r) = k bm−1
n+1 Fn+1 (r) − bn Fn−1 (r)
m
with the coefficients am
n and bn defined as:
( q
|m|
am
n = an =

bm
n

=









(n+1+|m|)(n+1−|m|)
,
(2n+1)(2n+3)

0,
q

(n−m+1)(n−m)
,
q (2n−1)(2n+1)
− (n−m+1)(n−m)
(2n−1)(2n+1) ,
0,

n ≥ |m|
n < |m|

(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)

(3.19)

m≥0
m ≤ −1
|m| > n

(3.20)

Full derivations of the above recurrence relations can be found in Refs. [78] and [42].
The normal derivative of either spherical basis function for a unit normal vector with
components n(x) = [nx , ny , nz ] is then [18]:
∂Fnm (r) 1
i
= [∂x+iy + ∂x−iy ] Fnm (r)nx − [∂x+iy − ∂x−iy ] Fnm (r)ny + ∂z Fnm (r)nz
∂n(x)
2
2

 −m−1 m+1

1
m+1
=k (nx − iny ) bn+1 Fn+1 (r) − bm
n Fn−1 (r)
2


1
m−1
−m m−1
+ (nx + iny ) bm−1
n+1 Fn+1 (r) − bn Fn−1 (r)
2

 m

m
m m
+ nz an−1 Fn−1 (r) − an Fn+1 (r)
(3.21)
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Eq. 3.21 can be used to apply normal derivatives to either type of expansion, and
these can then be recombined via Eq. 2.11 to give the normal derivative of the Green’s
function at the source and/or receiver points. Thus applying Eq. 3.21 to R yields L0 ,
to S yields M and to both S and R yields M 0 . For a truncation number pl on the
lowest octree level l, the normal derivatives of the expansion require the degree to be
truncated at pl + 1 for the normal derivative coefficients Fn+1 which are shifted to a
higher degree. Denoting the normal derivatives of S and R with respect to the source




and receiver points as Snm (r) n(x) and Rnm (r) n(y) respectively, the BM integrals (Eqs.
3.3–3.6) can be expressed for the ñth plane triangle element Eñ with area Añ and source
point xñ at its centre, as:
∞ X
n
X


L(x, y)q(x) E ≈ ikAñ q(xñ )
Snm (cm̃ − xñ )Rn−m (cm̃ − y)
ñ



L0 (x, y)q(x)


Eñ

≈ ikAñ q(xñ )



M (x, y)p(x) E ≈ ikAñ p(xñ )

n=0 m=−n
∞ X
n
X
n=0 m=−n
∞ X
n
X

ñ

 0

M (x, y)p(x) E ≈ ikAñ p(xñ )



−Snm (cm̃ − xñ ) Rn−m (cm̃ − y) n(y)

(3.22)
(3.23)



− Snm (cm̃ − xñ ) n(x ) Rn−m (cm̃ − y) (3.24)
ñ

n=0 m=−n
∞ X
n
X

ñ

 m



Sn (cm̃ − xñ ) n(x ) Rn−m (cm̃ − y) n(y)
ñ

n=0 m=−n

(3.25)
where cm̃ is the expansion centre of the m̃th box containing xñ . The expansion for
L is analogous to Eq. 2.19. The minus signs for L0 and M account for the fact that
the normal derivatives of the expansions are applied to expansion vectors which are
directed away from the source and receiver points (see Fig. 2.18) and thus give the
negative of the normal derivative at those points when the Green’s function is reconstructed. The minus signs from applying the normal derivative to both source/receiver
expansions for the M 0 expansions cancel one another. It can be seen from the above
expressions that the four BM terms only require two unique S expansions to be propagated through the FMM procedure, with L, L0 and M , M 0 having the same source
expansions. Once propagated through the upward/downward pass of the FMM, the
two types of S expansions may be combined with the R expansions in the final summation to give the well–separated surface integrals of the L and M terms, and with
the Rn(y) normal derivative expansions to yield the L0 and M 0 terms. Recalling from
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Chapter 2 that both sources/receivers are represented with R expansions, the required
source expansions for the far field part of the surface integrals in Eq. 3.2 take the form
(when truncating the expansions at degree n = pl ):
Añ q(xñ )Rpml (cm̃ − xñ )


Añ p(xñ ) Rpml (cm̃ − xñ ) n(x

(3.26)
ñ )

(3.27)

for the ñth element of the discretised mesh, where the source point xñ of the element is
contained within the m̃th octree box with centre cm̃ on the lowest octree level l. Note
 
that to build Rnm n(x ) with the degree truncated at pl requires degree terms up to
ñ

pl + 1 in the truncated series expansion of Rnm (see Eq. 3.21).
Finally, it should be noted that one of the principal criticisms of the BM formulation is that it doubles the number of surface integrals required compared to the
Helmholtz BIE. In the conventional BEM this effectively doubles the set–up time to
build all four matrices. In the FMBEM the majority of the work in propagating the
expansions through the upward/downward pass of the FMM must already be applied
for the Helmholtz BIE for the L and M terms, while the additional integral terms,
L0 and M 0 , of the BM formulation can be cheaply calculated by ‘swapping out’ the
receiver expansions in the final summation step of the FMM procedure. Thus there is
only a small additional computational cost in building the well–separated parts of the
two introduced BM integrals and so the calculation of the sparse near field matrices
constitutes the main cost in the BM implementation of the FMBEM.

3.2.3

Numerical Treatment of the Near Field

The near field part of the surface integrals for each receiver consist of any elements
contained within the same octree box or the nearest neighbour boxes on the lowest
octree level which share a vertex, edge or face with the box containing the receiver
element (see Fig. 3.1). The elements in this region are integrated using numerical
quadrature and combined with the far field FMM contributions to give the complete
surface integral at each receiver point. It can be seen from Eqs. 3.7–3.10 that all of the
Green’s function terms have a

1
r

type dependence and thus exhibit singular behaviour as

r → 0. Different integration methods must be employed depending upon the separation
distance r between the source element (to be integrated over) and the receiver element
(at which the integral is to be evaluated).
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Figure 3.1: The near field elements on the lowest octree level. The sources contained
within the white elements are sufficiently separated from the receiver in the dark grey
element and can be treated using a standard numerical integration technique. The light
grey elements whose sources lie within a certain radius (dashed circle) of the receiver will
have a small radial distance between the source/receiver points and this may be sufficiently
small for the Green’s function to show near–singular behaviour. The integral over the dark
grey element from the source at the centre of that element must be evaluated at the
coincident receiver location in the same element. Thus the radial distance is zero and the
integral over the receiver element will be singular.

Regular Integration. The integrals of the near field elements which are separated from the receiver by a sufficient distance do not show near–singular or singular
behaviour i.e. r is not small in the various Green’s functions (Eqs. 3.7–3.10). Thus the
numerical integrations are applied using standard low order Gauss–Legendre quadrature rules, where the triangle is transformed to a (η, ν) square with −1 ≤ (η, ν) ≤ 1
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such that the Gauss–Legendre formulae can be directly applied [134].
Near–Singular Integration. For the elements which are very close to the receiver
element, for example sharing a vertex or edge with the receiver element, r may be
sufficiently small in Eqs. 3.7–3.10 to exhibit near–singular behaviour in the element
integrals. Generally these situations occur in the BEM due to the model geometry,
for example when dealing with thin shapes or wing/fin edges, or when evaluating the
field very close to the boundary surface where r is much smaller than the typical
element dimensions. The nearest elements which may show near–singular behaviour
are determined by finding the average side length sav of the plane triangles in the
boundary mesh and then using a specialised near–singular integration technique [135]
for all elements which have r . sav . The near field elements outside of this region can
be treated with standard numerical integration techniques.
Singular Integration. Finally the integral over the receiver element from the
coincident source point collocated at the centre of the same element must be evaluated
i.e. at x = y in Eqs. 3.3–3.6 for the singular integrals. The orders of singularities for
the integral terms appearing in the BM formulation are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: The order of the singularities involved when integrating the Green’s function
terms in the BM formulation when x = y in Eqs. 3.3–3.6.

BM Integral Term
Order of Singularity

L0

L
O

1
r



O

1
r2

M0

M


O

1
r2



O

1
r3



The BM formulation for stabilising the Helmholtz BIE introduces the M 0 term which
involves a so called ‘hyper–singular’

1
r3

integral which are in general very difficult to

integrate. Burton and Miller noted the difficulty in integrating the hyper–singular integral in their original paper [130], where they suggested a regularization technique to
weaken the singularity at the cost of introducing additional surface integrals. A number
of numerical integration methods to weaken or remove the hyper–singular integral have
since been developed, with the majority of techniques involving either singularity subtractions, coordinate transformations or the substitution of integral identities: see for
example Refs. [136, 137, 138, 139] and references therein for reviews of the literature.
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For the plane triangle elements with piece–wise constant unknowns used in this
work, and commonly used in many FMM implementations, all of the BM integral
terms may be explicitly evaluated using the method of Matsumoto et al. [140, 141]. It
can be shown that the

1
r2

type singular integrals for L0 and M vanish, while the weakly

singular and hyper–singular integrals for L and M 0 may be evaluated as regular contour
integrals over the edge of the singular receiver element [140]. These contour integrals
may be evaluated using either low order Gauss Legendre quadrature (as is done here),
or, as it has recently been shown, evaluated analytically [142].

3.2.4

FMBEM Iterative Solution and Preconditioning

As discussed in Chapter 2, the FMM accelerates the matrix–vector products in the
iterative BEM solution of the Az = b discretised system of equations and here the
GMRES method [34] is used for the iterative solution of acoustic problems [35]. Central
to the convergence of the iterative solution is the use of an appropriate preconditioner
Apre , which seeks to improve the condition number of the BEM coefficient matrix and
so reduce the number of iterations required for convergence of the system Apre Az =
Apre b. Particularly, one would like Apre ∼ A−1 so that Apre A ∼ I. A review of various
preconditioning methods can be found in Ref. [143].
The use of preconditioners with the FMBEM appears to have been first implemented
by Nabors et al. [144, 145], where they calculated the approximate inverse of the near
field elements for each receiver box on the lowest octree level using the near field integrals that must be directly calculated for the elements which are not well–separated
in the FMM. Similar block–diagonal preconditioners constructed from the sparse diagonal near field matrix were implemented by Song et al. [102] and Sertel and Volakis
[146] using LU (lower–upper) and ILU (incomplete lower–upper) decompositions respectively. Gurel and Ergel compared the convergence rates for a number of types of
preconditioner [147]. Many of the aforementioned references relate to preconditioning
of electromagnetic scattering problems (a review of much of the literature can be found
in Ref. [148]). Iterative solution and ILU preconditioning for acoustic problems was
treated by Marburg and Schneider [35, 149], while Fischer et al. [150] and Fischer
and Gaul [151] applied approximate inverse and Calderon–based preconditioners for
acoustic FMBEM problems.
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A combination of strategies has been employed here to accelerate the convergence of
the iterative solution. Firstly a low accuracy FMBEM is used as a preconditioner for the
main FMBEM iterative solution, as was suggested in Ref. [18]. The truncation numbers
for the preconditioner FMBEM are similarly calculated via Eq. 2.17 using a large error
tolerance of pre = 0.2 and the GMRES convergence tolerance for the preconditioner is
set to ξpre = 0.15. It should be noted that the various multipole expansions/translations
required for the FMBEM preconditioner do not need to be separately calculated and
stored: the same multipole expansions/translations for the main loop can simply be
truncated to the required length and used. Similarly, the sparse near field matrix for
the FMBEM preconditioner is exactly the same as that for the main loop. Thus the
FMBEM preconditioner does not introduce any additional memory requirements and
can be applied at the same algorithmic complexity as the main FMBEM (though in
practice it is several times faster due to the smaller multipole expansions). The use of
the low accuracy FMBEM as a preconditioner to the main FMBEM loop changes the
equivalent preconditioning matrix each iteration and so the flexible GMRES (fGMRES)
method [152, 153] is used, which allows a different preconditioner each iteration.
Additionally the inner GMRES loop is itself preconditioned using a sparse approximate
inverse (SAI) preconditioner [62] constructed from the near field part of the surface
integrals, as suggested by Carpentieri et al. [154]. It has been observed by some
authors [18, 155] that the exclusive use of local preconditioners (based only on the
diagonal near field matrix) give poor results at higher frequencies due to the reduced
diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrix [156] while the combined method used
here provides good convergence over a wide frequency range.

3.2.5

Helmholtz FMBEM Algorithm

This section is concluded by presenting pseudocode algorithms for the iterative FMBEM
solution for an arbitrary exterior acoustic scattering problem described by Eq. 3.2. The
BIE is discretised with a boundary mesh consisting of N plane triangle elements with
corresponding areas AN , and there is a known incident field of wavenumber k defined at
the coincident source/receiver positions at the centres of each of the elements. A Robin
type BC is assumed on the surface which relates the total surface pressure p(x) to its
normal derivative q(x) by some known function g(x) i.e. q(x) = g(x)p(x) and so all four
BM terms appear in the algorithm. The algorithm is split into two parts: the first part
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(Alg. 3.1) sets up the problem by building the octree, multipole expansions/translations
and near field integrals while the second part (Alg. 3.3) implements the FMBEM
iterative solution to the problem. The algorithm for the FMBEM procedure is presented
separately as Alg. 3.2 which is called by both the main and preconditioner GMRES
loops in the iterative solution algorithm.
Algorithm 3.1 Helmholtz FMBEM Algorithm: Set up
1: Define Problem Parameters
2: [, pre ] = prescribed accuracy for the FMM and preconditioner FMM expansions:
defaults = [10−4 , 0.2] respectively
3: [ξ, ξpre ] = [main, preconditioner] GMRES convergence tolerance: defaults
= [10−4 , 0.15] respectively
ˆ its
ˆ pre ] = [main, preconditioner] GMRES maximum number of iterations:
4: [its,
ˆ < 400, 30 < its
ˆ pre < 100]
typical values ≈ [50 < its
5: P = P × 3 list of xyz components of P surface mesh points
6: N = N × 3 list of node numbers for each of the N triangular elements
7: sav = average side length of mesh elements
8: xN , yN = lists of N × 3 source and receiver points respectively. xN = yN
9: x̂ = maximum number of sources per finest octree box: default . 0.1% of N
10: x3l = bit–interleaved binary numbers of xN : default l = 21 (63 bits), see Ref. [42]
11: procedure Precompute(, pre , sav , xN , yN , x̂, x3l , α, P, N)
. determine lowest octree level
12:
function Max Octree(x, x̂)
13:
l=2
. initially set max octree level to 2
14:
while mode(x3l ) > x̂ do
. do while most common x3l exceeds x̂
15:
Calculate cl = centres of the boxes containing xN on level l
16:
l =l+1
. increase octree level, increase x3l by 3 bits, see Ref. [42]
17:
end while
18:
return max octree level ˆl = l, cl , x3l truncated to 3l leading bits
19:
end function
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

. set truncation numbers for all levels
function Trunc Nos(ˆl, , pre )
for l = 2 : ˆl do
Calculate pl , (pl )pre
. via Eq. 2.17
end for
return truncation numbers pl , (pl )pre for each octree level
end function
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Algorithm 3.1 Helmholtz FMBEM Algorithm: Set up (Cont.)
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

function Build ExpTrans(xN , yN , cl , pl )
. precompute/store coefficients
m=−n:n
Calculate Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN ) = Rn=0:(p )+1 (cl̂ − xN )
. via Eq. 2.8
l̂
Calculate [Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN )]n(xN )
. via Eq. 3.21, truncate Rl̂ to n = pl̂
for l = ˆl : 3 do
. calculate/store S|S and R|R translations
Calculate (SS)l = (S|S)pl →p(l−1) (c(l−1) − cl )
. see Section 2.2.2
Calculate (RR)(l−1) = (R|R)p(l−1) →pl (cl − c(l−1) )
end for

34:
35:
36:

37:
38:
39:

for l = ˆl : 2 do
. calculate/store S|R translations

Calculate (SR)l = (S|R) cl − {{{cl }p }n }c \ {cl }n
. where
{ }p , { }n , { }c denote parent, neighbour, children octree searches and
\ denotes the relative complement of two sets: see Section 2.2.2
end for
return Rl̂ , [Rl̂ ]n(xN ) , (SS)l , (RR)l , (SR)l
end function

40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:

function Near Field(N, xN , yN , sav , P, N) . build/store near field matrices
for ñ = 1 : N do
. numerical integrals require P, N
if |{xñ }n − yñ | > sav then
. regular integral set { }r , see Fig. 3.1

Calculate L({xñ }n , yñ ) + αL0 ({xñ }n , yñ ) r
. see Ref. [134]

0
Calculate M ({xñ }n , yñ ) + αM ({xñ }n , yñ ) r
end if
if |{xñ }n − yñ | < sav & {xñ }n 6= yñ then
. near–singular

0
Calculate L({xñ }n , yñ ) + αL ({xñ }n , yñ ) ns
. integral set { }ns

0
Calculate M ({xñ }n , yñ ) + αM ({xñ }n , yñ ) ns
. see Ref. [135]
end if
if |{xñ }n − yñ | < sav & {xñ }n = yñ then
. singular integrals { }s


0
Calculate L({xñ }n , yñ ) s , αM ({xñ }n , yñ ) s
. see Ref. [140]
end if
end for
Build Lnf = {L + αL0 }r + {L + αL0 }ns + {L}s . sparse near field matrices
Build Mnf = {M + αM 0 }r + {M + αM 0 }ns + {αM 0 }s
Calculate (LM)pre
. SAI preconditioner from Lnf , Mnf , see Ref. [62]
return Lnf , Mnf , (LM)pre
end function
end procedure
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The set up algorithm builds and stores in RAM all required expansions/translations
for the FMM, as well as the sparse near field matrices. This data is passed to the
iterative solution algorithm to solve the BIE on the boundary surface. Assuming a
Robin BC, Eq. 3.2 can be discretised into the form of an Az = b matrix equation


α


1
(3.28)
IN + LN g(xN ) +
IN − MN p(xN ) = pi (yN ) + αq i (yN )
2
2




where LN = L(xN , yN ) + αL0 (xN , yN ) , MN = MN (xN , yN ) + αM 0 (xN , yN ) and
IN is the identity matrix of size N × N . Alg. 3.2 presents the FMBEM algorithm
for accelerating the calculation of LN and MN . Both the main and preconditioner
GMRES loops call Alg. 3.2 each iteration using the truncation numbers (pl , (pl )pre ).
Algorithm 3.2 Helmholtz FMBEM Algorithm
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

function Helm FMBEM(k, pl , p(xN ), q(xN ), α, AN , Rl̂ , [Rl̂ ]n(xN ) , (SS)l , (RR)l ,
(SR)l , Lnf , Mnf )
[Rl̂ (cl̂ )]n(xN ) = {AN p(xN )[Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN )]n(xN ) }cl
. via Eqs. 3.26 and 3.27
Rl̂ (cl̂ ) = {AN q(xN )Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN )}cl̂ . { }cl̂ combines R,[R]n(xN ) with common c
for l = ˆl : 3 do
. upward pass: see Section 2.3.1
Rl−1 (cl−1 ) = {(SS)l Rl (cl )}cl−1
. apply S|S translations
[Rl−1 (cl−1 )]n(xN ) = {(SS)l [Rl (cl )]n(xN ) }cl−1
. via Eq. 2.13
end for
for l = 2 : ˆl do
. downward pass: see Section 2.3.2

Sl (cl ) = (SR)l Rl {{{cl }p }n }c \ {cl }n
. apply S|R translations

[Sl (cl )]n(xN ) = (SR)l [Rl {{{cl }p }n }c \ {cl }n ]n(xN )
. via Eq. 2.14
if l 6= ˆl then
Sl+1 (cl+1 ) = {(RR)l Sl (cl )}cl+1
. apply R|R translations
[Si+1 (cl+1 )]n(xN ) = {(RR)l [Sl (cl )]n(xN ) }cl+1
. via Eq. 2.12
end if
end for
denotes the complex conjugate
. final summation: see Section 2.3.3, where
pl̂
n 

X
X
Sl̂ (cl̂ )Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN ) − αSl̂ (cl̂ )[Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN )]n(xN )
Lff = ik
n=0 m=−n
pl̂
n


α[Sl̂ (cl̂ )]n(xN ) [Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN )]n(xN ) − [Sl̂ (cl̂ )]n(xN ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN )
n=0m=−n



19:
return LN q(xN ) = Lff + Lnf q(xN ), MN p(xN ) = Mff + Mnf p(xN )
20: end function
18:

Mff = ik

X X
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In the final summation procedure the receiver expansions are constructed from the
complex conjugates of the source expansions (for coincident source/receiver points)
using the relation Rnm (r) = Rn−m (r) [42]. Alg. 3.3 presents the iterative FMBEM
solution of Eq. 3.28 using the nested fGMRES loop and SAI preconditioner.
Algorithm 3.3 Helmholtz FMBEM Algorithm: Iterative Solution
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:

ˆ its
ˆ pre )
function It Solve(pi (yN ), q i (yN ), α, Helm FMBEM(. . .), ξ, ξpre , its,
p(xN ) = 0N
. set initial guess as vector of zeros
 i



1
i
i
. simplify notation
p = p (yN ) + αq (yN ) , gN = 2 1 + α IN g(xN )




LN [g(xN )p(xN )], MN p(xN ) = Helm FMBEM k, pl , p(xN ),

[g(xN )p(xN )], . . .


˜ = 0 . calculate
ξ N = gN p(xN ) + LN [g(xN )p(xN )] − MN p(xN ) − pi , its
initial residual and set loop counter

6:

12:

˜ < its
ˆ do
. main GMRES loop
while norm(ξ N ) > ξ and its
˜
p(xN )pre = 0N , (ξ N )pre = ∞, itspre = 0 . preconditioner initial values
˜ pre < its
ˆ pre do
while norm((ξ N )pre ) > ξpre and its
. preconditioner


(LN )pre [g(xN )p(xN )], (MN )pre p(xN ) = Helm FMBEM k, (pl )pre ,

p(xN )pre , [g(xN )p(xN )pre ], . . .

(ξ N )pre = (LM)pre gN p(x
 N )pre [g(xN )p(xN )pre ] − (MN )pre ×
 N )pre + (L

(ξN )
p(xN )pre − (LM)pre norm(ξ ) . residual of Ainv Ax − Ainv b with
N


(ξN )
from
the
main
GMRES loop and Ainv = (LM)pre
b = norm(ξ
N)
˜ pre = its
˜ pre + 1
p(xN )pre = GMRES((ξ N )pre ), its
. update

13:

preconditioner solution using GMRES (see Ref. [152]) and update
inner counter
end while

7:
8:
9:
10:

11:

14:
15:

16:

17:

18:
19:






LN [g(xN )p(xN )pre ], MN p(xN )pre = Helm FMBEM k, pl , p(xN )pre ,

[g(xN )p(xN )pre ], . . .
. use inner GMRES solution in main FMBEM


ξ N = gN p(xN )pre + LN [g(xN )p(xN )pre ] − MN p(xN )pre − pi . residual
from main GMRES iteration
˜ = its
˜ +1
p(xN ) = fGMRES(ξ N ) its
. update solution using fGMRES
(see Ref. [152]) and update outer counter
end while
end function
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Thus applying Alg. 3.3 allows the total surface pressure p(yN ) in Eq. 3.28 to
be solved using the FMBEM. The above algorithms have been presented for Eq. 3.2
assuming a Robin BC of the form q(x) = g(x)p(x). The algorithms can be suitably
modified for the other common BCs: if the total surface pressure is described by a
known function p(xN ) = g(xN ) on the discretised boundary surface (Dirichlet BC),
Eq. 3.2 becomes:
α



 1
IN + LN q(xN ) = pi (yN ) + αq i (yN ) −
IN − MN g(xN )
2
2

in the form Az = b. Alg. 3.2 is called once to precompute

1
2 IN

(3.29)


− MN g(xN ) and

this is added to the known incident field pi to construct b in the matrix equation. Alg.
3.3 is then used to solve Eq. 3.29 with p(x) = 0N (in practice the MN terms are not
calculated at all in the iterative solution). Conversely if the normal derivative of the
total surface pressure is known on the surface q(xN ) = g(xN ) (Neumann BC), Eq. 3.2
can be written as a matrix equation of the form


 α
IN − MN p(xN ) = pi (yN ) + αq i (yN ) −
IN + LN g(xN )
(3.30)
2
2

Eq. 3.30 can be similarly solved by precomputing α2 IN + LN g(xN ) for the known b
1

vector and then applying Alg. 3.3 with q(xN ) = 0N (i.e. ignoring the L terms).

3.3

Reduction of the Number of RCR Translations

This section presents two techniques implemented in the FMBEM code which respectively reduce the number of translation coefficients which must be precomputed in the
set up stage of the FMBEM, and the number of translations which must be applied
in the FMM procedure. Both techniques have been implemented in the Helmholtz
FMBEM to further reduce the algorithmic and memory complexity of the FMBEM.

3.3.1

Reduction of the Number of Stored Translation Coefficients

It can be seen from Eqs. 2.12–2.14 that the multipole translations are only dependent
on the translation vector t and are independent of the actual S or R expansion vector
being translated. Thus the number of RCR translations that must be calculated and
stored in the set up stage of the FMBEM can be drastically reduced by noting that
for each octree level, only a single set of S|R translations must be stored between the
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sets of well–separated source boxes and an arbitrary local group of receivers which
share a common parent box. The S|R translations for other local receiver groups will
require exactly the same set of translation vectors defined by t as the relative distance
between the source and receiver boxes will be the same. Thus the total number of S|R
translation vectors that must be stored per octree level will be 63 − 33 = 189 for each
of the eight possible receiver locations in the local receiver group, totalling 1512 S|R
translations per octree level.
Furthermore, only a fraction of the full set of 1512 S|R translations will possess
unique expansion vectors. For example the complete set of possible S|R expansions in
2D is shown in Fig. 3.2. Each of the four possible receiver boxes in the local group
have 62 − 32 = 27 RCR translations. However it can be seen that only 40 of the 108
vectors in Fig. 3.2 are unique (i.e. 72 − 32 translations). A similar analysis of the
3D case shows that only 73 − 33 = 316 of the 1512 possible S|R translation vectors
are unique. The Helmholtz FMBEM algorithm thus precomputes and stores at most
316 S|R translation vectors per octree level, or fewer in the case that not all possible
well–separated translations are required on a particular octree level due to some boxes
being empty. In the case of the S|S and R|R translations there are only eight unique
translation vectors from the children box centres to the parent box centre (or vice versa)
on each octree level.

3.3.2

Reduction of the Number of Applied Translations

As previously discussed, up to 189 S|R translations must be applied per receiver box
on each octree level. The total number of applied S|R translations can be reduced by
noting that many of the well–separated source boxes are common to more than one
of the receiver boxes in the local receiver group of eight boxes which share the same
parent box. Instead of translating to the centre of each individual receiver box, the S|R
translations for well–separated source boxes which are common to the receiver group
can instead be applied to a point at the centre of the group. The translated expansions
can then be R|R translated to shift the expansion centre from the local group centre
to each of the individual receiver boxes which shared the common set of source boxes.
This method for reducing the number of applied S|R translations using the RCR
translation method was first implemented by Gumerov and Duraiswami [157] for the
Laplace fundamental solution. They implemented a so–called ‘translation stencil’ for a
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Figure 3.2: The complete set of possible S|R expansions in 2D. Each of the four possible
receiver boxes has at most 62 − 32 = 27 RCR translations. Only 40 of the 108 S|R possible
translations are unique.

set of the well–separated source boxes which are common to all eight of the receivers in
the local receiver group, by applying the S|R translations to the centre of the parent
box containing the receivers. The well–separated criterion that must be enforced for
S|R translation between two expansions can be described by the parameter
η=

max(r1 , r2 )
D − min(r1 , r2 )

(3.31)

where r1 and r2 are the magnitudes of the expansion vectors of the two expansions (one
of which is being S|R translated to the expansion centre of the other) and D represents
the magnitude of the translation vector t [157]. Assigning a unit distance to the box
length, in the worst case the largest expansion vectors that can be contained within an
octree box will be from the box centre to any of the box corners, giving an expansion
vector length of

31/2
2 .

Similarly the smallest translation vector between a receiver box
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and its nearest well–separated source boxes will be D = 2. Thus in the worst case
η ≈ 0.7637 and Eq. 3.31 can be rearranged in terms of the separation distance as
D ≈ min(r1 , r2 ) +

max(r1 , r2 )
0.7637

(3.32)

For the translation stencil presented in Ref. [157] the set of 80 well–separated source
boxes shown in Fig. 3.3 are common to all eight receiver boxes and so the S|R translations can be applied to the centre of the parent box. This set of source boxes has translation vectors which, in the worst case when the source/receiver expansions are largest,
√
1/2
still satisfy Eq. 3.32: where max(r) = 3 2 for the source boxes and max(r) = 3 for
the parent box of the receiver group. Thus the S|R translations for this set of boxes
can be applied between the source box centres and the centre of the parent box of the
group of receivers. The translated field can then be R|R translated from the parent
box centre to each of the children box centres.
It should be noted that the process of parent to children R|R translations that is
required to shift the stencil translations to the individual receivers is already applied in
the downward pass of the FMM. The stencil translations can be applied on the parent
octree level and then added to the consolidated S|R translated field on the parent level.
The required R|R translations for the stencil will then be automatically applied in this
process of downward R|R translation to the children boxes in the lower level. The
translation stencil reduces the number of S|R translations for each receiver box by 80,
at a cost of 80 S|R translations applied directly to the parent box. Thus the complete
set of S|R translations is reduced from 1512 to 1512 − 8 × 80 + 80 = 952, which is
equivalent to 119 S|R translations per octree box: a ∼ 37% reduction in the number of
translations. The numbers presented here assume the optimal case where all children
boxes are occupied. If, for example, only four children boxes are occupied the S|R
translations are only reduced to 159 per box, representing only a ∼ 16% reduction.
The aforementioned translation stencil exploited the fact that a set of the source
boxes was common to all eight of the receiver boxes and that those source boxes were
well–separated from the parent of the receiver box. This idea can be extended further
by applying translation stencils for source boxes which are common to subsets of the
local receiver group. Again, this is provided that the maximum expansion vectors of
both the source boxes and the combined group of receiver boxes satisfies Eq. 3.32 and
so are considered well–separated for the S|R translations. Translation stencils can be
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Figure 3.3: Translation stencil boxes for all eight receivers. The set of 80 light grey
source boxes are considered well–separated from the parent box containing the local group
of eight receivers (dark grey), and so the set of source boxes in the stencil can be translated
to the parent box centre. The translated expansions at the parent box centre can then
be combined and R|R translated to each of the children box centres. For clarity, in the
diagram the translation stencil has been split into two halves which connect via the dashed
lines: the receiver group is the central [2 × 2 × 2] set of boxes in the [6 × 6 × 6] region.

constructed for groups of four receiver boxes which are in planes in the lower/upper
xyz directions. The upper and lower translation stencils for the receiver box groups
aligned along the z–axis are shown in Fig. 3.4. Each of the sets contains 40 source
boxes. Similar sets can be made for groups of receiver boxes aligned along the other axis
directions. It can be seen from Fig. 3.4 that 16 of the source boxes are common to both
stencil sets but these are evaluated at different receiver groups (lower and upper groups
of four receiver boxes). However for the groups of 4 receivers aligned along the x and
y axes, each will consist of two boxes from the lower and upper z–planes of receivers.
Thus to avoid overlaps, the sets of source boxes for the x/y groups of receivers must
only include the source boxes which do not already appear in the z groups.
Removal of the overlapping source boxes between the upper/lower z–plane receiver
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Figure 3.4: Translation stencil boxes for lower/upper groups of four receiver boxes for the
z–axis. The top diagram shows the set of 40 source boxes which are well–separated from
the group of 4 receivers which lie in the lower z–plane. The bottom diagram shows the
corresponding set for the group of 4 receivers in the upper z–plane. In both diagrams the
other 4 receiver boxes in the local receiver group are indicated by the clear boxes. Again
the translation stencils have been separated into two halves for clarity.
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groups and those for the analogous x/y groups reduces the x/y source box sets to
only four boxes for each upper/lower group. Each receiver box will be a member of
either the upper or lower receiver group for all three axis directions. An example of
the source box sets treated by applying the S|R translations to groups of four receiver
boxes is shown in Fig 3.5 for two of the receivers in the local group. It can be seen
from Fig 3.5 that for each receiver the S|R translations from up to 48 source boxes can
be treated by applying translations to groups of four receiver boxes. For each of the
upper/lower z–plane source sets 4 × 40 = 160 S|R translations are reduced to 40 S|R
translations plus four R|R translations to shift the combined S|R expansions from the
group centre to the box centres of the four individual receivers in the group. For each of
the upper/lower x/y–plane source sets 4 × 4 = 16 S|R translations are reduced to four
S|R translations plus four R|R translations. Thus the total number of S|R translations
for the local receiver group is further reduced to 952 − 320 + 80 − 32 + 8 − 32 + 8 = 664
S|R translations plus 24 R|R translations, which is equivalent to 83 S|R translations
per octree box. Finally it should be noted that there is no advantage in preferentially
applying the translation stencil to the z–plane receiver groups as was done in the above
analysis: the receiver groups for the x/y directions could just as easily be chosen to
treat the majority of the source boxes and this would reduce the source sets for the
remaining axis directions. In fact in the general case all eight receiver boxes are seldom
occupied in one receiver group and it is advantageous to choose the first axis to apply
the translation stencil to maximise the reduction in the number of translations.
Finally, translation stencils can also be constructed for pairs of receiver boxes which
are aligned along the xyz axis directions in the local receiver group. Each receiver will
be a member of three of the groups of two receivers, one for each of the axis directions,
as was the case for the groups of four receivers. Fig. 3.6 shows the sets of source boxes
for three of the pairs of receivers aligned along the x, y and z directions. The source
box sets for the receiver pairs aligned along the x and y axes each contain 24 source
boxes while that for the z–axis receiver group only contains ten source boxes. This is
because the S|R translations for the groups of four receivers were first applied along the
z–axis direction and so many of the well–separated source boxes for the two receivers
aligned along the z–axis have already been treated in those translations. The source
boxes for the groups of four receiver boxes aligned along the x and y axes were much
smaller and so more of the source boxes still remain for S|R translation to the groups
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Figure 3.5: Translation stencil boxes for groups of four receiver boxes shown for two
receivers in the local receiver group. The two receivers shown lie in the upper z–plane,
lower y–plane and the lower (left) and upper (right) x–planes. The groups of four dark
grey boxes are the remaining source boxes in the x/y sets which do not overlap with that
for the upper/lower z sets. In both diagrams the clear boxes again indicate the other boxes
in the local receiver group.

of two receiver boxes. A similar situation occurs if the S|R translations for the groups
of four receiver boxes are first applied to one of the other axis directions: the source
box sets for the pairs of receivers aligned along that axis direction will only contain ten
boxes while the other two axis direction will contain 24 boxes per set.

Figure 3.6: Translation stencil boxes for groups of two receiver boxes aligned along each
axis direction. The source box sets for the receivers aligned along the x–axis (left) and
y–axis (middle) each contain 24 boxes while that for the z–axis (right) only contains 10
source boxes as the groups of four receivers were first treated for the z–axis groups.
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The source box sets for the four possible pairs of receivers aligned along the x and y
axes exactly overlap, while those for the z–axis are a subset of the x/y axis sets. Hence
the translations must only be applied to pairs of receiver boxes aligned along one of the
axes to treat the remainder of the source boxes which are considered well–separated
from the local group of receivers. The source box sets for the receiver pairs aligned
along the other axes will become empty once the overlapping boxes already treated
by the first receiver pairs have been removed from the sets. Choosing the z–axis for
applying the S|R translations to the pairs of receivers will be disadvantageous for the
above example as the x and y axes have larger box sets and so greater savings in the
number of S|R translations can be achieved. Applying the S|R translations to the four
pairs of receivers aligned along the x or y axes in this case will reduce 8 × 24 = 192
S|R translations to 4 × 24 = 96 S|R translations plus eight R|R translations to shift
the combined S|R expansions from the centre of each pair of receiver boxes to the eight
individual receivers in the local group. Again in the general case where not all source
and receiver boxes are occupied it may be advantageous to use a combination of four
non–overlapping pairs of receivers which may be aligned along different axis directions
to give the best reduction in the total number of translations. Upon applying the
S|R translations to the pairs of receivers there remains 37 source boxes per receiver
which are too close to satisfy Eq. 3.32 with any kind of receiver grouping and so these
translations must be applied directly to each individual receiver box.
Thus the total number of translations is finally reduced to 664 − 192 + 96 = 568
S|R translations plus 32 R|R translations, which is equivalent to 71 S|R translations
plus four R|R translations per receiver box. Gumerov and Duraiswami note that their
implementation of the RCR method utilising S|R translations to groups of four and
two receivers only requires 61 S|R translations per receiver box [157] but they do not
provide details of this implementation. Presumably a more complex implementation
than that presented here is used to achieve the additional reduction in the number of
translations. Nonetheless, the method discussed here can reduce the number of S|R
translations from 189 per box to 71 per box when all eight receivers in the local group
are occupied: a ∼ 62% reduction in the number of translations. Fig 3.7 shows the
complete process of applying the translation stencils for groups of eight, four and two
receivers for one of the receivers in a local group.
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Figure 3.7: Complete set of translation stencils for one receiver. The top, middle and
bottom rows show the sets of source boxes which are treated via S|R translations to groups
of two, four and eight receivers for one of the receivers in the local group. The top left image
also shows the set of 37 source boxes which are directly S|R translated to the receiver.
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Finally, it should be noted that the use of the translation stencils increases the number of unique S|R translations that must be precomputed and stored in the FMBEM.
The centres of the groups of receiver boxes will lie on the box edges for the groups of
four receivers and on the box faces for the groups of two receivers and so will introduce
additional sets of unique translation vectors. In total up to twelve sets of S|R translations will be required: six sets for the groups of four receivers, four sets for the pairs of
receivers, one set for the translations to the group of all eight receivers and one set for
the remaining source boxes which must be directly translated to individual receivers.
However the total number of unique S|R translation coefficients that must be stored
does not increase by a factor of twelve as each of the stencils is only a subset of the
complete set of S|R translations. For example, to solve a sphere scattering problem
with a Robin BC on a mesh containing 19776 elements, using the translation stencils
reduced the solution time by 36% while the total storage requirements only increased by
about 6%. The method using the translation stencils stored 576 sets of S|R translation
coefficients on the lowest octree level while the direct method stored 260 sets.

3.4

Numerical Results

This section explores the performance of the Helmholtz FMBEM model in terms of
both its accuracy, and the algorithmic complexity and memory requirements of the
model. The Helmholtz FMBEM model has been written in MATLAB, implemented
using double–precision floating point numbers and the code has not been explicitly
compiled/multithreaded, however MATLAB may do this internally to parts of the code
during execution. Numerical examples are presented for exterior acoustic scattering
from a sphere under various boundary conditions and compared to the analytic solution
[42]. An ‘application example’ of the Helmholtz FMBEM code is also presented in
the form of monostatic target strength (TS) results for the improved BASIS model
of the BeTSSi submarine [158]. The Burton–Miller coupling parameter is set to α =
0.05i/k unless otherwise stated. Numerical results are compared where possible to those
obtained from a commercially available code called PAFEC, developed by PACSYS [27].
All numerical results from both the FMBEM code and the commercial PAFEC code
have been calculated on a workstation computer equipped with an i7–3930K hexacore
processor running at 3.2GHz, and 32GB of RAM.
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3.4.1

Plane Wave Scattering from a Sphere

Fig. 3.8 shows a comparison between the total surface pressure on a unit radius a = 1
sphere for ka = 30 and the analytic solution. A Robin BC has been applied which
relates p and q as: q(x) = −5ip(x) i.e. g(x) = −5i in Eq. 3.28. The incident acoustic
field is a unit strength plane wave propagating in the direction [1 0 0]. Fig. 3.9 shows a
comparison of the real/imaginary components of the total surface pressure as a function
of angle away from the direction of the incident field such that 0◦ corresponds to the
back–scatter direction.

Figure 3.8: Helmholtz FMBEM total surface pressure (left) versus the analytic solution
(right) for plane wave scattering from a sphere at ka = 30 under a Robin BC.
norm(sN −sana
N )
between the N –element vectors
norm(sana
N )
(sana
N ) solutions was 0.62%. For this example the

The relative error norm (r.e. norm)
from the FMBEM (sN ) and analytic

boundary element mesh contained 40096 elements giving approximetaly 15 elements per
wavelength at the specified wavenumber. The FMBEM took approximately 48 minutes
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Figure 3.9: Helmholtz FMBEM real/imaginary components of the total surface pressure
versus the analytic solution for plane wave scattering from a sphere at ka = 30 under a
Robin BC.

to set–up and solve the problem and required 1.08GB of storage space. Comparitively,
the full complex 40096 × 40096 LN and MN coefficient matrices in Eq. 3.28 would
each require 25.7GB of space to store. It can be seen from Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 that the
Helmholtz FMBEM is in close agreement with the analytic solution. This example is
somewhat oversampled compared to the commonly quoted ‘6–10 elements/wavelength’
rule of thumb [8]. Analogous results to those shown in Fig. 3.9 are presented in Fig.
3.10 for the same problem at a higher wavenumber of ka = 45 which corresponds to 10
elements per wavelength. In this case the r.e. norm between the FMBEM and analytic
solution was 2.2% and both the solution time and memory requirements increased (to
129 minutes and 1.57GB respectively) compared to the ka = 30 case. This is due to the
expansion lengths determined by Eq. 2.17, and so the number of operations required
in the FMBEM, being dependent on the wavenumber.
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Figure 3.10: Helmholtz FMBEM real/imaginary components of the total surface pressure
versus the analytic solution for plane wave scattering from a sphere at ka = 45 under a
Robin BC.

Finally, Fig. 3.11 shows the FMBEM results with and without a Burton–Miller
coupling parameter as well as the analytic solution for plane wave scattering from a
sphere under a Neumann BC for ka ≈ 3π. This wavenumber corresponds to the third
eigenfrequency of the equivalent interior problem. It can be seen from Fig. 3.11 that the
FMBEM agrees with the analytic solution when Im(α) 6= 0 while the solution breaks
down at the eigenfrequency when Im(α) = 0, as expected.

3.4.2

Helmholtz FMBEM Algorithmic Performance

This section presents results for the Helmholtz FMBEM algorithm which indicate the
performance of the algorithm in terms of its algorithmic complexity and memory requirements. Comparisons of the algorithmic complexity, computational accuracy and
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Figure 3.11: Helmholtz FMBEM solution of the total surface pressure with and without
a Burton–Miller coupling parameter versus the analytic solution for plane wave scattering
from a sphere at ka ≈ 3π under a Neumann BC.

memory requirements of the Helmholtz FMBEM code are presented for the problem of
sphere scattering under a Neumann BC and compared to analytic solution and numerical BEM results from PAFEC. Two scenarios are presented: the first investigates how
the algorithm scales as a function of the number of unknowns with a fixed wavenumber
and the second case shows the maximum wavenumber for each mesh size as a function
of the number of unknowns.
Plots of the solution time, memory usage and solution error versus the number of
unknowns for a fixed wavenumber of ka = 13 are shown in Figs. 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14
respectively. Numerical results for the solution time and solution error from PAFEC’s
standard BEM model are also presented in the relevant figures. It can be seen from Fig.
3.12 that the least squares fit of the total solution time for the FMBEM is approximately
proportional to N while that for the BEM code is greater than N 2 . The standard
deviations in the least–squares data fits for the algorithmic N –scaling, calculated from
the covariance matrix of the polynomial coefficients used in the data fit, are also shown
in Fig. 3.12 (and in similar plots throughout the thesis) as a measure of the uncertainty
in the data fits. However it should be noted that the residual errors should not be
considered as randomly distributed due to the strong correlation of the octree structure
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on the total solution time and memory usage (discussed next) and so will likely not
follow a normal probability distribution. Thus the standard deviations presented for
the algorithmic N –scaling should only be considered as very rough measure of the
uncertainty in the data fit.
Fig. 3.12 also shows that at the larger mesh sizes distinct ‘steps’ in the increase
of the solution time can be seen. These steps correspond to increases in the boundary
element mesh which require a new level to be added to the octree structure and so the
total number of applied S|R translations sharply increases. Once the new octree level is
included the number of unknowns in the mesh can be made several times larger before
another octree level is required. The total storage requirements in MB of the FMBEM
are shown in Fig. 3.13 where a dependence proportional to less than N is observed. A
line showing the gradient proportional to N 2 memory usage is also shown for reference.
A comparison of Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 shows that the upward steps in the solution times
correspond to downward steps in the memory requirements. The introduction of the
new octree level reduces the number of integrals that must be stored in the sparse near
field matrix, at the cost of an increased number of S|R translations on the new octree
level. The results in these two figures exemplify the typical trade off between speed and
memory inherent in the FMBEM. Finally, the relative error norm between the analytic
and FMBEM solution is shown in Fig. 3.14, as well as similar results for the PAFEC
BEM code. The error reduces as the number of elements per wavelength increases, as
expected. Here the stepped increases in the error result from the separation distances
for the multipole expansions being halved on each new octree level. Initially the sizes of
the elements on each new level are relatively large compared to the separation distance
and so the error introduced by the piecewise constant elements is initially larger but
then reduces as the element size is reduced.
Plots of the solution time, memory usage and solution error versus the number of
unknowns for the second scenario using the maximum wavenumber for each boundary
element mesh are shown in Figs. 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 respectively. Each of the selected
wavenumbers gives approximately 8–10 elements per wavelength on the corresponding
mesh (measured at the equator of the sphere). It can be seen from Fig. 3.15 that the
least squares fit of the total solution time for the FMBEM in this scenario is approximately proportional to N 1.5 while that for the BEM code remains effectively unchanged.
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Figure 3.12: Solution time versus the number of unknowns for the Helmholtz FMBEM
with a fixed wavenumber. The FMBEM total solution time is approximately proportional
to N .

Figure 3.13: Memory usage versus the number of unknowns for the Helmholtz FMBEM
with a fixed wavenumber. The storage requirements in MB of memory shows a proportionality which is less than N .
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Figure 3.14: Solution error versus the number of unknowns for the Helmholtz FMBEM
with a fixed wavenumber. The r.e. norm generally decreases as the number of elements
per wavelength increases.

This is because the cost per matrix–vector product for the conventional BEM is independent of the wavenumber of the problem while that for the FMBEM is strongly
dependent upon the wavenumber. Fig. 3.16 shows that memory usage also increases
for this scenario as the truncation numbers for the expansions and RCR translation
coefficients are proportional to the wavenumber. Finally, Fig. 3.17 shows that the relative error norm between the analytic and FMBEM solutions remains approximately
constant at ∼ 2% for a roughly constant number of elements per wavelength.
Comparative studies on the numerical error for acoustic BEM problems performed
by Marburg [8, 159] for different types of elements (constant, continuous, discontinuous)
indicated that a discretisation of 6–10 constant elements per wavelength would achieve
an error of about 10% in the L2 –norm of the pressure magnitude for the numerical
example of a plane wave travelling in a long duct. Certainly one would expect the
spherical scatterer results presented here to be a more favourable numerical example
than the long duct due to the simpler geometry and boundary conditions. Osetrov and
Ochmann [160] observed discretisation errors of about 3–4% from their high frequency
FMBEM when using 10 constant elements per wavelength, while the average pressure
and normal velocity errors for the ‘Cats–eye’ structure [161] were approximately 6–
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Figure 3.15: Solution time versus the number of unknowns for the Helmholtz FMBEM
using the maximum allowed wavenumber on each mesh. The FMBEM total solution time
is approximately proportional to N 1.5 .

Figure 3.16: Memory usage versus the number of unknowns for the Helmholtz FMBEM
using the maximum allowed wavenumber on each mesh. The storage requirements in MB
of memory is approximately proportional to N .
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Figure 3.17: Solution error versus the number of unknowns for the Helmholtz FMBEM
using the maximum allowed wavenumber on each mesh. The r.e. norm remains approximately constant for a roughly similar number of elements per wavelength.

12% and 11–17% respectively when using between 3.4 and 8.5 constant elements per
wavelength. Fischer and Gaul [162] observed an L2 –norm of about 5% in the surface
pressure results for an L–shaped structure when using 9 linear elements per wavelength
in their high frequency FMBEM. It should also be noted that for a fixed element
mesh, the solution error in the FMBEM can be varied by several percent depending on
the chosen truncation number of the multipole expansions (Eq. 2.17), as evinced by
Schneider [163] and Yasuda et al. [41].
The second scenario effectively shows the worst case performance of the FMBEM,
particularly at the higher wavenumbers where the number of operations required to apply the RCR translations becomes substantial. For example at the highest wavenumber
tested (ka = 40, 25230 elements) the truncation numbers on the highest two octree levels were 27 and 44 respectively. Thus according to Eqs. 2.15, 2.16 and 2.18 the S|S
and R|R translation to and from the highest octree level require 1.79 × 105 operations
per translation while S|R translations across level two require 3.04 × 105 operations per
translation. In this example 2504 S|R translations were required on the highest octree
level, totalling 7.60 × 105 operations which is actually larger than the N 2 operations
for a direct matrix–vector product. Including all of the translations for all octree lev-
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els gives an estimate of the total number of translations which is substantially larger
than N 2 . Despite this, the FMBEM still solves the problem about 15 times faster
than the conventional BEM and this is likely due in part to the fact the conventional
BEM code being compared to here scales as greater than N 2 algorithmic complexity.
The operation counts provided by Eqs. 2.15, 2.16 and 2.18 must only be indirectly related to the actual calculation times required by the computer hardware. The differing
programming languages used between the FMBEM (MATLAB code) and commercial
BEM code (compiled Fortran) would also play a role in the observed execution times
but it is difficult to quantify what impact this would have.
Finally it should be noted that the N 1.5 algorithmic complexity observed when using
the maximum allowed wavenumber for each mesh is in good agreement with the O(N 1.5 )
simplified theoretical estimate of the algorithmic complexity derived by Gumerov and
Duraiswami [42] for the BEM when using O(p3 ) translation methods. Similarly the
order N algorithmic complexity observed in the low frequency scenario, where the
number of unknowns was increased independently of the wavenumber, appears to agree
with the O(N ) theoretical algorithmic complexity derived by Gumerov and Duraiswami
[42] for surface distributions of sources and receivers of so–called ‘simple objects’ when
using translation methods which have a greater than O(p2 ) algorithmic complexity.

3.4.3

Monostatic Target Strength Scattering for the BeTSSi Submarine Model

As an example of the application of the Helmholtz FMBEM model, monostatic target
strength (TS) results are presented for the benchmark BeTSSi submarine model which
was developed for predicting TS results for frequencies up to 8kHz. A schematic for
an improved BASIS model of the BeTSSi submarine is presented in Ref. [158]. The
BASIS model approximates the submarine hull as a series of simple geometric shapes
and the monostatic TS for each shape can be independently calculated and combined
to form the complete hull. The schematic of the improved BASIS model was used to
build a 3D surface mesh of the BeTSSi submarine, consisting of 14640 elements. A
comparison of the total surface pressure for the improved BASIS model as calculated
by the FMBEM and PAFEC BEM codes for a 200Hz plane wave at broadside incidence
is shown in Fig. 3.18. The total solution time of the FMBEM code for this problem was
290 seconds and required 740MB of storage space while the PAFEC BEM code took
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3.08 hours and required 13.6GB of storage space. Thus for this particular example the
FMBEM model solved the problem approximately 38 times faster and used 18 times
less memory compared to the BEM model.

Figure 3.18: Total surface pressure for a 200Hz plane wave at broadside incidence for
the improved BASIS model of the BeTSSi submarine. The Helmholtz FMBEM (top) and
PAFEC BEM (bottom) results are in good agreement except at the fin edges.

The r.e. norm between the FMBEM and PAFEC solution is 11.7% despite what
appears to be good agreement in Fig. 3.18. The discrepancies between the FMBEM
and PAFEC results appears to be localised to the edges of the stabiliser and tail fins
where the two sides of the mesh converge to a single edge. Fig. 3.19 shows a close up
of the total surface pressue on the vertical tail fins for both models, where it can be
seen that there is sharp variations in the total surface pressure of the edge elements in
the PAFEC model. Similar sharp variations in the total surface pressure on the edge
elements can also be observed in the FMBEM results if the near–singular integration
method is not used when calculating the sparse near field matrix, suggesting that the
discrepancy may be due to the treatment of the near–singular integrals in PAFEC.
Ignoring the 50 elements with the largest difference in calculated pressures on the fin
edges reduces the r.e. norm between the FMBEM/PAFEC results to 5.2%, indicating
that over half of the observed 11.7% r.e. norm between the FMBEM/PAFEC solutions
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over the full BEM surface are due to the discrepancies on the fin edges, while agreement
between the two solutions over the remainder of the BEM surface is quite good.

Figure 3.19: Total surface pressure for a 200Hz plane wave at broadside incidence for the
improved BASIS model of the BeTSSi submarine: close up view of the vertical tail fins.
The Helmholtz FMBEM (left) and PAFEC BEM (right) results show significant differences
along the edges of the fins.

Fig. 3.20 shows the monostatic TS as a function of angle in the horizontal plane
for the improved BASIS model of the BeTSSi submarine as calculated by the FMBEM
code at 1◦ angular increments and the PAFEC BEM code at 10◦ angular increments.
Also shown in the figure are the numerical results presented in Ref. [158] for the
monostatic TS calculated from another BEM code called AVAST. The AVAST results
are for the original BeTSSi submarine hull as opposed to the improved BASIS model
used for the FMBEM/PAFEC results. The main differences between the two models
are that the original BeTSSi hull incorporates a flat top section to simulate a deck
and that the tail section varies smoothly from the main pressure hull while the BASIS
implementation models the tail as two connected conical sections which have a sharp
change in angle between the edges of each section. It can be seen from Fig. 3.20 that
the overall agreement between the various data sets is good, particularly between the
FMBEM/PAFEC results for the improved BASIS model.
The number of elements in the model may be significantly increased for the FMBEM
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Figure 3.20: Monostatic TS as a function of angle for the BeTSSi submarine hull for
200Hz plane wave incident field. The FMBEM and PAFEC BEM results are both for
the improved BASIS model of the BeTSSi submarine and are in good agreement. The
reference BEM results from AVAST are for the original BeTSSi submarine hull and show
some differences to the FMBEM/PAFEC results due to the differences in the two models.
Overall agreement between the two models is good.

code. Fig. 3.21 shows the FMBEM results for the same scenario presented in Fig. 3.18
for a larger mesh containing 96866 elements. The total solution time was 29 minutes
and the problem required 1.6GB of storage space. A high resolution model of the
BeTSSi submarine containing 331 039 elements was solved for the same 200Hz incident
field in 1.60 hours, requiring 3.44GB of storage space.

3.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the Helmholtz FMBEM model developed for the coupled
fluid–structure interaction model. The chapter contains a literature review of the FMM
for the Helmholtz BIE, a description of the implementation of the Helmholtz FMBEM
including pseudocode algorithms for the setup and iterative solution of the Helmholtz
BIE using the FMM, a discussion of the methods implemented to reduce the number
of multipole translations that must be both applied and stored in memory, and finally,
numerical results which demonstrate the performance of the Helmholtz FMBEM model.
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Figure 3.21: Total surface pressure for a 200Hz plane wave at broadside incidence for
the improved BASIS model of the BeTSSi submarine for a 96866 element mesh calculated
using the FMBEM.

The solution time of the Helmholtz FMBEM model was shown to scale between N
in the low frequency range and N 1.5 in the high frequency limit of the low frequency
FMBEM, with both estimates being in good agreement with the theoretical algorithmic
complexities, while the storage requirements were equal to or less than N . As expected
the FMBEM provides a substantial performance improvement over the conventional
BEM, yielding faster solution times and smaller memory requirements.
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4

Elastodynamic FMBEM
This chapter presents the elastodynamic FMBEM developed to model the elastic solid
part of the coupled FSI model. The chapter sections mirror those of the Helmholtz
FMBEM presented in Chapter 3.

First a literature review for the elastodynamic

FMBEM is presented. This is followed by a description of the developed elastodynamic FMBEM model, including pseudo–algorithms for the set up and solution of the
elastodynamic BIE using the FMBEM. The final section presents numerical results
for the FMBEM with comparisons to analytic solutions and/or published FMBEM results. The algorithmic and memory complexity of the elastodynamic FMBEM is also
investigated in the results section. The chapter is concluded with a brief summary.

4.1

Literature Review

The elastodynamic BEM for frequency domain problems was first researched by Kupradze
in the 1930s/1940s [164], and by Cruse and Rizzo in 1968 [165, 166]. The elastodynamic
BEM is considered a mature field with a number of review articles [167, 168, 169] and
books [170, 171, 172, 173, 174] available on the subject.
The FMM was first applied to the elastodynamic BEM for 2D frequency–domain
problems in 1997 by Chen et al. [175] using Rokhlin’s diagonal translation method.
Elastodynamic 2D scattering problems using the low frequency FMM were treated
by Fukui and Inoue [176] and Fujiwara [177]. The elastodynamic FMBEM for 3D
frequency–domain problems was implemented by Fujiwara [24] in 2000 using the high
frequency diagonal translation method and multiple octree levels but with a level–
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independent truncation number. Yoshida et al. [178, 179] implemented a low–frequency
elastodynamic FMBEM in 3D using the Wigner 3–j symbols for the translations, making them O(p5 ) operations, as well as a high–frequency elastodynamic FMBEM using
diagonal translations [180]. In both cases the authors were interested in modelling the
scattering of elastic waves by cracks. Isakari et al. applied the low frequency elastodynamic FMBEM to periodic inclusion problems using the O(p3 ) RCR translation
method [181, 182]. Chaillat et al. improved upon the high–frequency implementation
of the 3D elastodynamic FMBEM by using a level–dependent truncation number to
reduce the algorithmic complexity to O(N log2 N ) [37, 183]. Sanz et al. implemented
a high frequency elastodynamic FMBEM which utilised a sparse approximate inverse
preconditioner [184] while Chaillat [185] used a nested inner–outer GMRES loop for
preconditioning (analogous to Gumerov and Duraiswami for the Helmholtz FMBEM
[18]). Elastodynamic problems involving FMBEM–FMBEM coupling between multiple
piecewise–homogeneous domains were treated by Chaillat et al. [186]. Tong and Chew
showed that the number of multipole expansions that must be translated in the FMM
can be reduced by treating the relevant Green’s function expansions in a spherical coordinate system [187]. Preconditioning strategies for periodic structures using the low
frequency elastodynamic FMBEM were treated by Isakari et al. [182, 188]. Visco–
elastodynamic problems have been treated by Grasso et al. [121]. Finally, Takahashi
has recently developed a broadband 2D elastodynamic FMBEM [189]. Reviews of the
literature for the elastodynamic FMBEM can be found in Refs. [164] and [190].

4.2

The Elastodynamic FMBEM

In this section the elastodynamic BIE for solving frequency–domain problems in solid
elastic structures is introduced. The implementation of the elastodynamic FMBEM
is presented in subsections which respectively focus on the FMBEM treatment of the
far field and the direct BEM integration of the near field. Preconditioning and iterative solution strategies for the elastodynamic FMBEM which mirror those for the
Helmholtz FMBEM are also discussed. The salient features of this section should be
recognised as the low frequency FMBEM treatment of the elastodynamic BIE, particularly the construction of the spherical basis expansions which are input into the FMM
algorithm. Again it is stressed that once the relevant expansions are passed into the
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FMM algorithm, the procedural steps (upward pass, downward pass, final summation)
as discussed in Chapter 2 are exactly the same as those for the Helmholtz FMBEM.
The elastodynamic FMBEM presented in this section is the first such model to
utilise both low algorithmic complexity O(p3 ) translation methods and S|R translation
stencils to minimise the computation cost of the FMM in the low frequency domain.
Prior low frequency implementations in the published literature have either used the
original O(p5 ) FMM translation methods based on the Wigner 3–j symbols [178], or
the O(p3 ) RCR translation methods [181, 182], but have required the application of
the full set of up to 189 S|R translations per octree box.

4.2.1

The Elastodynamic BIE

The three equations which describe linear elasticity in a homogeneous elastic solid are
the linear–elastic constitutive relation, the compatibility relation, and Cauchy’s first
law of motion [191]. Assuming a time–harmonic motion of the form e−iωt , Cauchy’s
first law takes the form
∇ · σ + ρω 2 u + ρF = 0

(4.1)

where the total displacement u and body force distribution F are vector quantities
and σ is the Cauchy stress tensor. The elastodynamic BIE may be derived by relating
two distinct elastodynamic states described by Eq. 4.1 via the reciprocity theorem and
then integrating the resulting equation over the elastic domain [191]. Assuming that no
body forces are present, the elastodynamic BIE for an infinite exterior elastic domain
may be derived by limiting all variables to the boundary surface [37], giving
1
ui (y) =
2

Z 


UijT (x, y)ti (x) − TijT (x, y)ui (x) dS(x) + uinc
i (y)

(4.2)

S

where ui and ti are the ith Cartesian components of the total displacement and surface
stress (or traction) on the boundary surface S, x & y are points on the surface, again
assumed to be locally smooth at y, and the superscript

T

denotes the transpose of the

3×3 coefficient matrices of the fundamental displacement Uij and traction Tij solutions
sca
inc
[192]. The total displacement ui (x) = uinc
i (x)+ui (x) is the sum of the incident ui (x)

and scattered usca
i (x) field components and similarly for the total surface stress. The
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elastodynamic fundamental solutions may be expressed as [178]:


1
∂ ∂
∂ ∂
Uij (x, y) = 2 (δqr δij − δqj δir )
Gs (x, y) +
Gp (x, y)
ks µ
∂xq ∂yr
∂xi ∂yj


2ν
∂
Tij (x, y) = µ
Ulj (x, y)nk (x)
δik δlm + δil δkm + δkl δim
1 − 2ν
∂xm

(4.3)
(4.4)

where the subscript indices i, j, k, l, m, q, r = 1 : 3 (repeated subscript indices in products
imply summation over all indices), Gp (x, y) and Gs (x, y) are the Helmholtz Green’s
functions (Eq.

2.3) for the compressional (primary) kp and shear (secondary) ks

wavenumbers in the elastic solid, nk (x) is the k th component of the outward pointing
surface normal at x and δij is the Kronecker delta function [183]. The compressional
and shear waves have the following sound speeds and wavenumbers:
r
cp =
r
cs =

2(1 − ν)
cs
1 − 2ν

s

1 − 2ν
ks
2(1 − ν)

s

ρs ω 2
µ

kp =

µ
ρs

ks =

where ρs , µ and ν are respectively the density, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
elastic solid. Eq. 4.3 contains second–order partial derivatives of G(x, y) with respect
to the Cartesian coordinates, while Eq. 4.4 can be seen to contain third–order partial
derivatives upon substituting for Uij via Eq. 4.3. The second partial derivatives with
respect to mixed and non-mixed Cartesian components are:
  ri   rj 
∂ 2 G(x, y)
eikr
2 2
=−
3
−
3ikr
−
k
r
∂xi ∂yj
4πr3
r
r
∂ 2 G(x, y)
=
∂xi ∂yi


eikr
eikr
3 − 3ikr − k 2 r2
(1 − ikr) −
3
3
4πr
4πr

(4.5)


2ri
r


(4.6)

while the third partial derivatives with respect to mixed, partially mixed and non–mixed
Cartesian components are:
∂ 3 G(x, y)
=
∂xi ∂xj ∂yk


eikr
15 − 15ikr − 6k 2 r2 + ik 3 r3
4
4πr
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rj
ri
rk
r
r
r
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eikr
∂ 3 G(x, y)
=−
3 − 3ikr − k 2 r2
4
∂xi ∂xi ∂yj
4πr



rj
r



  
 2ri
rj
eikr
2 2
3 3
+
15 − 15ikr − 6k r + ik r
4
4πr
r
r
 
3
ikr
 3ri
∂ G(x, y)
e
=−
3 − 3ikr − k 2 r2
4
∂xi ∂xi ∂yi
4πr
r
 
ikr
 3ri
e
2 2
3 3
+
15 − 15ikr − 6k r + ik r
4πr4
r
where r = |x − y| and ri = xi − yi . Denoting the double partial derivatives

(4.8)

(4.9)
∂ 2 G(x,y)
∂xi ∂yj

as

[Gs ]ij or [Gp ]ij for the shear/compressional waves and dropping the (x, y) dependence
in the notation, the main diagonal terms of the displacement fundamental solution may
be expressed in terms of the Green’s functions as
Uii =

 
  
1  2
k
G
−
G
+
Gp ii
s
s ii
ks2 µ s

(4.10)

with the above equation simplified using the substitution [178]
(∇2 + k 2 )G(x, y) = 0,

y 6= x

(4.11)

while the off-diagonal terms (i 6= j) can be expressed as
Uij = Uji =

  
1  
G
−
Gs ji
p ij
ks2 µ

(4.12)

The Green’s function is invariant to the order of the double partial differentiation
with respect to the Cartesian coordinates and so Uij is symmetric. Each row of the
3 × 3 traction fundamental solution may be expressed in terms of the displacement
fundamental solution as follows:


T1j



2ν
∂
∂
=µ
Uhj δgh + 2
U1j n1 (x)
1 − 2ν ∂xg
∂x1


∂
∂
U2j +
U1j n2 (x)
+µ
∂x1
∂x2


∂
∂
+µ
U3j +
U1j n3 (x)
∂x1
∂x3
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∂
∂
U2j +
U1j n1 (x)
=µ
∂x1
∂x2



2ν
∂
∂
+µ
Uhj δgh + 2
U2j n2 (x)
1 − 2ν ∂xg
∂x2


∂
∂
+µ
U3j +
U2j n3 (x)
∂x2
∂x3


∂
∂
=µ
U3j +
U1j n1 (x)
∂x1
∂x3


∂
∂
+µ
U3j +
U2j n2 (x)
∂x2
∂x3



2ν
∂
∂
+µ
Uhj δgh + 2
U3j n3 (x)
1 − 2ν ∂xg
∂x3


T2j

T3j

(4.14)

(4.15)

where g, h, j = 1 : 3. Substituting the diagonal and off-diagonal relations for Uij (Eqs.
4.10 and 4.12) and using Eq. 4.11 in the form


∂ ∂
∂ ∂
∂ ∂
+
+
G(x, y) = k 2 G(x, y)
∂x1 ∂y1 ∂x2 ∂y2 ∂x3 ∂y3
allows the Tij terms to be expressed explicitly in terms of G as:
 
 
 
  
1 h
T1j = 2 βkp2 Gp j0 + 2ks2 Gs 10 δ1j + 2 Gp j11 − Gs j11 n1 (x)
ks
  
 
 
  
2
2
+ ks Gs 20 δ1j + ks Gs 10 δ2j + 2 Gp j12 − Gs j12 n2 (x)
  
i
 
 
  
+ ks2 Gs 30 δ1j + ks2 Gs 10 δ3j + 2 Gp j13 − Gs j13 n3 (x)
 
 
  
1 h  
T2j = 2 ks2 Gs 10 δ2j + ks2 Gs 20 δ1j + 2 Gp j21 − Gs j21 n1 (x)
ks

 
 
 
  
+ βkp2 Gp j0 + 2ks2 Gs 20 δ2j + 2 Gp j22 − Gs j22 n2 (x)
  
i
 
 
  
+ ks2 Gs 30 δ2j + ks2 Gs 20 δ3j + 2 Gp j23 − Gs j23 n3 (x)
 
 
  
1 h  
T3j = 2 ks2 Gs 10 δ3j + ks2 Gs 30 δ1j + 2 Gp j31 − Gs j31 n1 (x)
ks
  
 
 
  
+ ks2 Gs 20 δ3j + ks2 Gs 30 δ2j + 2 Gp j32 − Gs j32 n2 (x)

i
 
 
  
 
+ βkp2 Gp j0 + 2ks2 Gs 30 δ3j + 2 Gp j33 − Gs j33 n3 (x)

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

2ν
1−2ν

 
and the notation G g0 denotes the first partial derivative of G(x, y)
 
 
with respect to the g th Cartesian component of x: G g0 = ∂G(x,y)
∂xg . Conversely, G 0g

where β =

is later used to denote the first partial derivative of G(x, y) with respect to the g th
 
component of y. The third–order partial derivatives of G(x, y) are denoted as G ghi =
∂ 3 G(x,y)
∂xg ∂xh ∂yi

where g and h are applied at x and i is applied at y.
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As with the Helmholtz BIE, Eq. 4.2 may be numerically discretised and solved on
an arbitrary boundary surface. Boundary conditions can be similarly employed to eliminate one of the unknowns (ui , ti ) on S to yield an exactly solvable system of equations.
If plane triangular elements with piece–wise constant unknowns are used for the discretisation then a surface mesh containing N elements will have 3N unknowns for the
Cartesian components of the displacement/traction at the centre of each element. The
full BEM coefficients matrices of the fundamental solutions Uij and Tij will similarly
be of size 3N × 3N for an N –element mesh. The following subsections explain how
the FMBEM and direct numerical integration techniques are employed to respectively
treat the well–separated and near field parts of the surface integrals in Eq. 4.2.

4.2.2

FMBEM Treatment of the Far Field

In the previous chapter recursion relations were presented for differential operators involving the first–order partial derivatives of the spherical basis functions with respect
to the Cartesian coordinates (Eqs. 3.16–3.18) and these were used for building the
integral terms in the Burton–Miller formulation (Eqs. 3.22–3.25). Here an analogous
process must be applied to the displacement and traction fundamental solutions of the
elastodynamic BIE (Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4) which involve up to third–order partial derivatives of the Helmholtz Green’s function. However in practice only second–order partial
derivatives of the spherical basis functions are required for the multipole expansion of
the Uij and Tij terms as the partial derivative relations may be applied to both the
source and receiver multipole expansions. Recurrence relations for the second–order
differential operators can be derived by substituting the first–order relations back into
those same relations. The following operators are defined:
∂z 2 ≡
∂zx+izy ≡
∂zx−izy ≡
∂(x+iy)2 ≡
∂(x−iy)2 ≡

∂2
∂z 2
∂ ∂
∂ ∂
+i
∂z ∂x
∂z ∂y
∂ ∂
∂ ∂
−i
∂z ∂x
∂z ∂y
2
∂
∂ ∂
+ 2i
−
2
∂x
∂x ∂y
∂2
∂ ∂
− 2i
−
2
∂x
∂x ∂y
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(4.20)
(4.21)
∂2
∂y 2
∂2
∂y 2

(4.22)
(4.23)
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∂(x+iy)(x−iy) ≡

∂2
∂2
+
∂x2 ∂y 2

(4.24)

where the unique second–order partial derivatives may be separated as:
∂ ∂
∂z ∂x
∂ ∂
∂z ∂y
∂2
∂x2
∂2
∂y 2
∂ ∂
∂x ∂y

1
[∂zx+izy + ∂zx−izy ]
2
i
= − [∂zx+izy − ∂zx−izy ]
2

1
=
∂(x+iy)2 + ∂(x−iy)2 + 2∂(x+iy)(x−iy)
4

1
= − ∂(x+iy)2 + ∂(x−iy)2 − 2∂(x+iy)(x−iy)
4

i
= − ∂(x+iy)2 − ∂(x−iy)2
4
=

(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)

The recurrence relations for the second–order differential operators (Eqs. 4.19–4.24)
for either of the spherical basis functions (F = S, R) can be expressed as follows:

m
m
m
2 m
∂z 2 Fnm (r) = k 2 am
n−1 an−2 Fn−2 (r) − (an−1 ) Fn (r)

2 m
m m
m
− (am
n ) Fn (r) + an an+1 Fn+2 (r)

m+1
m
m
−m−1 m+1
Fn (r)
∂zx+izy Fnm (r) = k 2 −am
n−1 bn−1 Fn−2 (r) + an−1 bn

−m−1 m+1
m
m+1
+ am
(r) − am
n bn+1 Fn
n bn+2 Fn+2 (r)

−m m−1
m
m−1 m−1
Fn (r)
∂zx−izy Fnm (r) = k 2 −am
n−1 bn−1 Fn−2 (r) + an−1 bn

m−1 m−1
−m m−1
(r) − am
+ am
n bn+2 Fn+2 (r)
n bn+1 Fn

m+1 m+2
m −m−2 m+2
Fn (r)
∂(x+iy)2 Fnm (r) = k 2 bm
n bn−1 Fn−2 (r) − bn bn

−m−2 m+2
m+1 m+2
− b−m−1
(r) + b−m−1
n+1 bn+2 Fn+2 (r)
n+1 bn+1 Fn

−m+1 m−2
−m m−2 m−2
(r)
∂(x−iy)2 Fnm (r) = k 2 b−m
n bn−1 Fn−2 (r) − bn bn−1 Fn

−m+1 m−2
m−2 m−2
− bm−1
(r) + bm−1
n+1 bn+1 Fn
n+1 bn+2 Fn+2 (r)

−m−1 m
m 2 m
∂(x+iy)(x−iy) Fnm (r) = k 2 bm
n bn−1 Fn−2 (r) − (bn ) Fn (r)

−m−1 2 m
m
m
− (bn+1
) Fn (r) + b−m−1
n+1 bn+2 Fn+2 (r)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

m
where k is the relevant wavenumber and am
n and bn have been previously defined in

Eq. 3.19 and Eq. 3.20 respectively. For a truncation number of pl on the lowest octree
level l, the second–order partial derivatives of the expansions require the degree to be
truncated at pl + 2 for the Fn+2 coefficients. For the multipole expansion of Tij (x, y),
the above expressions for the second–order partial derivatives may be applied to the
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source expansions, propagated through the FMM procedure (upward pass, downward
pass) and then combined with the first–order partial derivatives of the receiver expansions (Eqs. 3.11, 3.14 and 3.15) in the final summation to build the third–order
partial derivatives in Tij (x, y). The first–order relations are sufficient for the multipole
expansion of Uij (x, y) when applied to both source and receiver expansions to give the
second–order partial derivatives appearing in that solution. Obviously the application
of Eqs. 4.32–4.35 to both the source and receiver multipole expansions will allow up
to fourth–order partial derivatives of the Helmholtz Green’s function to be expressed
in terms of the R and S spherical basis functions.
It can be seen from Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 that each of the fundamental solutions have nine
components and each of these involve both the shear and compressional wave speeds,
totalling thirty–six terms which must be propagated through the FMM algorithm. In
practice this number can be substantially reduced by finding common Green’s function
terms in the components of the fundamental solutions and then only propagating these
common terms through the FMM procedure.
Applying the UijT ti matrix–vector product and substituting Eqs. 4.10 and 4.12, the
following common terms are observed:
 
ks2 Gs tj − Gs gj th δgh
= ks2 Gs tj −
= iks



Gs

∞ X
n 
X


 
 
t
+
G
t
+
G
t
s 2j 2
s 3j 3
1j 1










ks2 Snm (ks )tj + Snm (ks ) 1j t1 + Snm (ks ) 2j t2 + Snm (ks ) 3j t3

n=0 m=−n



× Rn−m (ks )

(4.36)

∞ X
n 
X
 
 m




  −m
 
Gp gj th δgh = ikp
Sn (kp ) 1 t1 + Snm (kp ) 2 t2 + Snm (kp ) 3 t3
Rn (kp ) j
n=0 m=−n

(4.37)
where g, h, j = 1 : 3 and Fnm (kf ) denotes the spherical basis functions F = S, R with
compressional/shear wavenumbers kf (f = p, s). Additionally the subscripts of the
multipole expansions denote the first partial derivatives [Fnm (kf )]j = ∂j Fnm (kf ). Note
 
that the sign of the S expansions in Eq. 4.36 for the Gs gj terms has been changed
to account for the fact that both partial derivatives have been applied at the source
location i.e.

∂ 2 G(x,y)
∂xi ∂yj

2

= − ∂∂xG(x,y)
The integral of UijT ti over the ñth plane triangular
i ∂xj
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element Eñ with area Añ and source point xñ at its centre may then be approximated
with the S and R spherical basis functions using Eqs. 4.36 and 4.37 as


 
  
2G t +
k
G
−
G
t
δ
s g1 h gh 
 s s 1  p g1

 T 



 
Añ 
2G t +

Uij ti E ≈ 2 
k
G
−
G
t
δ
s
2
p
s
h
gh
s

ñ
ks µ 
 g2  g2 


2
ks Gs t3 + Gp g3 − Gs g3 th δgh

(4.38)

Thus the treatment of the far field integrals of UijT ti requires the propagation of four
sets of S expansions: three for Eq. 4.36 with j = 1 : 3 and one for Eq. 4.37. A similar
process may be applied to the TijT ui matrix–vector product: the following common
terms are observed when Eqs. 4.16–4.18 are multiplied with ui :
 

 
2 Gp gjh + βkp2 Gp h0 δgj ng uj
 

 
= 2 Gp gjh − βkp2 Gp 0h δgj ng uj
= ikp

∞ X
n 

X

 
 
βkp2 Snm (kp )δgj − 2 Snm (kp ) gj ng uj Rn−m (kp ) h
n=0 m=−n

(4.39)
∞ X
n 

X
 


 
2 Gs gjh ng uj = −iks
2 Snm (ks ) gj ng uj
Rn−m (ks ) h

(4.40)

n=0 m=−n

 

ks2 Gs g0 ng uj +nj ug
= −iks3

∞ X
n 
X


Snm (ks )


g

ng uj + nj ug



Rn−m (ks )



(4.41)

n=0 m=−n

where g, h, j = 1 : 3 and the second–order partial derivatives of the multipole expansions ∂i ∂j Fnm (kf ) are denoted as [Fnm (kf )]ij . The integral of TijT ui over the ñth plane
triangular element Eñ with area Añ and source point xñ at its centre may then be
approximated with the S and R spherical basis functions using Eqs. 4.39–4.41 as
 T 
Tij ui E ≈ Añ ×

!
 ñ

 
  
  
 
 2 Gp gj1 − Gs gj1 − βkp2 Gp 01 δgj ng uj + ks2 Gs g0 ng u1 + n1 ug 




!


 



 
 
 


 2 Gp gj2 − Gs gj2 − βkp2 Gp 02 δgj ng uj + ks2 Gs g0 ng u2 + n2 ug 




!


 
  
 
  


2 Gp gj3 − Gs gj3 − βkp2 Gp 03 δgj ng uj + ks2 Gs g0 ng u3 + n3 ug
(4.42)
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which only requires the propagation of five sets of expansions through the FMM: one
each for Eqs. 4.39 and Eq. 4.40 and three for Eq. 4.41 with j = 1 : 3. Thus the far
field part of both integral terms in Eq. 4.2 can be treated by propagating nine sets of
source expansions through the FMM algorithm and this may be reduced to four/five
sets when using BCs which remove one of the unknowns from the BIE.
As a point of comparison, both the low–frequency elastodynamic FMBEM implemented by Yoshida [178] and the high–frequency one implemented by Chaillat [191]
require four expansions each for both the Uij and Tij terms. The additional expansion
required for Tij in this implementation arises from the fact that Eq. 4.41 cannot be combined with Eq. 4.40, as was done by Chaillat [37], without directly evaluating the triple


partial derivatives in Eq. 4.40 with respect to the source expansion (i.e. Snm (ks ) gjh ).
The high–frequency multipole expansions used by Chaillat have the form of eikr terms
and so the partial derivatives manifest as simple ik factors in the source expansions
which pose no difficulty when calculating higher order partial derivatives. Conversely
the low–frequency spherical basis functions used in this work, as well as similar forms
used by Yoshida, directly incorporate spherical Bessel and associated Legendre functions and so the corresponding partial derivatives are more complex. Yoshida similarly
has three shear and one compressional multipole expansion for Tij but does not appear
to elaborate on how the second–order partial derivatives are calculated, while formulae
similar to those of Gumerov and Duraiswami [42] are presented for the first–order partial derivatives. In the implementation presented here, third–order partial derivatives
could feasibly be derived from appropriate third–order differential operators but one
would expect a corresponding increase in both the number of unique terms (18 terms)
and the complexity of the expansions (eight Fnm terms per expansion). A direction
for future work will be to derive more compact recursions for the partial derivative
relations which are amenable to deriving higher order derivatives.
Appropriate source expansions analogous to Eqs. 3.26–3.27 for the Helmholtz BIE
can be constructed from the S expansions in the elastodynamic common factor equations, again recalling from Chapter 2 that both sources/receivers are represented with
R expansions when using the S|R translations (see Eq. 2.14). For Uij the four sets of
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source expansions (truncated at degree n = pl ) are:

 m

Añ  2 m
k
R
(c
−
x
,
k
)t
(x
)
+
R
(c
−
x
,
k
)
t
(x
)
m̃
ñ s j ñ
ñ s gj g ñ
pl m̃
ks2 µ s pl

Añ 
ikp 2 Rpml (cm̃ − xñ , kp ) g tg (xñ )
ks µ

iks

(4.43)
(4.44)

where g, j = 1 : 3. Also the notation Rnm (r, kf ) has been used here to denote the relevant
wavenumber (kf = kp , ks ) for the regular spherical basis functions with expansion vector
r. Similarly for Tij the five sets of source expansions are:


 
ikp Añ βkp2 Rpml (cm̃ − xñ , kp )δgj − 2 Rpml (cm̃ − xñ , kp ) gj ng (xñ )uj (xñ )
 


−iks Añ 2 Rpml (cm̃ − xñ , ks ) gj ng (xñ )uj (xñ )



−iks3 Añ Rpml (cm̃ − xñ , ks ) g ng (xñ )uj (xñ ) + nj (xñ )ug (xñ )

(4.45)
(4.46)
(4.47)

Finally it should be noted that the truncated source expansions in Eqs. 4.43 and
4.47 with maximum degree pl require expansions truncated at pl + 1 for the recursion
relations of the first–order partial derivatives while Eq. 4.46 requires terms up to degree
pl + 2 for the second–order partial derivative recursion relations. Similarly the receiver
expansions which are combined with Eqs. 4.43, 4.45 and 4.46 in the final stage of
the downward pass require the expansions to be truncated at pl + 1 to construct the
first–order partial derivatives applied at the receiver locations.

4.2.3

Numerical Treatment of the Near Field

The near field part of the surface integrals defined by the boxes on the lowest level
of the octree structure, as well as the definitions of the regular, near–singular and
singular integrals for the elastodynamic BIE are essentially the same as that for the
Helmholtz FMBEM presented in Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3. The only difference here
is the form of the fundamental solutions that must be integrated. Upon inspection
of the relevant Green’s function partial derivatives (Eqs. 4.5–4.9), the displacement
and traction fundamental solutions appear to involve singularities of the order
1
r4

1
r3

and

respectively. However it has been shown that by applying a series expansion to the

exponential terms appearing in the fundamental solutions, the order of the singularities
of Uij and Tij reduce to

1
r

and

1
r2

respectively [172]. Thus the three types of surface

integral in the elastodynamic FMBEM are treated as follows:
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Regular Integration. The numerical integration of the regular integrals are applied directly to the original Uij and Tij terms using standard low order Gauss–Legendre
quadrature adapted for plane triangular elements [134].
Near–Singular Integration. The element integrals which may exhibit near–
singular behaviour are treated using a specialised near–singular integration technique
[135] and are applied to the fundamental solutions which have had the singularities
weakened using the series expansion of the exponential terms.
Singular Integration. The singular integrals of the Uij and Tij terms are again
weakened using the series expansions of the exponential terms. The

1
r

singularity of Uij

is then treated using a radial coordinate transformation [29] while the

1
r2

singularity of

Tij is approximated by using a limiting case of the near–singular integration technique,
where the source point is placed arbitrarily close to the surface of the singular element.
The source point for the singular integration of each element is displaced in the direction
normal to the element surface (directly above the element centre/corresponding receiver
point) by a static value of 10−10 m. The accuracy of the approximation of the Tij
singular integration was compared to an analytic integration technique for Tij [191].
This analytic method was unable to be fully implemented in the model to simply
replace the approximation to the singular integrals due to time constraints. However
the analytic technique was successfully implemented for the diagonal Tii terms where it
was observed that the singular integrals calculated by the approximate method agreed
with the analytic integral results to three–four significant figures when using a 30 point
Gauss–Legendre quadrature rule. This level of accuracy is sufficient for the piece–wise
constant triangular elements and is consistent with the errors inherent in the FMM.
An obvious avenue for future work will be to implement a proper singular integration
technique for the Tij terms or implement a suitable regularisation technique to the
elastodynamic BIE (for example [193]) to reduce the order of the singularities appearing
in the integral terms.

4.2.4

FMBEM Iterative Solution and Preconditioning

The elastodynamic FMBEM uses the same iterative solution and preconditioning techniques as the Helmholtz FMBEM, as previously discussed in Section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3.
The iterative solution is implemented using a nested inner–outer fGMRES loop which
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allows for a different preconditioner each iteration [152, 153]. The inner loop is a low accuracy FMBEM which is used as a preconditioner for the outer loop, where the FMBEM
is calculated at full accuracy. The FMBEM in the inner GMRES loop is itself preconditioned using a sparse approximate inverse (SAI) preconditioner [62] constructed from
the near field part of the surface integrals. Similar values are used in the elastodynamic
FMBEM for the inner/outer GMRES convergence tolerances (ξ = 10−4 ,ξpre = 0.15)
and the specified accuracies for the main/preconditioner multipole expansions of the
Green’s functions ( = 10−4 ,pre = 0.2).

4.2.5

Elastodynamic FMBEM Algorithm

This section is concluded by presenting pseudocode algorithms for the iterative FMBEM
solution for an exterior elastodynamic scattering problem involving an incident displacement field impinging upon an arbitrary enclosed surface in an infinite elastic solid. The
surface is discretised with a boundary mesh consisting of N plane triangle elements
with corresponding areas listed in AN and source/receiver points at the element centres listed in xN and yN (with xN = yN for the collocation method). Assuming an
impedance type BC which relates the total surface stress ti (x) to the total displacement ui (x) by some known function g(x) i.e. ti (x) = g(x)ui (x), then the discretised
elastodynamic BIE can be written in the form of an Az = b matrix equation



1
I3N − U3N g(xN ) + T3N ui (xN ) = uinc
(4.48)
i (yN )
2
R
R
where U3N = S UijT (xN , yN )dS(xN ), T3N = S TijT (xN , yN )dS(xN ) (the transpose
operations are applied individually to each of the 3 × 3 submatrices) and I3N is the
identity matrix, all being of size 3N × 3N . The set up algorithm for the elastodynamic
FMBEM performs essentially the same tasks as Alg. 3.1 for the Helmholtz FMBEM
and so an equivalent algorithm is not presented here. The principal modifications to
the set up algorithm for the elastodynamic FMBEM are as follows:
1. The octree truncation numbers, source/receiver expansions and various translations (S|S, R|R, S|R) are constructed for two wavenumbers: kp and ks .
2. Function Build ExpTrans builds the set of source expansions and the corre

sponding sets of first/second–order partial derivatives: Rl̂ (cl̂ −xN ), Rl̂ (cl̂ −xN ) i


and Rl̂ (cl̂ −xN ) ij required for the displacement/traction fundamental solutions.
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3. Function Near Field builds the analogous sparse near field and SAI preconditioner matrices Unf , Tnf and (UT)pre for the elastodynamic BIE.
The other stages of setting up the octree levels, truncation numbers and multipole
translations for the elastodynamic BIE remain unchanged.
The FMBEM algorithm for the elastodynamic BIE is presented in Alg. 4.1. The
main steps of the algorithm (upward pass, downward pass, final summation) are the
same as that in Alg. 3.2 for the Helmholtz FMBEM but are complicated by the fact that
multiple sets of expansions are propagated through the FMM for the more complicated
displacement/traction fundamental solutions.
Alg. 4.1 similarly utilises the relation Rnm (r) = Rn−m (r) in the final summation to
reconstruct the UijT ti and TijT ui terms, as was done in Alg. 3.2 to reconstruct the BM
terms. Furthermore the partial derivatives of the spherical basis functions are applied
along the expansion vectors which are directed away from the source/receiver points
(i.e. towards the local expansion centres: see Eq. 2.11a and Fig. 2.18) and so give
the negative of the Green’s function for odd–number partial derivatives. The source
expansions for the common factors in the traction fundamental solution have been
multiplied by −1 to account for this sign change (see Eqs. 4.39–4.41) and hence give
the correct sign of the Green’s function terms when reconstructing TijT ui in the final
summation. The displacement fundamental solution only involves even–number partial
derivatives applied at the source and receiver positions and so the pairs of −1 factors
cancel one another without intervention.
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Algorithm 4.1 Elastodynamic FMBEM Algorithm
function Elasto FMBEM(kp , ks , pl , ui (xN ), ti (xN ), β, µ, AN , Rl̂ , [Rl̂ ]i , [Rl̂ ]ij ,
(SS)l , (RR)l , (SR)l , Unf , Tnf )
[U (1)]
[U (4)]
. Build the 4 sets of source expansions for UijT ti as R
(cl̂ ):R
(c )
l̂
l̂

o l̂
n
[U (1)]
2:
R
(cl̂ ) = iks kA2Nµ ks2 Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )t1 (xN ) + [Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )]g1 tg (xN )
l̂
s

ocl
n
[U (2)]
AN
3:
R
(cl̂ ) = iks k2 µ ks2 Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )t2 (xN ) + [Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )]g2 tg (xN )
l̂
s
n

ocl
[U (3)]
AN
2
4:
R
(cl̂ ) = iks k2 µ ks Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )t3 (xN ) + [Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )]g3 tg (xN )
1:

l̂

s

[U (4)]
(cl̂ )
l̂

R

5:

cl


= ikp kA2Nµ [Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp )]g tg (xN )
s

. via Eq. 4.43
. via Eq. 4.44

cl

6:
[T (1)]

. Build the 5 sets of source expansions for TijT ui as R
l̂
n

[T (1)]
R
(cl̂ ) = ikp AN kp2 Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp )δgj
l̂
o

 
− 2 Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp ) gj ng (xN )uj (xN )
cl
n
 
o

[T (2)]
R
(cl̂ ) = − iks AN 2 Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) gj ng (xN )uj (xN )

7:
8:
9:

l̂

cl

[T (5)]
(cl̂ )
l̂

(cl̂ ):R

. via Eq. 4.45
.

via Eq. 4.46




= − iks3 AN Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) g ng (xN )u1 (xN ) + n1 (xN )ug (xN ) c



 l
= − iks3 AN Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) g ng (xN )u2 (xN ) + n2 (xN )ug (xN ) c



 l
= − iks3 AN Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) g ng (xN )u3 (xN ) + n3 (xN )ug (xN ) c
l
via Eq. 4.47

[T (3)]
R
(cl̂ )
l̂
[T (4)]
R
(cl̂ )
l̂
[T (5)]
R
(cl̂ )
l̂

10:
11:
12:

.
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

for l = ˆl : 3 do
for i = 1 : 4 do
[U (i)]
[U (i)]
Rl−1 (cl−1 ) = {(SS)l Rl−1 (cl )}cl−1
end for
for i = 1 : 5 do
[T (i)]
[T (i)]
Rl−1 (cl−1 ) = {(SS)l Rl−1 (cl )}cl−1
end for
end for

. upward pass: see Section 2.3.1
. apply S|S translations
. via Eq. 2.13
. apply S|S translations
. via Eq. 2.13

22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

for l = 2 : ˆl do
. downward pass: see Section 2.3.2
for i = 1 : 4 do
. apply S|R translations

[U (i)]
[U (i)]
Sl
(cl ) = (SR)l Rl
{{{cl }p }n }c \ {cl }n
. via Eq. 2.14
end for
for i = 1 : 5 do
. apply S|R translations

[T (i)]
[T (i)]
Sl
(cl ) = (SR)l Rl
{{{cl }p }n }c \ {cl }n
. via Eq. 2.14
end for
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Algorithm 4.1 Elastodynamic FMBEM Algorithm (Cont.)
if l 6= ˆl then
for i = 1 : 4 do
. apply R|R translations
[U (i)]
[U (i)]
. via Eq. 2.12
Sl+1 (cl+1 ) = {(RR)l Sl
(cl )}cl+1
end for
for i = 1 : 5 do
. apply R|R translations
[T (i)]
[T (i)]
. via Eq. 2.12
Si+1 (cl+1 ) = {(RR)l Sl
(cl )}cl+1
end for
end if
end for
. final summation: see Section 2.3.3 and Eqs. 4.38 and 4.42
p
n
l̂

X X [U (1)]

 
[U (4)]

S
(cl̂ )Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) + S
(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp ) 1 
l̂
l̂


n=0 m=−n

 pl̂

n


X
X


 
[U (2)]
[U (4)]

Uff =
S
(cl̂ )Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) + S
(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp ) 2 

l̂
n=0 m=−n l̂

 pl̂

n
X X 

 
[U (4)]
[U (3)]

(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp ) 3 
S
(cl̂ )Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) + S

30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

40:

n=0 m=−n

l̂

l̂

41:


p
n 
l̂
X
X




[T (2)]
[T (1)]

(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) 1
S
(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp ) 1 − S
l̂
l̂



n=0 m=−n



[T (3)]


(cl̂ )Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )

 +Sl̂

p
n 

X
l̂
X






[T (1)]
[T (2)]

S
(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp ) 2 − S
(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) 2
l̂
l̂


42:
Tff =n=0 m=−n






[T (4)]
(cl̂ )Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )

 +Sl̂
p

X
n
l̂
X  [T (1)]






[T (2)]

S
(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , kp ) 3 − S
(cl̂ ) Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks ) 3
l̂
l̂



n=0 m=−n



[T (5)]
+S
(cl̂ )Rl̂ (cl̂ − xN , ks )
l̂ 



43:
return U3N ti (xN ) = Uff + Unf ti (xN ), T3N ui (xN ) = Tff + Tnf ui (xN )
44: end function

The iterative solution for the elastodynamic FMBEM using the inner–outer fGMRES loop and SAI preconditioner is presented in Alg. 4.2. The main steps of the
algorithm parallel those of Alg. 3.3 for the iterative solution of the Helmholtz equation.
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Algorithm 4.2 Elastodynamic FMBEM Algorithm: Iterative Solution
ˆ its
ˆ pre )
1: function It Solve(ui (yN )inc , Elasto FMBEM(. . .), ξ, ξpre , its,
2:
3:

4:

ui (xN ) = 03N
. set initial guess as vector of zeros




U3N [g(xN )ui (xN )], T3N ui (xN ) = Elasto FMBEM kp , ks , pl , ui (xN ),

[g(xN )ui (xN )], . . .


˜ =0 .
ξ 3N = 12 I3N + T3N ui (xN ) − U3N [g(xN )ui (xN )] − ui (yN )inc , its
initial residual of Az − b

5:

11:

˜ < its
ˆ do
while norm(ξ 3N ) > ξ and its
. main GMRES loop
˜
ui (xN )pre = 03N , (ξ 3N )pre = ∞, itspre = 0
. preconditioner
initial values
˜ pre < its
ˆ pre do
while norm((ξ 3N )pre ) > ξpre and its
. preconditioner


(U3N )pre [g(xN )ui (xN )pre ], (T3N )pre ui (xN )pre = Elasto FMBEM k,

(pl )pre , ui (xN )pre , [g(xN )ui (xN )pre ], . . .


(ξ 3N )pre = (UT)pre 12 I3N+ (T3N )pre
 ui (xN )pre − (U3N )pre [g(xN ) ×

(ξ3N )
ui (xN )pre ] − (UT)pre norm(ξ )
. residual of Ainv Ax − Ainv b
3N


(ξ3N )
with b = norm(ξ ) from main GMRES and Ainv = (UT)pre
3N
˜ pre = its
˜ pre + 1
ui (xN )pre = GMRES((ξ 3N )pre ), its
. update

12:

preconditioner solution using GMRES (see Ref. [152]) and update
inner counter
end while

6:
7:

8:
9:

10:

13:
14:

15:

16:

17:
18:






U3N [g(xN )ui (xN )pre ], T3N ui (xN )pre = Elasto FMBEM kp , ks , pl ,

ui (xN )pre , [g(xN )ui (xN )pre ], . . .
. use final GMRES preconditioner
solution ui (xN )pre in main FMBEM


ξ 3N = 12 I3N + T3N ui (xN )pre − U3N [g(xN )ui (xN )pre ] − ui (yN )inc .
residual from main GMRES iteration
˜ = its
˜ + 1 . update solution using fGMRES
ui (xN ) = fGMRES(ξ 3N ) its
(see Ref. [152]) and update outer counter
end while
end function

Thus applying Alg. 4.2 allows the total surface displacement ui (yN ) in Eq. 4.48
to be solved using the FMBEM. The above algorithms have been presented for Eq.
4.2 assuming an impedance BC of the form ti (x) = g(x)ui (x). The algorithms can be
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suitably modified for the other common BCs: if the total displacement is described by a
known function ui (xN ) = g(xN ) on the discretised boundary surface, Eq. 4.2 becomes



1
(4.49)
U3N ti (xN ) =
I3N + T3N g(xN ) − uinc
i (yN )
2

in the form Az = b. Alg. 4.1 is called once to precompute 21 I3N + T3N g(xN ) and
this is added to the known incident field uinc
i (yN ) to construct b in the matrix equation.
Alg. 4.2 is then used to solve Eq. 4.49 with ui (x) = 03N (in practice the T3N terms
are not calculated at all in the iterative solution). Similarly if the surface stress is a
known function on the discretised surface ti (xN ) = g(xN ), Eq. 4.2 can be written as a
matrix equation of the form



1
I3N + T3N ui (xN ) = U3N g(xN ) + uinc
(4.50)
i (yN )
2

Eq. 4.50 can be similarly solved by precomputing U3N g(xN ) once for the known
b vector and then implementing Alg. 4.2 with ti (xN ) = 03N (i.e. ignoring the U3N
terms).

4.3

Numerical Results

This section explores the performance of the elastodynamic FMBEM model in terms
of both its accuracy, and the algorithmic complexity and memory requirements of the
model. The elastodynamic FMBEM model has been written in MATLAB, implemented
using double–precision floating point numbers and the code has not been explicitly
compiled/multithreaded, however MATLAB may do this internally to parts of the
code during execution. Numerical examples are presented for the exterior scattering
of compressional plane waves from a spherical cavity embedded in an infinite elastic
solid under a traction–free boundary condition, which are compared to the analytic
solution. An ‘application example’ of the elastodynamic FMBEM code is also presented
in the form of scattering of compressional waves from hemispherical and semi–ellipsoidal
canyons.
All numerical results from the FMBEM code have been calculated on a workstation
computer equipped with an i7–3930K hexacore processor running at 3.2GHz, and 32GB
of RAM. It should be noted that the methods outlined in Section 3.3 for reducing
the number of RCR translations that must be stored/implemented in the Helmholtz
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FMBEM have been similarly implemented for the elastodynamic FMBEM. Additionally
a slight modification of the implemented code compared to the elastodynamic FMBEM
algorithms presented in the previous section is that not all of the sets of spherical
basis functions are precomputed and stored. In total 20 sets of expansion sets are
required: for each wavenumber (kp , ks ) the original regular expansion set, three first–
order partial derivative sets and six unique second–order partial derivative sets are
required. As opposed to storing all 20 sets in memory, only the regular expansions
for the two wavenumbers are precomputed/stored while the other sets are computed
as required at the start of the upward pass and in the final summation for each of
the FMM iterations. The calculation time required to build the expansions is small
compared to the total time of the FMM procedure. A more stringent management
of the various expansion sets constructed during the elastodynamic FMBEM has also
been employed to reduce the total memory footprint of the procedure. In particular,
the S expansions on each octree level may be discarded once the S|R translations are
applied on that level, while only the R expansions on the parent level must be stored
when applying the S|R translations on each level in the downward pass.

4.3.1

Compressional Plane Wave Scattering from a Spherical Cavity:
On–Surface Results

This section presents numerical results from the elastodynamic FMBEM for the scattering of plane compressional waves from a spherical cavity embedded in an infinite
elastic solid under a traction–free BC. The analytic solution for this problem can be
found in, for example, Refs. [194] and [195]. Fig. 4.1 shows a comparison between the
elastodynamic FMBEM and the analytic solution for the total radial displacement on
the surface of a unit radius a = 1 spherical cavity impinged by a ks a = 29.75 compressional plane wave travelling in the direction [1 0 0]. The elastic medium has a Poison’s
ratio of ν = 1/3, while the shear modulus need not be defined for the traction–free BC.
A comparison of the real/imaginary components of the total radial displacement as a
function of angle away from the direction of the incident field (such that 0◦ corresponds
to the back–scatter direction) is shown in Fig. 4.2.
The relative error norm between the FMBEM and analytic solution was 4.1%. For
this example the boundary element mesh contained 40096 elements giving approximetaly 15 elements per shear wavelength at the specified shear wavenumber. The elasto-
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Figure 4.1: Elastodynamic FMBEM total radial displacement (left) versus the analytic
solution (right) for plane compressional wave scattering from a spherical cavity at ks a =
29.75 under a traction–free BC.

dynamic FMBEM took approximately 14.9 hours to set–up and solve the problem and
required 2.31GB of storage space. Comparatively, the full complex 120288 × 120288
T3N coefficient matrix in Eq. 4.50 would require 231.5GB of space to store. Fig. 4.3
shows analagous results for the same problem at a higher wavenumber of ks a = 44.5
which corresponds to approximately 10 elements per shear wavelength. In this case the
r.e. norm between the FMBEM and analytic solution was 3.3% and the solution time
and memory requirements were 76.9 hours and 2.75GB respectively.
The lower wavenumber results presented here exhibit a poorer agreement with the
analytic solution than the ks a = 44.5 results despite having more elements per wavelength. This is because the ks a = 29.75 wavenumber for the exterior problem lies
close to an eigenfrequency for the adjoint interior problem and so the exterior scattered
results exhibit a fictitious resonance which does not actually exist for the infinite exterior elastic solid. It is due to the presence of eigenfrequencies near the wavenumbers
ks a = 30 and 45 (being the same wavenumbers used in the Helmholtz FMBEM results
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Figure 4.2: Elastodynamic FMBEM real/imaginary components of the total radial displacement versus the analytic solution for compressional plane wave scattering from a
spherical cavity at ks a = 29.75 under a traction–free BC.

presented in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 in Chapter 3) that the present results were instead calculated at ks a = 29.75 and 44.5 respectively. The ks a = 29.75 results still lie somewhat
close to an interior eigenfrequency and so a higher error is observed in those results.
Stabilisation techniques exist for the elastodynamic BIE which are analogous to the
CHIEF method [196, 197] and Burton–Miller formulation [198, 199] for the Helmholtz
BIE but these have not yet been implemented in the present elastodynamic FMBEM
code (and, in fact, have only been implemented in one elastodynamic FMBEM code
in the published literature [181] but no details are provided on the implementation).
As a result, the present elastodynamic FMBEM will break down for exterior problems
at certain characteristic frequencies and exhibits both poor accuracy and convergence
near those frequencies. This issue is discussed further in the next subsection.
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Figure 4.3: Elastodynamic FMBEM real/imaginary components of the total radial displacement versus the analytic solution for compressional plane wave scattering from a
spherical cavity at ks a = 44.5 under a traction–free BC.

4.3.2

Compressional Plane Wave Scattering from a Spherical Cavity:
Off–Surface Results

Results are presented here for the off–surface scattering of a compressional plane wave
from a spherical traction–free cavity. The off–surface displacements are calculated by
first solving for the on–surface field and then integrating this displacement field over
the discretised surface to evaluate the received field at the off–surface locations. For
the traction–free boundary condition, Eq. 4.50 reduces to


ui (zM ) = − T3M ×3N ui (xN ) + uinc
i (zM )

(4.51)

where zM is the set of M off–surface receiver locations and T3M ×3N is a rectangular
matrix of size 3M × 3N . The evaluation of the off–surface integrals can similarly be
accelerated using the FMM with non–coincident source/receiver sets i.e. xN 6= zM .
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Fig. 4.4 shows the real component of the total radial displacement along radial lines
emanating from the sphere surface into the exterior infinite elastic solid at angles of
θ = 0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4 away from the direction of the incident plane wave. The incident
plane wave has a wavenumber of kp a = 4π and the elastic solid has ν = 1/4. The
present results are compared to digitised results from Ref. [37]. A similar number of
unknowns has been used in both models: N = 122886 in Ref. [37] while N = 120288
here. The r.e. norm between the total on–surface radial displacement calculated by
the elastodynamic FMBEM compared to the analytic solution was 7.58%.

Figure 4.4: Off–surface scattering of a kp a = 4π compressional plane wave from a spherical traction–free cavity with Poisson’s ratio ν = 1/4.

A clear discrepancy can be observed in Fig. 4.4 between the present elastodynamic
FMBEM results and the analytic solution, again due to the calculated wavenumber
lying near to a characteristic eigenfrequency of the adjoint interior problem. To exem-
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plify the issue, a plot of the r.e. norm versus frequency over the range kp a = 12 : 13 for
the on–surface radial displacement induced by a compressional plane wave impinging
upon a spherical traction–free cavity is shown in Fig 4.5 (top) for two Poisson’s ratios:
ν = 1/4 corresponding to the results in Fig. 4.4, and ν = 1/3. Also shown in Fig 4.5
(bottom) is the sum of the total variation of the radial traction versus angle for the
adjoint interior problem, defined for this example as the finite enclosed sphere made
of the same elastic material as the exterior problem surrounded by an infinite vacuum,
which is impinged by a similar incident plane wave (but defined as propagating inside
the finite interior domain) under a rigid surface BC (with µ = 1).

Figure 4.5: Relative error norm versus frequency for the exterior traction–free BC problem (top) and the sum of the total variation of the radial traction versus frequency for the
corresponding adjoint interior rigid surface BC problem (bottom).

Fig 4.5 (top) shows that the largest errors in the total radial displacement for the
exterior traction–free BC problem correspond to maxima in the total variation of the
radial traction (as a function of incident angle) for the adjoint interior problem. The
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total variation in the radial traction increases near the interior eigenfrequencies as
significantly more oscillatory behaviour occurs in the surface field compared to similar
results shifted slightly away from the eigenfrequencies. An example of this is shown in
Fig. 4.6 for the ν = 1/4 adjoint interior problem at two frequencies: kp a = 12.6 which
can be seen from Fig 4.5 (bottom) to be slightly away from a peak in the total variation
of the radial traction, and kp a = 12.65, which lies on the peak and corresponds to the
largest r.e. norm in Fig 4.5 (top). Similar oscillatory behaviour was observed in the
Helmholtz FMBEM results when setting the Burton–Miller coupling parameter to zero
near an interior eigenfrequency (see Fig. 3.11 in Chapter 3).

Figure 4.6: Total radial traction for the interior rigid surface BC problem with ν = 1/4
and µ = 1 for an incident compressional plane wave with frequencies kp a = 12.6 and
kp a = 12.65. The kp a = 12.65 frequency resides near an interior eigenfrequency.

Clearly the results presented in Fig. 4.4 suffer poor agreement with the analytic solution due to the presence of an eigenfrequency near kp a = 12.65 for the elastic material
with Poisson’s ratio ν = 1/4. The results in Fig. 4.5 indicate that no eigenfrequencies
occur near kp a = 4π when the elastic material is specified with ν = 1/3 and so the
results in Fig. 4.4 are recalculated for ν = 1/3 and presented in Fig. 4.7 against the analytic solution. The off–surface results now show good agreement while the on–surface
r.e. norm between the FMBEM/analytic solution has reduced to 1.78%. It is curious
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that the elastodynamic FMBEM results from Ref. [37] do not similarly exhibit poor
agreement at kp a = 4π while the present elastodynamic FMBEM breaks down.

Figure 4.7: Off–surface scattering of a kp a = 4π compressional plane wave from a spherical traction–free cavity with Poisson’s ratio ν = 1/3.

Obviously the issue of break down frequencies is a problem for the elastodynamic
FMBEM when modelling infinite exterior elastic domains and one of the previously
cited stabilisation methods should be incorporated into the code to stabilise the BIE
at all frequencies. However when using the elastodynamic FMBEM to model interior
domains the BIE does not suffer from non–uniqueness as the eigenfrequencies for the
finite enclosed interior space have a physical meaning. Thus the proposed dual FMBEM
formulation for acoustic coupled FSI problems presented in Chapter 5 should not suffer
from this kind of instability when using the elastodynamic BIE to model the interior
elastic solid and the Burton–Miller formulation to model the exterior fluid domain.
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4.3.3

Elastodynamic FMBEM Algorithmic Performance

This section investigates the performance of the elastodynamic FMBEM in terms of
its algorithmic complexity, computational accuracy and memory requirements for the
sphere scattering problem with a traction–free BC. Two scenarios are presented: the
first investigates the algorithm scaling as a function of the number of unknowns with
a fixed wavenumber, while the second case shows the maximum wavenumber for each
mesh size as a function of the number of unknowns.
Plots of the solution time, memory usage and solution error versus the number
of unknowns for an incident compressional plane wave with a fixed wavenumber of
ks a = 13 and ν = 1/3 are shown in Figs. 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. It can be
seen from Fig. 4.8 that the least squares fit of the total solution time for the FMBEM
shows a proportionality which is less than N . Comparatively, the Helmholtz FMBEM
showed a slightly larger N –dependence and had an order of magnitude larger leading
constant coefficient which may reflect the longer problem set–up time required by the
elastodynamic FMBEM for the near field integration of the more complex fundamental
solutions. The standard deviations in the least–squares data fits for the algorithmic
N –scaling are again presented in the algorithmic complexity plots to indicate a rough
uncertainty in the data fits. Fig. 4.8 again exhibits distinct ‘steps’ in the solution time,
which correspond to the addition of new octree levels to the structure to accommodate
the increasing mesh size. Fig. 4.9 shows that the total storage requirements in MB of
the elastodynamic FMBEM is proportional to less than N . A comparison of Figs. 4.8
and 4.9 shows an inverse relation between the solution time and memory requirements
of the elastodynamic FMBEM (as was the case for the Helmholtz FMBEM). Finally,
the relative error norm between the analytic and FMBEM solution is shown in Fig. 4.10
for the total radial component of displacement. As expected, the error generally reduces
as the number of elements per wavelength increases, while small increases (1 − 3%) in
the r.e. norm occur for meshes which introduce a new level to the octree.
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Figure 4.8: Solution time versus the number of unknowns for the elastodynamic FMBEM
with a fixed wavenumber. The total solution time shows a proportionality which is less
than N .

Figure 4.9: Memory usage versus the number of unknowns for the elastodynamic FMBEM
with a fixed wavenumber. The storage requirements in MB of memory shows a proportionality which is less than N .

Plots of the solution time, memory usage and solution error versus the number of
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Figure 4.10: Solution error versus the number of unknowns for the elastodynamic
FMBEM with a fixed wavenumber. The error generally decreases as the number of elements per wavelength increases.

unknowns for the second scenario using the maximum wavenumber for each boundary
element mesh are shown in Figs. 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 respectively. Each of the selected
wavenumbers gives approximately 8–10 elements per wavelength on the corresponding
mesh (measured at the equator of the sphere). It can be seen from Fig. 4.11 that the
least squares fit of the total solution time for the elastodynamic FMBEM is approximately proportional to N 2.26 i.e. greater than the N 2 algorithmic complexity of the
direct BEM method. A number of jumps in the solution time can be observed in Fig.
4.11 and a comparison of this data with the r.e. norm results presented in Fig. 4.13
indicates that the elastodynamic FMBEM models which exhibit a slow convergence
correspond to those models with a poor solution accuracy. The poor performance of
the elastodynamic FMBEM at certain frequencies can again be attributed to those frequencies lying near eigenfrequencies for the adjoint interior problem. Recalculating the
least squares fit using the data points with the lowest r.e. norms, corresponding to the
wavenumbers which lie away from the eigenfrequencies of the adjoint interior problem,
gives a total solution time proportional to N 2 .
Comparatively, the Helmholtz FMBEM exhibited a total solution time proportional
to N 1.5 when using the maximum wavenumber for each boundary element mesh (see
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Figure 4.11: Solution time versus the number of unknowns for the elastodynamic
FMBEM using the maximum allowed wavenumber on each mesh. The FMBEM total
solution time is approximately proportional to N 2.26 using all data points (solid line) and
proportional to N 2 using only the solution times for the frequencies which do not lie near
the eigenfrequencies of the adjoint interior problem (dashed line).

Fig. 3.15 in Chapter 3). The higher algorithmic complexity of the elastodynamic
FMBEM may be attributed to a number of factors. Particularly, one would expect the
iterative solution of the elastodynamic FMBEM to be at least 1.6̇ times slower for the
traction–free problem as the Tij fundamental solution requires the propagation of five
sets of expansions to solve for the Cartesian components of each unknown, while the
Helmholtz FMBEM only requires the propagation of one expansion per unknown. Similarly the calculation of the nine elastodynamic near field components for the Cartesian
components of each unknown should be at least three times slower than that for the
Helmholtz code, although the near field computations only constitute a small portion
of the total solution time — 5% or less depending on the octree settings/wavenumber
— and so this scaling would have a relatively small effect on the total solution time.
Most significantly the elastodynamic FMBEM generally converges more slowly than the
Helmholtz FMBEM for similar sphere scattering problems, where a much larger number of low accuracy inner GMRES iterations is required by the elastodynamic FMBEM
to converge to the same inner GMRES tolerance. This slower convergence may be due
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simply to the fact that the elastodynamic BIE is a vector equation and involves more
complicated fundamental solutions than that of the Helmholtz BIE.
It can be seen from Fig. 4.12 that the memory usage increases slightly compared
to the constant wavenumber case (Fig. 4.9) as the size of the multipole expansions and
RCR translation coefficients stored in memory increase proportionally to the wavenumber. Fig. 4.13 shows that the r.e. norm of the total radial displacement between the
analytic and FMBEM solutions for the wavenumbers which lie away from the adjoint
interior eigenfrequencies remain approximately constant at ∼ 5% for roughly constant
numbers of elements per wavelength, while the r.e. norms for wavenumbers near to the
interior eigenfrequencies are as high as 32%. It should be noted that the elastodynamic
FMBEM solves for the Cartesian components of displacement/traction and each set of
xyz components is combined with the local element normal via a dot–product to give
the radial components of the solution. Thus one would expect the r.e. norms of the
individual displacment components to be somewhat less than 5% to yield the observed
average r.e. norm in the radial displacement results. Comparatively the Helmholtz
FMBEM exhibited an r.e. norm of ∼ 2% in the pressures for sphere scattering problems involving similar numbers of elements per wavelength.

Figure 4.12: Memory usage versus the number of unknowns for the elastodynamic
FMBEM using the maximum allowed wavenumber on each mesh. The storage requirements in MB of memory shows a proportionality which is less than N .
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Figure 4.13: Solution error versus the number of unknowns for the elastodynamic
FMBEM using the maximum allowed wavenumber on each mesh. The r.e. norm is ∼ 5%
for the wavenumbers which lie away from the interior eigenfrequencies.

Comparatively, Chaillat [37, 191] observed RMS errors in the range of 10−2 − 10−4
for the surface displacements on a pressurised spherical cavity embedded in an infinite
elastic solid domain when using between 2.5–20 nodes per shear wave in their high frequency elastodynamic FMBEM (which employs continuous linear elements). Chaillat
also observed RMS errors in the range of 10−2 − 10−3 for the off–surface displacements
when using at least 10 nodes per shear wave for a similar numerical example as used
here: a compressional plane wave scattering from a spherical traction–free cavity embedded in an infinite elastic solid. Grasso et al. [121] report RMS errors of ∼ 10−2 in
the on–surface displacements for a similar numerical example of a compressional wave
scattering from a spherical traction–free cavity when using 10 nodes per shear wavelength in their high frequency visco–elastodynamic FMBEM model (i.e. when setting
the viscoelastic component to 0). Thus the present FMBEM model would appear to
yield an approximately similar magnitude in the solution errors (or perhaps slightly
worse due to the use of constant elements) compared to Chaillat/Grasso when using
similar numbers of solution points per shear wavelength. Few other references in the
elastodynamic BEM/FMBEM literature appear to provide quantifiable measures of the
numerical error as a function of the element discretisation.
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Finally, it should be noted that the less than N algorithmic complexity observed
in the low frequency scenario would appear to scale favourably with the O(N ) theoretical algorithmic complexity derived by Gumerov and Duraiswami [42] for surface
distributions on simple objects when using translation methods which have a greater
than O(p2 ) algorithmic complexity. The only low frequency model for which algorithmic complexity data is available is that of Yoshida [178]. Digitisations of the numerical results appearing therein show that their low frequency elastodynamic FMBEM
model (which uses O(p5 ) translations) approximately scales between N 1.3 and N 1.5
when increasing the number of unknowns for a fixed wavenumber, while the present
model showed a less than N scaling for a similar scenario. No algorithmic scaling data
has been presented for the low frequency model of Isakari [181] which uses the O(p3 )
RCR translations. The algorithmic scaling proportional to N 2 in the high frequency
limit of the present model is larger than the expected N 1.5 scaling, as was observed
in the Helmholtz FMBEM model (and was theoretically predicted by Gumerov and
Duraiswami [42]). The algorithmic scaling in this case appears to be a result of the
large number of GMRES iterations required for convergence. It would be interesting to see what effect stabilising the elastodynamic BIE using the equivalent CHIEF
or Burton–Miller formulation would have on the iterative convergence rate, and if a
further reduction in the algorithmic complexity would result from this stabilisation.

4.3.4

Scattering of Plane Elastic Waves by Canyons

As an example of the application of the elastodynamic FMBEM, total displacement
results are presented for the scattering of compressional plane waves from hemispherical and semi–ellipsoidal canyons embedded into the free–surface of a homogeneous
elastic half–space. Modelling of such configurations has been the focus of a number of
seismological studies, which include the use of semi–analytic wave–function expansions
[200, 201], elastodynamic BEMs [202, 203] and elastodynamic FMBEMs [37]. Reviews
of much of the earlier work in the field, including other analytic/numerical methods
not listed here, can be found in Refs. [204] and [202].
A schematic of the general problem set up is shown in Fig. 4.14. The canyon
and a surrounding circular disc (with radius D) of the half–space boundary surface is
discretised with boundary elements and a traction–free BC is applied to the discretised
surface. The hemispherical canyon has a radius a while the semi–ellipsoidal canyon
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has semi–axes a, b, a in the xyz axis directions respectively. The incident compressional
plane wave is defined by the angle θ from the z–axis.

Figure 4.14: Schematic of the problem for the scattering of plane elastic waves by a
canyon embedded into the free–surface of a homogeneous elastic half–space.

The numerical representation of the problem outlined in Fig. 4.14 involves the
solution of an interior problem via the elastodynamic BIE where the half–space is
the domain interior to the discretised boundary surface. This is in contrast to the
other elastodynamic problems presented in this chapter which have involved infinite
exterior elastic domains, where the element normals were defined as pointing outwards
from the discretised boundary surface (i.e. into the exterior elastic domain). The
elastodynamic BIE for an interior problem with element normals similarly defined as
pointing outward from the surface (i.e. directed towards the exterior vacuum, not the
interior elastic domain) is [205]
Z 

1
ui (y) = −
UijT (x, y)ti (x) + TijT (x, y)ui (x) dS(x) + uinc
i (y)
2
S

(4.52)

where the integral terms have the opposite signs as that for the exterior problem (Eq.
4.2). The incident displacement field in the half–space takes the form of a ‘free–field’
uFi , a combination of the incident compressional plane wave and both the compressional
and shear waves refracted from the half–space under a traction–free boundary condition. Analytical expressions for the free–field displacement from an oblique incident
compressional plane wave in an elastic half–space can be found in, for example, Refs.
[191] and [170]. The incident free–field also induces an incident traction or surface
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stress tFi on the half–space boundary surface, which may be expressed in terms of the
free–field displacement [202, 203]. The introduction of an irregularity to the surface
of the half–space results in a scattered displacement field usca
and so the total field is
i
defined as ui = uFi + usca
i . Under the traction–free BC the induced free–field traction
must equal 0 on the free–surface. The corresponding scattered traction field tsca
resulti
ing from the surface irregularity must also be 0 on the planar part of the surface while
tsca
= −tFi on the irregularity. Thus the elastodynamic BIE (Eq. 4.53) may be solved
i
in terms of the scattered field as [191]
Z
Z
1 sca
UijT (x, y)tFi (x)dS(x)
TijT (x, y)usca
(x)dS(x)
=
ui (y) −
i
2
C
S

(4.53)

where S denotes the complete discretised boundary surface (canyon + surrounding circular disc of the half–space) and C denotes the canyon surface. The total displacement
field may then be retrieved by combining the free and scattered field components.
The first numerical example presented here involves a compressional plane wave
impinging upon a hemispherical canyon of radius a at normal incidence (θ = 0). The
incident wavenumber is kp a = 0.25π and the elastic half–space has material properties
ν = 1/4 and µ = 1/3. The canyon and a surrounding circular disc of radius D = 3a
of the half–space boundary surface is modelled with a 7668 element boundary mesh
(N = 23004). Fig. 4.15 shows the total components of vertical z and horizontal x
displacements along a cross section of the mesh from x = 0 : 3a and y = 0 and compares
the results from other elastodynamic BEM [202, 203] and FMBEM [37] results. Good
agreement is observed between the sets of results.
The second numerical example involves a compressional plane wave impinging upon
a semi–ellipsoidal canyon with a semi–axis b = 3a at an oblique incidence (θ = 30◦ ).
The incident wavenumber is ks a = 0.5π and the elastic half–space has material properties ν = 1/3 and µ = 1. The canyon and a surrounding circular disc of radius D = 6a
of the half–space boundary surface is modelled with an 8372 element boundary mesh
(N = 25116). Fig. 4.16 shows the total components of vertical z and horizontal x
displacement along a cross section of the mesh from x = −3a : 3a and y = 0 and
compares the results to those from other elastodynamic BEM [202, 203] and FMBEM
[37] results, where again good agreement is observed between the sets of results.
Additionally, surface plots of the total z–components of displacement for various
configurations are shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 for hemispherical and semi–ellipsoidal
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Figure 4.15: Total vertical z and horizontal x components of displacement (m) for scattering of a kp a = 0.25π compressional plane wave by a hemispherical canyon at vertical incidence. The total displacement components are shown along a cross section from
x = 0 : 3a and y = 0 and are compared to other numerical results [37, 202, 203].

canyons respectively. Fig. 4.17 shows the hemispherical canyon results for two frequencies: kp a = 0.25π (left) and kp a = 0.5π (right) for a compressional plane wave impinging
at a normal incidence (top row) and an oblique incidence of θ = 30◦ (bottom row). The
canyon has a radius of a and the free–surface of the elastic half–space is meshed to a
radius of D = 5a, giving meshes with 8088 and 9416 elements for the kp a = 0.25π
and kp a = 0.5π frequencies respectively. The elastic half–space for the hemispherical
canyon has material properties ν = 1/4 and µ = 1/3. The semi–ellipsoidal canyon
results presented in Fig. 4.18 are for a single frequency of kp a = 0.25π and a normally
(left) and obliquely (θ = 30◦ , right) incident compressional plane wave. The canyon has
a semi–axis b = 2a in the y–axis direction and the free–surface is meshed to a radius
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Figure 4.16: Total vertical z and horizontal x components of displacement for scattering
of a ks a = 0.5π compressional plane wave by a semi–ellipsoidal canyon at an oblique
incidence (θ = 30◦ ). The total displacement components are shown along a cross section
from x = −3a : 3a and y = 0 and are compared to other numerical results [37, 202, 203].

of D = 8a, giving a mesh consisting of 3266 elements. The elastic half–space for the
semi–ellipsoidal canyon has material properties ν = 1/3 and µ = 1.
These particular problem configurations have been adopted to allow for a comparison with results presented by Chaillat which were calculated using her high–frequency
elastodynamic FMBEM (cf. Figs. 5.4, 5.5, 5.8 and 5.9 in Ref. [191]). An attempt has
been made to match the colour maps and colour bar axis limits of the results in Figs.
4.17 and 4.18 to that used by Chaillat. It should be noted that the z–displacement
results for the normally incident kp a = 0.5π compressional plane wave in Fig. 5.4 of
Ref. [191] does not appear to have been scaled to a minimum displacement magnitude
of 0 and so the corresponding results in Fig. 4.17 have been similarly scaled for com-
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Figure 4.17: Scattering of compressional plane waves from a hemispherical canyon: total
z–component of displacement (m) for incident wavenumbers kp a = 0.25π (left) and kp a =
0.5π (right) for plane waves impinging at a normal incidence (top row) and an oblique
incidence of θ = 30◦ (bottom row).

parison. Good qualitative agreement can be observed between Chaillat’s results and
the present elastodynamic FMBEM results.
Finally, a large scale canyon scattering problem is treated with the elastodynamic
FMBEM. The example problem involves a compressional plane wave impinging upon
a semi–ellipsoidal canyon at an oblique incidence (θ = 30◦ ). The incident wavenumber
is ks a = 2π and the elastic half–space has material properties ν = 1/3 and µ = 1.
The canyon has a semi–axis b = 3a in the y–axis direction and the free–surface is
meshed to a radius of D = 6a, giving a mesh consisting of 119278 elements (357834
unknowns). Again, this problem configuration is chosen to allow for a comparison with
the high-frequency elastodynamic FMBEM results presented by Chaillat [37, 191]. The
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Figure 4.18: Scattering of compressional plane waves from a semi–ellipsoidal canyon:
total z–component of displacement (m) for an incident wavenumber of kp a = 0.25π for
plane waves impinging at a normal incidence (left) and an oblique incidence of θ = 30◦
(right).

elastodynamic FMBEM presented in this chapter solved the problem in 130 minutes,
with 93 minutes of that time attributed to the GMRES solution and the remainder
devoted to the problem set–up, particularly the calculation of the sparse near field
matrices. The GMRES solution converged to a tolerance of 6.40 × 10−5 requiring
eight outer GMRES iterations and 75 inner GMRES iterations (total). The outer
GMRES iterations required 226 seconds per iteration while the inner loops required
45 seconds per iteration (including sparse matrix–vector multiplication with the SAI
preconditioner). The total storage requirements of the FMBEM was 4.03GB using six
octree levels (i.e. ˆl = 7), with 1.31GB required for each of the sparse near field Uij
and Tij matrices and 342MB required for the SAI preconditioner. The remainder of
the memory was used for storing the source expansions, translation coefficients and
octree structure information. The equivalent BEM matrices for this problem would
each require approximately 2TB to store and 1.28 × 1011 operations per matrix–vector
product.
A tenuous comparison may be drawn with Chaillat’s high–frequency elastodynamic
FMBEM model, where a similar problem was modelled with 353232 unknowns and
solved to a GMRES tolerance of 1e−3 using a maximum octree level of five. The iterative
solution was stated to converge in 32 GMRES iterations requiring 143 seconds of time
per iteration [37, 191], giving a total GMRES solution time of 76 minutes for Chaillat’s
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model compared to 93 minutes for the iterative solution in the present FMBEM model.
Due to the different programming languages (MATLAB for the present elastodynamic
FMBEM versus Fortran 90 for Chaillat) and utilised computer hardware, as well as the
different GMRES tolerance and octree level settings used in the two models, a direct
comparison between the FMBEM models is not possible.

Figure 4.19: Scattering of compressional plane waves from a semi–ellipsoidal canyon:
total x and z components of displacement (m) for an incident wavenumber of ks a = 2π at
an oblique incidence of θ = 30◦ .

4.4

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the elastodynamic FMBEM model developed for the coupled
fluid–structure interaction model. The chapter contains a literature review of the FMM
for the elastodynamic BIE, a description of the implementation of the elastodynamic
FMBEM model, including pseudocode algorithms for the setup and iterative solution of
the elastodynamic BIE using the FMM, and has been concluded with the presentation of
numerical results which demonstrate the performance of the elastodynamic FMBEM
model. The solution time of the elastodynamic FMBEM model was shown to scale
between N and N 2 while the storage requirements are proportional to or less than N .
As with the implemented Helmholtz FMBEM code presented in the previous chapter,
the elastodynamic FMBEM model presented here exhibits the best performance in the
low frequency range (where the number of unknowns is independent of the wavelength)
due to the O(p3 ) algorithmic complexity of the RCR translation method used. The
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elastodynamic FMBEM presented in this chapter constitutes the first implementation
of a low frequency elastodynamic FMBEM to use both low algorithmic complexity
O(p3 ) translation techniques and octree translation stencils.
A number of the numerical results presented in this chapter for exterior scattering problems have been observed to suffer poor accuracy and slow convergence due to
the modelled frequencies being in close proximity to the eigenfrequencies of the corresponding adjoint interior problems. The breakdown of exterior problems near these
frequencies is well known for the elastodynamic BIE, however no difficulty is encountered when using the elastodynamic BIE for interior problems, as the eigenfrequencies
have a physical meaning related to the finite dimensions of the interior domain. The
elastodynamic FMBEM presented in this chapter will be used in the acoustic coupled FSI model (presented next in Chapter 5) for the interior elastic solid part of the
model while the Helmholtz FMBEM (which incorporates the stabilised Burton–Miller
formulation) will be used to model the infinite exterior fluid domain.
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Dual FMBEM for Acoustic
Coupled Fluid–Structure
Interactions
The dual FMBEM model for solving acoustic coupled FSI problems is presented in
this chapter, constituting the principal contribution of original work in this thesis. A
review of the literature relating to acoustic coupled FSI models which utilise dual BEM
or FMM formulations is first presented. This is followed by a description of the developed dual FMBEM model for acoustic coupled FSI problems, including details of the
coupling and preconditioning strategies used, as well as a pseudo–algorithm describing
the iterative FMBEM solution for the coupled system of discretised BIEs. Numerical
results for the dual FMBEM model are presented and the algorithmic and memory
complexity of the model is investigated. The performance of the dual FMBEM model
near eigenfrequencies is also investigated. Finally, conclusions are drawn regarding the
performance of the dual FMBEM model for solving acoustic coupled fluid–structure
interaction problems.

5.1

Literature Review

A number of types of numerical models have been developed for modelling acoustic coupled fluid–structure interaction problems [206, 207], with perhaps the most prevalent
being the coupled FEM–BEM type models. Chen and Schweikert first developed such
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a model in 1963 [63] where they used a single layer potential to represent the acoustic
field and lumped masses to represent the structure. Implementations that used proper
FEM representations of the solid followed in the 1970s [9, 208, 209] and now a large
body of work exists in the field, with a number of reviews of the early literature available in, for example, various books [32, 169, 210] and journal papers [9, 12, 14] while
the bibliographical review papers by Mackerle [211, 212] cite much of the work published throughout the 90s. A general review of coupled FEM–BEM models for acoustic
coupled FSI problems would be outside the scope of this work, which is instead focused
on the more relevant fields of 3D acoustic FSI models which:
1. use dual BEM (or BEM–BEM) implementations to treat both the fluid and solid
domains, and
2. incorporate the FMM to accelerate the BEM in coupled FSI problems.
Dual BEM implementations for acoustic coupled FSI problems. The idea
of treating acoustic coupled FSI problems with only surface integral formulations has
been around for some decades. Early work along these lines was conducted by Shaw in
1973, who proposed an integral equation approach for specific geometries which treated
both the fluid and elastic domains via analytically determined surface integrals [213].
The ‘T–Matrix’ or ‘Null–field’ method for acoustics [214], which represents the scattered field in the Helmholtz BIE as a series expansion and solves for the corresponding
expansion coefficients by applying appropriate BCs, was applied to acoustic coupled
FSI problems by several authors around 1980 [215, 216, 217]. Both the fluid and solid
domains are represented by surface integrals and BCs which couple the fluid and solid
at the shared boundary surface are used to solve for the expansion coefficients of the
scattered field. However the T-matrix method is not considered a general purpose
method as it cannot model arbitrarily shaped surfaces [32]. Tanaka and Masuda considered acoustic coupling between an interior acoustic domain and an elastic plate in
1988 [218]. The ‘boundary–domain element method’ used to model the plate [219] appears to require both a surface and a volume discretisation of the elastic plate and so
may be considered a hybrid FEM–BEM model, while others cite the method as a dual
BEM model [169].
The first numerical 3D BEM algorithms involving the Helmholtz and elastodynamic
BIEs were introduced in the late 1980s by Seybert et al. [220] and Goswami et al.
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[221, 222] for solid objects and shells, while 2D models were not treated until several
years later [223]. The modelling of fluid–filled boreholes embedded in elastic solids
with dual BEM techniques was treated by Randall [224] and Poterasu [225]. Fluid–
solid interface problems involving curvatures or irregularities to the interface between
the semi–infinite fluid/solid half–spaces were treated by Goswami and Rudolphi [226]
and Shenoy et al. [227]. Slepyan and Sorokin [228], and Sorokin [229] used a ‘two–level’
boundary integral method for acoustic–structure interactions of thin composite shell
structures where they used analytic forms to describe the in vacuo vibrations of each
simple geometric component and then a numerically evaluated BIE to determine the
coupled interaction. Chen and Liu [230] studied shell–like structures with a dual BEM
formulation in 1999, while their follow–up paper in 2000 investigated efficient iterative
solution techniques and preconditioning strategies for their dual BEM model [231]. The
3D elastodynamic BIE was used to model the thin–shell structures.
More recent work on dual BEM implementations for acoustic coupled FSI problems
appears to be relatively sparse. In particular one can cite the work of Nolte et al.
[232] (with related conference papers by Nolte and Gaul [233] and Burgschweiger et
al. [234]) who treated acoustic coupled FSI problems for 3D scattering. Other recent
applications have included 2D frequency–domain implementations for the scattering of
acoustic waves from fluid–solid interfaces [235] and the modelling of fluid–solid interface
waves [236, 237], as well as a number of papers by Soares and Mansur [238], and
Soares [239, 240], which implement 2D time–domain formulations. The most recent
article presenting 3D frequency domain BEM–BEM models for acoustic FSI problems
appears to be by Nolte [232] in 2007, who presents BEM–BEM coupling theory but no
new model results, and the work of Chen and Liu [230, 231] from around the year 2000.
Acoustic coupled FSI problems utilising FMBEM formulations The incorporation of the FMM into coupled FEM–BEM type models has been a relatively recent
venture, with the first such model for acoustic coupled FSI type problems developed by
Fischer and Gaul in 2004 [241, 242]. Their implementation coupled a high–frequency
diagonal translation FMM for the acoustic fluid domain to a standard structural FEM
model and a mortar coupling method was employed to allow coupling between nonconforming BEM and FEM meshes [243, 244]. A similar model was implemented by
Schneider in 2008 [39] using a direct coupling between coincident meshes, and separate
studies indicated that the direct coupling scheme is computationally superior to the
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former [245, 246]. Two book chapters on the FEM–FMBEM coupling for acoustic FSI
problems have been published by Gaul et al. [30, 247] and now a number of papers
have been published on the application of the method to the modelling of, for example, ship–like structures [248, 249] and other partially submerged bodies [250, 251],
coupling of multiple acoustic domains [252] and coupling involving acoustic FMBEM
and modal-based structural models [253, 254]. Grasso has recently implemented an
analogous FEM–FMBEM coupling model for elastodynamic problems [121, 255].
The review of the literature is concluded by noting that dual FMBEM implementations which treat multiple coupled fluid domains [256] or multiple coupled elastic
solid domains [186] are both present in the literature. However there appears to be
very little published work on dual FMBEM implementations which treat both fluid
and solid domains with the FMBEM for acoustic coupled FSI problems. It appears
that the only relevant publications on the subject consist of a recently published PhD
thesis by Isakari [182], and a paper written in Japanese that is cited therein [257] (also
written by Isakari) but was not available to the present author. Isakari presents a low
frequency dual FMBEM method for acoustic coupled FSI problems, with a focus on
modelling periodic structures and implementing Calderon–type preconditioners based
upon Calderon’s periodic boundary conditions. This contrasts with the dual FMBEM
model presented in this thesis chapter, in which a low frequency dual FMBEM model
for acoustic coupled FSI problems has been developed for non–periodic structures with
a particular emphasis on underwater sound scattering problems. The dual FMBEM
model presented here similarly uses the low algorithmic complexity RCR translation
method, and additionally implements translation stencils in both the fluid and elastic solid domains to reduce the total number of required translations. Furthermore,
the present implementation uses a different iterative solution strategy based upon the
direct solution of the coupled system of BIEs, as well as a different preconditioning
strategy, which applies a diagonal scaling and sparse approximate inverse preconditioner to the dual FMBEM in the inner GMRES loop of a nested inner–outer fGMRES
solution. Finally, the present work presents numerical algorithmic complexity results
for the low frequency dual FMBEM model which are shown to be in good agreement
with theoretical estimates for the low frequency FMBEM [42].
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5.2

The Dual FMBEM for Coupled Fluid–Structure Interaction Problems

In this section the theory and implementation of the dual FMBEM model developed
for modelling acoustic coupled FSI problems is presented for problems which involve
scattering of incident acoustic fields by finite elastic solid objects. The main focus of
this section is on the theoretical and numerical implementation of the coupling method
for simultaneously solving the Helmholtz and elastodynamic BIEs for the unknowns
on the shared boundary surface between the fluid and solid domains. The FMBEM
treatment of both the Helmholtz and elastodynamic BIEs remains unchanged when
implemented in the coupled formulation — only the form of the various unknowns
appearing in the two BIEs is altered in the coupling procedure — and so details of the
FMBEMs for each of the BIEs need not be repeated here.

5.2.1

The Coupled BIE Formulation

Coupling between an exterior fluid domain and an interior solid domain in a dual BIE
formulation is typically achieved by relating the unknowns appearing in the two BIEs
for the respective domains on the common boundary surface shared by both media.
This coupling process reduces the number of unknown terms in the BIEs and yields
an exactly solvable system of integral equations relating the total pressure and total
displacement on the shared boundary surface. Upon solving for these variables on the
boundary surface the pressure or displacement at any point in the respective domains
may then be calculated by substituting the surface solutions back into the respective
BIEs to evaluate the field at the off surface locations.
The relevant BIEs for the coupling procedure are first recalled from the prior chapters for convenience. The Burton–Miller formulation of the Helmholtz BIE for exterior
acoustic problems (recall Eq. 3.2 from Chapter 3) is written as



 
1
p(y) + αq(y) = M (x, y) + αM 0 (x, y) p(x) − L(x, y) + αL0 (x, y) q(x)
2

+ pi (y) + αq i (y)
where p, pi and q, q i are respectively the total and incident components of the surface
pressure p and normal derivative of the surface pressure q, the terms L, L0 , M and M 0
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are the various surface integrals of the Helmholtz fundamental solution and α is the
Burton–Miller coupling parameter. The elastodynamic BIE for interior problems is
1
ui (y) =
2

Z 


TijT (x, y)ui (x) − UijT (x, y)ti (x) dS(x)

S

where ui and ti denote the ith Cartesian components of the total surface displacement
and total surface stress (or traction), Uij and Tij are the elastodynamic fundamental
solutions, and the surface normal is again defined as pointing outwards to the finite
enclosed boundary surface. Finally one should note the change in sign of the integral
terms in the elastodynamic BIE presented here for interior problems, compared to Eq.
4.2 in Chapter 4 which was formulated for exterior problems. Furthermore, the interior
elastodynamic BIE no longer contains an incident field term as the incident acoustic
field is only defined in the exterior fluid domain while the interior solid domain contains
no source terms.
The Helmholtz and elastodynamic BIEs involve four unknowns on the shared boundary surface: two scalar quantities in the Helmholtz equation (p, q) and two vector
quantities in the elastodynamic equation (ui , ti ). These equations may be coupled on
the surface by applying boundary conditions that relate the unknowns between the two
media. In particular, both the surface stresses and particle displacements must be continuous across the boundary. As the fluid cannot support shear stress, the tangential
components of stress at a local point x on the surface must be zero, and so the stress
normal to the surface must be equal and opposite to the pressure exerted on the surface
by the fluid [30]. This condition may be written as
ti (x) = −p(x)ni (x)

(5.1)

Furthermore, assuming an e−iωt time–harmonic motion with angular frequency ω, the
displacement and the normal derivative of pressure can be equated as
q(x) = ρf ω 2 ui (x)ni (x)

(5.2)

where ρf denotes the fluid density and the summation over the ith Cartesian components is implied. Eq. 5.1 eliminates the surface stress from the elastodynamic BIE
while Eq. 5.2 eliminates the normal derivative of pressure from the Helmholtz BIE.
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The resulting coupled system of equations can be written as:


 
1
p(y) + αρf ω 2 ui (y)ni (y) =
pi (x) + αq i (x) + M (x, y) + αM 0 (x, y) p(x)
2


− L(x, y) + αL0 (x, y) ρf ω 2 ui (x)ni (x)
(5.3a)
Z 

1
ui (y) =
TijT (x, y)ui (x) + UijT (x, y)p(x)ni (x) dS(x) (5.3b)
2
S
which can be seen to involve only two unknowns: the scalar pressure p and vector
displacement ui on the boundary surface. The coupled system of equations may be
numerically implemented and simultaneously solved for p and ui on the surface.

5.2.2

Numerical Implementation of the Coupled System of BIEs

Eq. 5.3 constitutes an exactly solvable system of equations for determining the total
pressure and displacement on the shared boundary surface S between an exterior fluid
and interior solid domain. Approximating the shared boundary surface between the
two domains via N plane triangular elements (i.e. using conforming meshes for both
domains and applying a one–to–one fluid/solid element coupling) and using piece–wise
constant unknowns at the coincident element centres/collocation points allows Eq. 5.3
to be rearranged into the form of an Az = b matrix equation





 
− U3N ni (xN )
− T3N + 12 I3N
ui (xN )
03N
=

 


 
LN + α 12 IN ρf ω 2 ni (xN )
− MN + 12 IN
p(xN )
pi
 

(5.4)



where pi = pi (yN ) + αq i (yN ) , 03N denotes a 3N element vector of zeros and LN ,
MN , T3N , U3N , IN and I3N have all been previously defined. Eq. 5.4 is solved
for 4N unknowns: 3N unknowns for the Cartesian components of the total surface
displacement and N unknowns for the total surface pressure. The components of the
discretised matrix equation can be envisioned as having the following dimensions


 


3N × 3N




N × 3N

 



 
 


 

3N × N 
 3N × 1  3N × 1 
×
=

 
 

 
 

N ×N

N ×1
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where the respective substitutions of the scalar pressures into the elastodynamic BIE,
and vector displacement components into the Helmholtz BIE, yield the 3N × N and
N × 3N off–diagonal coupling matrices. In practice all of the implemented coefficient
matrices remain square and the substitution of the unknowns for the coupling matrices
either extends or contracts the unknown vectors to be the same length as the dimensions of the corresponding coefficient matrices i.e. ni (xN )p(xN ) is of length 3N and
ρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN ) is of length N . Of course the FMBEM only requires the sparse near
field components of the full coefficient matrices to be constructed and stored.
Thus the dual FMBEM implementation of Eq. 5.4 requires the propagation of 11
sets of spherical basis functions to treat the far field parts of the discretised surface
integrals: one each for LN and MN , four for U3N and five for T3N , while four sparse
matrices must be constructed to store the near field parts of the surface integrals.
Finally it is reiterated that the FMBEM treatment of Eq. 5.4 does not require any
internal modification to the separate Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEM algorithms
that were presented in previous chapters.

5.2.3

Dual FMBEM Iterative Solution and Preconditioning

The iterative solution and preconditioning methods used for solving the coupled system
of equations in Eq. 5.3 are essentially the same as that used in the Helmholtz and
elastodynamic FMBEM models. The fGMRES method [152, 153] is used to allow an
inner–outer GMRES solution method, where a low accuracy FMBEM with a coarse
convergence tolerance is iteratively solved in the inner GMRES and this solution is
then used in the full accuracy outer GMRES loop. The FMM inner/outer tolerances
used for truncating the expansions ( = 10−4 ,pre = 0.2) and the analogous GMRES
convergence tolerances (ξ = 10−4 ,ξpre = 0.15) have the same settings in the coupled
FMBEM as were used in the separate Helmholtz/elastodynamic FMBEM models.
A sparse approximate inverse (SAI) preconditioner [62] is similarly used to precondition the inner GMRES loop of the dual FMBEM model. The SAI matrix for the
coupled coefficient matrix in Eq. 5.3 is constructed using the main diagonal coefficient
matrices, yielding a ‘block diagonal’ SAI preconditioner [246, 258] of the form
 


− T3N + 12 I3N
0N ×3N

−1

03N ×N
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where the approximate inverse of the block diagonal terms is constructed from the
sparse near field parts of the surface integrals Tnf and Mnf . The resulting SAI matrix
is sparse and diagonally banded with a small bandwidth.
The coupled coefficient matrix in Eq. 5.4 is in general badly scaled and has a poor
condition number due to the different magnitudes of the pressures and displacements
expected for realistic materials (such as steel submerged in water). An attempt to solve
Eq. 5.4 in its current form typically results in the larger magnitude pressures dominating the solution convergence, yielding a reasonably accurate solution for the pressure
but significant errors in the displacement results. As the larger magnitude pressures
still generally converge to the correct solution the specified residual of the GMRES
solution is achieved despite the incorrect displacement results, which only contribute
a small component to the residual due to their small magnitude relative to the pressure results. The SAI preconditioner in part alleviates the scaling issue by ensuring
that the premultiplication of the SAI matrix with the coupled coefficient matrix yields
an approximate identity matrix and so equalises the diagonal coefficient matrices to a
degree. Faster solution convergence is achieved by also explicitly incorporating scaling
factors into the coupled matrix equation to equalise the magnitudes of the four terms
in the coupling matrix. Two scaling factors, Ψ and Ω, are introduced into Eq. 5.4 as
follows





 
Ω − U3N ni (xN )
− T3N + 21 I3N
Ψui (xN )
03N

=
 


 
1
1
1
2 n (x )
i
L
+
α
I
ρ
ω
−
M
+
I
p(x
)
p
i N
N
N
N
f
Ψ
2 N
2 N
(5.5)


Ω
Ψ



where the scaling factor Ψ is used to increase the magnitude of the displacements (i.e.
Ψ is large) and Ω is used to increase the magnitude of the entire elastodynamic equation relative to the Helmholtz equation (Ω is also large). Thus Eq. 5.5 solves for the
displacements in the form Ψui (xN ) and the actual displacements may be extracted by
dividing by Ψ once the iterative solution converges. For the all–zero incident displacement vector the known right hand side vector Ω03N = 03N . The scaling factors are
determined by the magnitudes of the main diagonal components of the sparse near field
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integrals appearing in Eq. 5.4 as follows:

 

1
2
Ψ = mean ρf ω Lnf + α
IN
2


 
1
1
1
1
−Tnf +
I3N
= mean (−Unf I3N ) + mean
Ω
2
Ψ
2

(5.6)
(5.7)

where mean( ) and | | denote the mean and the absolute value of the enclosed terms
respectively. The value of Ψ is chosen to approximately normalise the coupled LN
coefficient matrix appearing in Eq. 5.4 to unity, while the value of Ω is chosen to be
equal to the inverse of the approximate mean of the two elastodynamic BIE terms in
the coupled coefficient matrix. The use of these scaling factors typically improves the
condition number of the coupled coefficient matrix from 1026 in Eq. 5.4 to 103 in Eq.
5.5. The block diagonal SAI preconditioner for Eq. 5.5, (TM)pre , then becomes
  
(TM)pre = 

Ω
Ψ

− Tnf + 21 I3N
0N ×3N

−1



03N ×N


− Mnf + 12 IN

−1 

(5.8)

which gives the approximate inverse of the scaled coupled coefficient matrix in Eq. 5.5.

5.2.4

Dual FMBEM Algorithm

The section is concluded by presenting a pseudocode algorithm for the iterative solution of an acoustic coupled FSI problem using the dual FMBEM model, which involves
exterior scattering by a solid elastic object submerged in an infinite fluid medium as
per Eq. 5.5. Firstly the FMM ‘set up’ algorithms for the Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEMS, previously described in Sections 3.2.5 and 4.2.5 of Chapters 3 and
4 respectively, are called to construct the octrees, multipole expansions/translations
and near field integrals for the Helmholtz and elastodynamic fast multipole algorithms.
The only modifications required for the separate set up algorithms for their use in the
dual FMBEM model is in relation to the SAI preconditioner, where only a single block
diagonal SAI preconditioner (presented in Eq. 5.8) need be constructed.
The dual FMBEM similarly calls the separate Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEM
algorithms, Algs. 3.2 and 4.1 respectively, in the iterative solution procedure. These
algorithms may be directly called in the dual FMBEM iterative solution with appropriate substitutions for the surface traction and normal derivative of surface pressure
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via Eqs. 5.2 and 5.1 respectively. The function calls thus take the form:



LN ρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN ), MN p(xN ) = Helm FMBEM k, pl , p(xN ),

ρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN ), α, AN , Rl̂ , [Rl̂ ]n(xN ) , (SS)l , (RR)l , (SR)l , Lnf , Mnf




− U3N p(xN )ni (xN ), T3N ui (xN ) = Elasto FMBEM kp , ks , pl , ui (xN ),

− p(xN )ni (xN ), β, µ, AN , Rl̂ , [Rl̂ ]i , [Rl̂ ]ij , (SS)l , (RR)l , (SR)l , Unf , Tnf



where it should be understood that the function arguments relating to the multipole
expansions (Rl̂ , [Rl̂ ]n(xN ) , [Rl̂ ]i , [Rl̂ ]ij ) and translations ((SS)l , (RR)l , (SR)l ), as well
as the truncation number pl in each algorithm are dependent upon the corresponding
wavenumbers, i.e. they relate to the fluid wavenumber k in function Helm FMBEM
and the elastic solid wavenumbers kp and ks in function Elasto FMBEM. The iterative solution procedure for the dual FMBEM using the inner–outer GMRES loop
and block diagonal SAI preconditioner is presented in Alg. 5.1. The main steps of the
algorithm can be seen to parallel those of Algs. 3.3 and 4.2 for the iterative FMBEM
solution of the Helmholtz/elastodynamic BIEs. Note that semicolons are used in the
notation of Alg. 5.1 to denote vertical concatenation of column vectors, for example


ui (xN )

[ui (xN ); p(xN )] = 
p(xN )
denotes a column vector of length 4N (3N terms for ui (xN ) and N terms for p(xN )).
Algorithm 5.1 Dual FMBEM Algorithm: Iterative Solution
1:

2:
3:
4:

5:

6:

function It Solve(pi (yN ), q i (yN ), α, ui (yN )inc , Ψ, Ω, Helm FMBEM(. . .),
ˆ its
ˆ pre )
Elasto FMBEM(. . .), (TM)pre , ξ, ξpre , its,
[ui (xN ); p(xN )] = 04N
. set initial guess as vector of zeros
 i

i
i
inc
p = p (yN ) + αq (yN ) , ui (yN ) = 03N
. set values for known rhs




− U3N p(xN )ni (xN ), T3N ui (xN ) = Elasto FMBEM kp , ks , pl , ui (xN ),

− p(xN )ni (xN ), . . .




LN ρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN ), MN p(xN ) = Helm FMBEM k, pl , p(xN ),

ρf ωh2 ni (xN )ui (xN ), . . .
Ω



ξ 4N = Ψ
− T3N + 21 I3N ui (xN ) − Ω U3N [ni (xN )p(xN )] − Ωui (yN )inc ;
1


i
1
2 n (x )u (x ) + − M + 1 I
i ,
˜ =0
I
ρ
ω
p(x
)
−
p
L
+
α
its
i N i N
N
N
N
f
Ψ
2 N
2 N
. calculate initial residual of Az − b and set outer loop counter
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Algorithm 5.1 Dual FMBEM Algorithm: Iterative Solution (Cont.)
7:
8:

˜ < its
ˆ do
while norm(ξ 4N ) > ξ and its
[ui (xN )pre ; p(xN )pre ] = 04N , (ξ 4N )pre = ∞,
initial values

. main GMRES loop
˜
itspre = 0 . preconditioner

9:

14:

˜ pre < its
ˆ pre do
while norm((ξ 4N )pre ) > ξpre and its
. preconditioner




− U3N p(xN )pre ni (xN ), T3N ui (xN )pre = Elasto FMBEM kp , ks ,

(pl )pre , ui (xN )pre , −p(xN )pre ni (xN ), . . .




LN ρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN )pre , MN p(xN )pre = Helm FMBEM k,

(pl )pre , p(xN )pre , hρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN )pre , . . .
Ω


(ξ 4N )pre = (TM)pre Ψ
− T3N + 12 I3N ui (xN )pre − Ω U3N [ni (xN ) ×


 
1
1
2
p(xN )pre ] i; Ψ1 LN + α 
2 IN ρf ω ni (xN )ui (xN )pre + − MN + 2 IN ×

(ξ4N )
. residual of Ainv Ax − Ainv b
p(xN )pre − (TM)pre norm(ξ
4N )


(ξ4N )
with b = norm(ξ
from main GMRES and Ainv = (UT)pre
4N )
˜ pre = its
˜ pre + 1 . update
[ui (xN )pre ; p(xN )pre ] = GMRES((ξ 4N )pre ), its

15:

preconditioner solution using GMRES (see Ref. [152]) and update
inner counter
end while

10:
11:

12:

13:

16:
17:

18:

19:

20:






− U3N p(xN )pre ni (xN ), T3N ui (xN )pre = Elasto FMBEM kp , ks , pl ,

ui (xN )pre , −p(xN )pre ni (xN ), . . .




LN ρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN )pre , MN p(xN )pre = Helm FMBEM k, pl ,

p(xN )pre , ρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN )pre , . . . . use final GMRES preconditioner
solutions
ui (xN )pre and p(xN )pre in main FMBEM
h


Ω
ξ 4N = Ψ − T3N + 21 I3N ui (xN )pre − Ω U3N [ni (xN )p(xN )pre ] − Ω ×


 
ui (yN )inc ; Ψ1 iLN + α 12 IN ρf ω 2 ni (xN )ui (xN )pre + − MN + 12 IN ×

. residual from main GMRES iteration
p(xN )pre − pi
˜ = its
˜ +1
[ui (xN ); p(xN )] = fGMRES(ξ 4N ) its
. update solution using

fGMRES (see Ref. [152]) and update outer counter
21:
end while
. Scale final displacements by Ψ
22:
ui (xN ) = Ψ1 ui (xN )
23: end function

Alg. 5.1 is presented for the case of the incident field being a known pressure wave
in the exterior fluid domain, as described by the discretised coupled matrix equation
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in Eq. 5.5. The coupled system of BIEs in Eq. 5.3 may be conversely solved in terms
of a known time–harmonic displacement uinc
i (y) in the solid domain which is similarly
specified on the shared boundary surface. In this case the discretised matrix equation
for the coupled system of BIEs can be written as
 

 




Ω
1
inc (y)
−
T
+
I
Ω
−
U
n
(x
)
Ψu
(x
)
Ωu
i
3N
3N
N
i N
2 3N
i
 Ψ
=



 
1
1
1
2
L
+
α
I
ρ
ω
n
(x
)
−
M
+
I
p(x
)
0
i N
N
N
N
N
f
Ψ
2 N
2 N
(5.9)
where it can be seen that only the known rhs is altered in the above coupled matrix
equation as compared to Eq. 5.5. In Eq. 5.9 the scaling factor Ω now also appears on
the rhs as the known incident field in the elastodynamic BIE is no longer zero, while
the component of the known rhs vector corresponding to the Helmholtz BIE is set to
zero as there is no incident field specified in the fluid domain.

5.3

Numerical Results

This section explores the performance of the dual FMBEM model for acoustic coupled
FSI problems in terms of both its accuracy and the algorithmic complexity and memory
requirements of the model. The dual FMBEM model has been written in MATLAB,
implemented using double–precision floating point numbers and the code has not been
explicitly compiled/multithreaded, however MATLAB may do this internally to parts
of the code during execution. Numerical examples are presented for the scattering of
plane compressional waves from solid elastic spheres which are compared to the analytic solutions, as well as to numerical results from a commercial FEM–BEM code
called PAFEC, developed by PACSYS [27]. Dual FMBEM results are also presented
for compressional plane wave scattering from a solid elastic cube, again with comparisons to the PAFEC FEM–BEM model. A subsection of the results also investigates the
issue of so called Jones eigenfrequencies where both the dual FMBEM and FEM–BEM
models break down for certain combinations of geometry and frequency. Finally, an
‘application example’ of the dual FMBEM model is presented for the sound scattering
from a damping plate structure which was deployed as part of an experiment conducted
from the Aurora Australis research vessel in 2010. The damping plate structure has a
complicated three dimensional shape and provides a good example of the capabilities of
the dual FMBEM model in treating both large problem sizes and complex objects. It
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should also be mentioned in passing that perhaps a more relevant comparative numerical model to compare to the dual FMBEM results would be one of the more recently
developed FEM–FMBEM type models which treat the fluid domain via a FMBEM
formulation. The differences in the numerical results would then better indicate the
relative merit of the dual FMBEM model in replacing the FEM part of the model with
an FMBEM formulation. However such a model was not available to the author and
so the PAFEC FEM–BEM model was instead used to provide the relevant numerical
comparisons.
All numerical results from the FMBEM code have been calculated on a workstation computer equipped with an i7–3930K hexacore processor running at 3.2GHz, and
32GB of RAM. Additionally, both the separate Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEM
algorithms used in the dual FMBEM for acoustic coupled FSI results again employ the
translation stencils and memory reduction techniques discussed in the prior chapters
to further minimise their computational cost and memory requirements.

5.3.1

Compressional Plane Wave Scattering from a Solid Elastic Sphere

This section presents numerical results from the dual FMBEM model for the case of a
plane wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere, which has a known analytic solution
[259]. The material properties of the elastic solid and fluid media are chosen to represent
a steel sphere submerged in seawater and are summarised in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Material properties for the elastic solid and fluid media used for the modelling
of plane wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere.

fluid sound speed

cf

1524 m/s

fluid density

ρf

1000 kg/m3

solid density

ρs

7669 kg/m3

Young’s modulus

E

2.07 × 1011 Pa

Poisson’s ratio

ν

0.3

Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 show a comparison of the calculated dual FMBEM results and
the corresponding analytic solution for the total surface pressure and total radial dis-
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placement respectively for a unit radius solid elastic sphere (a = 1) isonofied by a
ka = 30 compressional plane wave travelling in the direction [1 0 0]. A comparison
of the real/imaginary components of the total surface pressure and radial displacement as a function of angle away from the direction of the incident field (such that 0◦
corresponds to the back–scatter direction) are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.

Figure 5.1: Dual FMBEM total surface pressure (left) versus the analytic solution (right)
for a plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere at ka = 30.

The relative error norm between the dual FMBEM and analytic solution was 1.32%
for the total surface pressure and 10.60% for the total radial component of displacement. The boundary element mesh contained 40096 elements (160384 unknowns) giving
approximately 15 elements per fluid wavelength, and about 30 elements per shear wavelength in the elastic solid. The dual FMBEM took approximately 5.93 hours to set–up
and solve the problem and required 4.11GB of storage space. Comparatively, the full
complex 160384 × 160384 coupled coefficient matrix in Eq. 5.5 would require 411.57GB
of space to store. It can be seen from Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 that the dual FMBEM is in
good agreement with the analytic solution, particularly for the total surface pressures,
while the total radial component of displacement exhibits a somewhat larger error despite the higher numbers of elements per shear/compressional wavelengths in the elastic
solid. Clearly the total surface fields for the acoustic coupled FSI problem have a more
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Figure 5.2: Dual FMBEM total radial displacement (left) versus the analytic solution
(right) for a plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere at ka = 30.

Figure 5.3: Dual FMBEM real/imaginary components of the total surface pressure versus
the analytic solution for a plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere
at ka = 30.
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Figure 5.4: Dual FMBEM real/imaginary components of the total radial displacement
versus the analytic solution for a plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic
sphere at ka = 30.

complicated structure compared to similar results for the uncoupled FMBEM models
presented in prior chapters (Sections 3.4.1 and 4.3.1). Comparatively the Helmholtz
FMBEM pressure results presented in Section 3.4.1 exhibited an r.e. norm of 0.62%,
being about half that of the present dual FMBEM pressure results. Similarly the r.e.
norm for the radial displacement results of the equivalent elastodynamic FMBEM problem in Section 4.3.1 is about half that of the present displacement results, while the
number of elements per shear wavelength in the present dual FMBEM results is double
that used in the elastodynamic FMBEM results.
Analogous results to those shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 are presented in Figs. 5.5
and 5.6 for the same problem at a higher wavenumber of ka = 45, corresponding to
approximately 10 elements per wavelength in the fluid for the same 40096 element
mesh. In this case the r.e. norm between the FMBEM and analytic solution was 4.8%
for the total surface pressure and 32% for the total radial component of displacement,
while the solution time and memory requirements increased (due to the larger truncation numbers required for the increased wavenumber) to 18.56 hours and 4.77GB
respectively compared to the ka = 30 case. Again drawing comparisons to the separate
FMBEM models presented in the previous chapters, the Helmholtz FMBEM exhibited
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a similar 3–4 fold increase in the total surface pressure r.e. norm at a mesh discretisation of 10 elements per wavelength while a direct comparison with the elastodynamic
FMBEM results is more difficult due to the additional errors attributed to the interior
eigenfrequencies in those results. As a relative measure, both the pressure and radial
displacement results from the dual FMBEM model increase by a factor of 3–4 upon
reducing the relative discretisation from 15 to 10 elements per wavelength. In the case
of the total pressure results an r.e. norm error of ∼ 5% may be acceptable with a 10
element per wavelength discretisation, while an ∼ 30% error in the radial component
of displacement is likely to be too large under most circumstances. Thus a mesh discretisation of at least 15 elements per wavelength in the fluid domain would appear to
be a good comprimise between the relative problem size and the solution error.

Figure 5.5: Dual FMBEM real/imaginary components of the total surface pressure versus
the analytic solution for a plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere
at ka = 45.

Finally, a direct comparison between the numerical results from the dual FMBEM
and a commercial FEM–BEM model (PAFEC) are presented for a similar problem
involving plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere. The mesh
contains 5244 plane triangular boundary elements, used by both the dual FMBEM
model and the BEM part of the FEM–BEM model, while the solid elastic sphere was
modelled with 84567 linear tetrahedral finite elements for the FEM–BEM model. The
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Figure 5.6: Dual FMBEM real/imaginary components of the total radial displacement
versus the analytic solution for a plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic
sphere at ka = 45.

material properties used for the fluid and solid domains are specified in Table 5.1
and the incident plane wave is specified in the fluid with a dimensionless wavenumber
of ka = 6.5, corresponding to 35+ elements per wavelength in the fluid. The dual
FMBEM model solved the problem in 7.16 minutes and required 905MB of storage
space while the PAFEC FEM–BEM model took 11.65 hours to solve and required
8.53GB of storage space. Of course the PAFEC FEM–BEM model provides a complete
solution of the interior displacement field at the finite element nodal points, while
the dual FMBEM model only solves for the surface fields. The interior displacement
field may be evaluated by the dual FMBEM in a post–processing step, requiring an
additional calculation time proportional to the time required to set up the problem
(i.e. to build the octree structure and near field integrals) and apply a single FMM–
accelerated matrix–vector product, to evaluate the field at the interior points. In terms
of solution accuracies, the dual FMBEM solution yielded r.e. norms of 0.39% and
1.90% for the total surface pressure and total radial displacement respectively, while
the FEM–BEM model yielded r.e. norms of 0.39% and 4.40% respectively. Plots of the
absolute value of the total surface pressure and radial component of total displacement
for both the dual FMBEM and PAFEC FEM–BEM models are shown in Fig. 5.7,
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along with the corresponding analytic solution.

Figure 5.7: Absolute value of the total surface pressure (top) and total radial displacement
(bottom) for a compressional plane wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere at ka = 6.5
for the dual FMBEM and PAFEC FEM–BEM models, compared to the analytic solution.

To allow for the direct comparison of the PAFEC displacement results with those
of the dual FMBEM, the nodal solution values of the surface finite elements were
interpolated to the centre of each corresponding boundary element, and so it is expected
that some small additional error is introduced into the PAFEC displacement results
from this process. Nonetheless, the dual FMBEM model is seen to yield comparable
solution accuracies to the FEM–BEM model, while the total solution time and memory
requirements of the dual FMBEM are substantially reduced.
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5.3.2

Compressional Plane Wave Scattering from a Solid Elastic Cube

To demonstrate the dual FMBEM model for a simple non–spherical geometry, a numerical example is presented for the problem of a cube with a side length of 1m scattering
a compressional plane wave specified with a shear wavenumber (in the elastic solid) of
ks = 6 and travelling in the direction

√1 [1
3

1 1]. The fluid and elastic solid material

properties for the problem are specified in Table 5.1. The cube was modelled with
2696 plane triangular boundary elements, used by both the dual FMBEM model and
the BEM part of the FEM–BEM model, while the interior elastic solid domain was
modelled with 19705 linear tetrahedral finite elements for the FEM–BEM model. The
corresponding fluid wavenumber calculated from the material properties is k ≈ 12.68,
yielding approximately 18–20 elements per fluid wavelength. Plots of the absolute value
of the total surface pressure and total surface displacement for both the dual FMBEM
and PAFEC FEM–BEM models are shown in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 respectively.

Figure 5.8: Absolute value of the total surface pressure for a compressional plane wave
scattering from a solid elastic unit–length cube at ks = 6 for the dual FMBEM model
(left) and PAFEC FEM–BEM model (right). The cube model is shown orientated along a
diagonal axis such that the incident wave is directed out of the page.

The dual FMBEM model solved the problem in 7.48 minutes and required 253MB
of storage space while the PAFEC FEM–BEM model took 32.02 minutes to solve and
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Figure 5.9: Absolute value of the total surface displacement for a compressional plane
wave scattering from a solid elastic unit–length cube at ks = 6 for the dual FMBEM model
(left) and PAFEC FEM–BEM model (right). The cube model is shown orientated along a
diagonal axis such that the incident wave is directed out of the page.

required 1.21GB of storage space. The r.e. norms between the solutions of the dual
FMBEM and FEM–BEM models were 3.12% for the total surface pressure and 22.38%
for the total surface displacement respectively. The dual FMBEM and commerical
FEM–BEM models are in good agreement, particularly for the total surface pressures,
despite the complex patterns observed in the results.
The coupling method used in all of the presented results from the PAFEC FEM–
BEM model is a ‘generalised fluid structure coupling’ (GFSC) technique which allows
coupling between the constant pressure quadratic boundary elements and the linear
tetrahedral finite elements available in the PAFEC software. As the elements in the
boundary meshes are flat triangular elements, and because a one–to–one coupling is
used between the finite and boundary elements, the GFSC generally provides good results and is substantially faster then using a direct coupling method which requires the
use of quadratic finite elements. Interestingly, the use of a direct coupling method in
the FEM-BEM model for the present example yielded reduced r.e. norms in both the
total surface pressure (2.77%) and total surface displacement (15.12%) compared to
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the dual FMBEM results, suggesting a convergence of the FEM–BEM results towards
the dual FMBEM results. Comparisons between the GFSC and direct coupling techniques for the sphere scattering problem similarly showed better agreement between
the FEM–BEM results and the analytic solution when using the fully coupled model
and quadratic finite elements. Of course the more accurate results yielded by the full
coupling technique come at the cost of a substantially increased computational time:
the same cube scattering problem presented here required 11.29 hours solution time
and 5.97GB of storage space when utilising the direct coupling technique.

5.3.3

Eigenfrequencies

It was observed in the dual BEM work of Goswami et al. [222] that the typical coupling
procedure between surface unknowns via Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 is only enforced in the
direction normal to the local coupling point on the surface. Thus at certain frequencies
the local tangential components of the surface stress and displacement in the elastic
solid may be non–zero while the corresponding normal components may still satisfy the
coupling BCs with the fluid domain. Such situations are likely to occur for surfaces
corresponding to general smooth bodies of revolution at frequencies corresponding to
the torsional modal frequencies of the object. Hence the surface of the elastic solid
domain may tangentially ‘slide’ relative to the coincident surface of the fluid domain.
For the particular case of an elastic solid sphere the eigenfrequencies with non–unique
solutions corresponding to the free–vibration torsional modes are named after Jones
[260] and have been tabulated as a function of the dimensionless shear wavenumber
ks a [170, 261].
Fig. 5.10 shows a plot of the solution error of the total surface pressure and total radial displacement compared to the analytic solution as a function of the shear
wavenumber ks a for a plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere,
with the pertinent material properties summarised in Table 5.1. The error results are
presented for both the dual FMBEM model (continuous lines) and, for certain frequency
ranges of interest, the PAFEC FEM–BEM model (lines with markers). The vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 5.10 denote the free–vibration torsional modes of the solid elastic
sphere from 1.) the analytic solution (black), and 2.) a numerical modal analysis of
the FEM mesh for the solid elastic sphere (magenta), while the in vacuo radial modes
from the analytic solution are indicated by the cyan vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 5.10: Solution error of the dual FMBEM and FEM–BEM total surface pressure
and total radial displacement compared to the analytic solution as a function of shear
wavenumber ks a for a plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere. The
vertical dashed lines indicate the free–vibration torsional modes from both the analytic
solution (black) and a numerical modal analysis (magenta), while the cyan vertical dashed
lines indicate the in vacuo radial modes from the analytic solution.

It is clear from Fig. 5.10 that both the dual FMBEM model and the conventional
FEM–BEM model suffer from poorer solution accuracy near the eigenfrequencies of
the torsional and/or radial modes of the solid elastic sphere. Of course for the acoustic
coupled FSI results presented here the radial modes will be slightly downshifted in frequency compared to the analytic in vacuo modes, but this shift will be relatively small.
Error peaks are only observed near the torsional modes which lie near radial modal
frequencies, while the isolated torsional modes do not show an increase in solution
error in either model. Conversely some of the smaller sharper error peaks appear to
directly correspond to radial modes at wavenumbers which lie away from any torsional
modes (in particular at ks a ≈ 3.5 and ks a ≈ 6.5). Numerical results from the dual
FMBEM model were also calculated very close to two of the torsional modal frequencies (ks a ≈ 2.5011 and ks a ≈ 6.2658), where it was observed that the numerical error
did not substantially increase compared to the results presented in Fig. 5.10 at nearby
wavenumbers. This suggests that either the wavenumber must be very close to the tor-
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sional modal frequencies to show an increase in error (compared to the much broader
error peaks seen near the radial modal frequencies), or that the use of even a moderate
element discretisation is enough to negate the sliding effect of the fluid/solid mesh surfaces at the torsional modal frequencies. Goswami et al. [222] similarly concluded that
for the particular case of the solid elastic sphere, refinement of the mesh discretisation
improved the numerical results near the Jones eigenfrequencies. The present analysis
would appear to indicate that the eigenfrequencies for the radial modes pose more of
an issue than the Jones eigenfrequencies in both the dual FMBEM and FEM–BEM
models.
Finally it should be noted that the use of the elastodynamic FMBEM for modelling the interior domain in the dual FMBEM model does not appear to introduce any
additional error into the numerical results near the eigenfrequencies of the problem.
In all cases the dual FMBEM model is able to achieve comparable or better solution
accuracies compared to the FEM–BEM model near the eigenfrequencies of the coupled
problem for the similar BEM element discretisations (with the total number of elements
within 5% of one another) used in both models for the ks a ≤ 6.2 results. The more
accurate results from the dual FMBEM model thus strongly suggest that the elastodynamic FMBEM is stable at these interior frequencies, as should be the case when
using the (unstabilised) BEM formulations for interior problems. This is in contrast to
the very large errors observed in the numerical results obtained in Chapter 4 when the
elastodynamic FMBEM was used to solve exterior problems near the eigenefrequencies
of the adjoint interior problem.

5.3.4

Dual FMBEM Algorithmic Performance

This section presents results for the dual FMBEM model which indicate the performance of the model in terms of its algorithmic complexity and memory requirements.
Comparisons of the algorithmic complexity, computational accuracy and memory requirements of the dual FMBEM code are presented for the problem of plane compressional wave scattering from a solid elastic sphere and are compared to the analytic
solution. Two scenarios are presented: the first investigates how the algorithm scales
as a function of the number of unknowns with a fixed wavenumber and the second case
indicates the performance when using the maximum wavenumber for each mesh size
(assuming a fixed number of elements per wavelength) as a function of the number of
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unknowns. Both scenarios use the material properties summarised in Table 5.1, except
for the value of Poisson’s ratio, which was instead specified as ν = 0.45 for the first
scenario to shift the shear wavenumber away from both a torsional and radial modal
frequency for the free–vibration elastic sphere that would otherwise occur near the
specified wavenumber. The standard deviations in the least–squares data fits for the
algorithmic power of N scaling are also shown, as was done for similar results presented
in the previous chapters.
Plots of the solution time, memory usage and solution error versus the number of
unknowns, N , for a fixed fluid wavenumber of ka = 13 are shown in Figs. 5.11, 5.12
and 5.13 respectively. Additionally, Fig. 5.14 shows the calculation time for a single
matrix-vector product for the dual FMBEM as a function of the number of unknowns
(for a similar fixed fluid wavenumber).
Fig. 5.11 shows that the least squares fit of the total solution time for the dual
FMBEM is approximately proportional to N 1.1 for this scenario. Comparatively, both
the Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEMs showed a total solution time proportional
to or less than N for a similar problem of an increasing number of unknowns for a
fixed wavenumber. The increase in the N –power of the algorithmic complexity data
fit observed here for the dual FMBEM model is likely due to the influence of the large
‘step’ in the solution time that occurs above 2 × 105 unknowns, which corresponds
to the introduction of a new octree level. Certainly the lower limit of the standard
deviation in the power of N data fit would yield a proportionality closer to N . The
memory requirements of the dual FMBEM are shown in Fig. 5.12 to scale with a less
than N proportionality, as was the case for the separate Helmholtz and elastodynamic
FMBEMs.
Fig. 5.13 shows the solution error of the dual FMBEM compared to the analytic
solution for both the total surface pressure (top) and the total radial component of
displacement (bottom) versus the number of unknowns. The r.e. norm results are
shown here for two Poisson’s ratios: ν = 0.3, which for the fixed fluid wavenumber of
ka = 13 corresponds to a shear wavenumber which lies in close proximity to both a
free–vibration torsional mode (Jones eigenfrequency) and a radial mode of the elastic
sphere, and ν = 0.45, which for the same fluid wavenumber gives a corresponding shear
wavenumber which lies away from the two modes. A general reduction in the solution
error of both the total pressure and total radial displacement results is observed in the
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Figure 5.11: Solution time versus the number of unknowns for the dual FMBEM with
a fixed wavenumber. The FMBEM total solution time is approximately proportional to
N 1.1 .

Figure 5.12: Memory usage versus the number of unknowns for the dual FMBEM with
a fixed wavenumber. The memory usage (in MB) shows a less than N proportionality.

figure, again with jumps in the errors (1 − 3% in the pressures and 3 − 7% in the radial
displacements) for the meshes which introduce new octree levels to the structure. In
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addition, the ν = 0.3 results in Fig. 5.13 indicate that as the number of elements per
wavelength increases the dual FMBEM solution near the modal frequencies converges.
Again, due to the close proximity of both types of mode it is unclear if either or both
modes contribute to the higher errors observed in the dual FMBEM solution at ν = 0.3.
In either case, increasing the mesh resolution provides more accurate results.

Figure 5.13: Solution error for the total surface pressure (top) and total radial displacement (bottom) versus the number of unknowns for the dual FMBEM with a fixed
wavenumber for two Poisson’s ratios.

Finally, Fig. 5.14 shows that the calculation time for a single matrix-vector product
of the dual FMBEM has a less than N algorithmic scaling, compared to the N 2 operations that would be required for the direct matrix–vector product. The algorithmic
scaling here is obviously lower than that in Fig 5.11, which indicates the algorithmic
scaling of the total solution time (problem set-up, iterative solution and so on).
Analogous plots to those presented above for the second algorithmic complexity
scenario involving an approximately constant number of elements per wavelength for
an increasing number of unknowns are shown in Figs. 5.15, 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18. The
algorithmic complexity results for this scenario are presented for three ‘element per
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Figure 5.14: Calculation time for a single matrix-vector product for the dual FMBEM
versus the number of unknowns for a fixed wavenumber.

wavelength’ discretisations, corresponding to approximately 10, 15 and 20 elements
per fluid wavelength (measured at the equator of the sphere) with at most a ±3 element/wavelength variation for the particular wavenumbers and element meshes available. The total solution time versus the number of unknowns for the three element
discretisations shown in Fig. 5.15 indicate that the algorithmic scaling of the total
solution time reduces as the number of elements per wavelength increases: scaling as
approximately N 1.8 , N 1.7 and N 1.5 for 10, 15 and 20 elements per fluid wavelength
respectively. The inverse relationship between the power of N of the least–squares
data fits and the total solution time is partly due to the reduction in the total number
of inner GMRES iterations required for convergence as the number of elements per
wavelength increases, and partly due to the algorithmic complexity of the FMBEM
accelerated matrix–vector products being inversely related to the number of elements
per wavelength (see Fig. 5.18). Comparatively, the algorithmic complexity of the dual
FMBEM model for this scenario shows a similar N –proportionality when using 20 elements per fluid wavelength as compared to the 10 elements per wavelength results for
the Helmholtz FMBEM, while the elastodynamic FMBEM results exhibited a much
larger algorithmic complexity due to the coarser element discretisation used in those
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results requiring a large number of inner GMRES iterations to converge. The memory
requirements of the dual FMBEM are similarly observed in Fig. 5.16 to scale with a
less than N proportionality for this scenario, as was the case for the separate Helmholtz
and elastodynamic FMBEMs.

Figure 5.15: Solution time versus the number of unknowns for the dual FMBEM with
a fixed number of elements per fluid wavelength. The FMBEM total solution time is
approximately proportional to N 1.8 , N 1.7 and N 1.5 for 10, 15 and 20 elements per fluid
wavelength respectively.

The solution errors for the total surface pressure and total radial displacement under the three fixed element per wavelength discretisations are shown in Fig. 5.17. As
expected the r.e. norm errors remain approximately constant for the approximately
constant element per wavelength discretisations. Again there is some variation in the
exact number of elements per wavelength (±3 elements per wavelength) used in the
various solutions and this is reflected in the obtained r.e. norms. Additionally the variation in the wavenumber for this scenario means that certain solutions were evaluated
near the free–vibration torsional modal frequencies of the elastic sphere — particularly
for the second largest wavenumber in both the 10 and 15 element per wavelength discretisations — and thus an increase in the solution error is observed near this frequency.
The average errors for the 15 elements per fluid wavelength discretisation in Fig. 5.17
appear to be somewhat larger than those observed in the results presented in Figs.
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Figure 5.16: Memory usage versus the number of unknowns for the dual FMBEM with a
fixed number of elements per fluid wavelength. The storage requirements in MB of memory
is proportional to powers of N less than one for all three element discretisations.

5.3 and 5.4 which used an approximately similar element per wavelength discretisation,
while the average errors for the 10 elements per fluid wavelength results are comparable
to those observed in the results presented in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. The r.e. norm results
in Fig. 5.17 suggest that a 20 element per fluid wavelength discretisation should yield
errors of 2 − 3% in the pressures and 15 − 20% in the radial displacements, with errors
in the Cartesian displacement components being equal to or less than this.
In comparison to the other dual BEM formulations for acoustic coupled FSI problems, Seybert et al. [220] reported errors in the range of 1.5 − 9% in the total pressures
on the surface of a hollow steel sphere with a uniform internal pressure submerged in
seawater when using between roughly 1 and 6 quadratic elements per fluid wavelength.
No other papers on the dual BEM formulation (in particular those of Goswami et al.
[221, 222] and Chen et al. [230, 231]) provide numerical results which indicate the
solution error as a function of the element discretisation. Isakari [182] provides some
numerical results for their dual FMBEM model for periodic structures: L2 relative error
norms of 2% in the pressures and 1.1% in the displacements are achieved for the numerical example of a plane wave scattering from a continuous slab of PMMA plastic (i.e.
with an arbitrary periodicity) immersed in water, when using 20 constant elements per
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Figure 5.17: Solution error for the total surface pressure (top) and total radial displacement (bottom) versus the number of unknowns for the dual FMBEM with a fixed number
of elements per fluid wavelength.

fluid wavelength. Isakari also provides numerical results for the scattering by periodic
elastic spheres in water, where the maximum relative error in the sum of scattered energy to incident energy was reported as 3.8% [182]. However no data is presented on the
pressure/displacement results in the later case and it is not clear as to what element
per wavelength discretisation was employed. Thus the present dual FMBEM mdoel
would appear to achieve a comparable solution accuracy in the pressures when using
a similar number of elements per wavelength, as comapred to Isakari’s dual FMBEM
model for periodic structures. Conversely, the displacement results of the present dual
FMBEM would appear to be an order of magnitude worse. This is likey due to the use
of steel as the elastic solid material in the present results, while the material properites
of the PMMA plastic used by Isakari [182] are quite similar to the exterior fluid and so
displacement results which have an approximately similar errror to the pressures would
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be expected. Unfortunately no other references cited herein provide any results for the
coupled FSI displacements whatsoever, and so further comparison of the present dual
FMBEM model to the other dual BEM formulations is not possible. To conclude, it is
reiterated that the comparison between the present dual FMBEM and the FEM–BEM
results presented in Section. 5.3.1 indicated that similar solution errors were achieved
by the models for both the coupled pressures and displacements when using a similar
element per wavelength discretisation.
Lastly Fig. 5.18 shows that the calculation time for a single matrix-vector product of the dual FMBEM scales between N 1.3 and N 1.0 for 10–20 elements per fluid
wavelength, which again represents a substantially lower computational cost than the
N 2 proportionality of the direct matrix–vector product. As previously mentioned, Fig.
5.18 indicates that the algorithmic complexity of the matrix-vector product of the dual
FMBEM is inversely related to the number of elements per wavelength. This is due to
the dominant computational cost in the FMM being the application of the multipole
translations to the level–dependent truncated multipole expansions, with the translation cost being directly proportional to the truncation length. The truncation lengths
of the multipole expansions are in turn directly related to the wavenumber of the problem (see Eq. 2.17). Thus if the number of elements is increased for the same mesh
geometry and wavenumber, the only increase in the computational cost will be in the
initial step of the upward pass when building the more numerous source expansions,
and in the final summation of the downward pass when evaluating the field at the larger
set of receiver points. The number of multipole translations that must be applied in
the intervening steps is not altered as the individual source expansions on the lowest
octree level are still combined into a single multipole expansion per occupied octree
box (i.e. the number of applied translations does not change) and so the algorithmic
cost per element/unknown reduces.
The algorithmic complexity of the dual FMBEM model in the low frequency regime
is close to the order N theoretical algorithmic complexity estimate of Gumerov and
Duraiswami [42] for their scenario of a surface distribution of sources and receivers on
a ‘simple surface’. The slightly higher algorithmic complexity of N 1.1 observed in the
present results is likely due to the large jump in solution time observed at the larger
problem sizes and corresponds to the introduction of a new octree level. A comparison
of the plots of the total solution time and the calculation time for a single matrix-vector
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Figure 5.18: Calculation time for a single matrix-vector product for the dual FMBEM
versus the number of unknowns for a fixed number of elements per fluid wavelength.

product in the low frequency scenario (shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.14) suggests that the
proportionally larger jump in solution time for the larger problem sizes is in fact due to
an increased number of GMRES iterations being required for the solution, as no similar
increase occurs in the calculation times for the single matrix-vector products. It was
previously observed in the algorithmic complexity results presented in Chapter 4 for the
elastodynamic FMBEM model that a reduction in the convergence rate had the effect
of increasing the observed algorithmic complexity. Such variations in the convergence
rate are not accounted for in the theoretical algorithmic complexity models.
The algorithmic complexity of the dual FMBEM model in the high frequency limit
(where the mesh discretisation/number of unknowns is directly related to the wavenumber) shows a scaling proportional to N 1.5 when using a discretisation of 20 elements per
fluid wavelength. This is in good agreement with Gumerov and Duraiswami’s theoretical estimate for the BEM when using O(p3 ) translation methods [42]. Conversely the
coarser element per wavelength discretisations exhibited somewhat higher algorithmic
complexities, which would appear to be a result of both the increased computational
cost per matrix–vector product at the lower element discretisations (see Fig. 5.18)
and the increased number of iterations required for convergence. Such variations in
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the algorithmic complexity of the model with the specified element per wavelength
discretisation are clearly not accounted for by the theoretical model.
To conclude, the algorithmic complexity results presented in this section indicate
that the dual FMBEM model performs close to the theoretical predictions in both the
low frequency regime and at the upper frequency limit of the low frequency FMBEM
model, while the providing reasonable solution errors when using 15–20 elements per
fluid wavelength. Furthermore, comparisons between the dual FMBEM and PAFEC
FEM–BEM models indicate that the dual FMBEM model is able to achieve comparable
numerical errors for similar element discretisations, while the total calculation time and
memory requirements are substantially reduced.

5.3.5

Acoustic Coupled FSI Scattering from a Damping Plate

As an example of the application of the dual FMBEM model for analysing acoustic
coupled FSI problems, numerical results are presented for the scattering of sound from
a damping plate structure, a photo of which is shown in Fig. 5.19. The structure was
used as a stability and weighting platform to deploy a hydrophone (the black cylinder
in Fig. 5.19) in an experiment conducted from the Aurora Australis research vessel in
2010 to investigate the effect of ice cover and ship noise in the communication between
an autonomous underwater vehicle and its deployment vessel. FMBEM modelling was
conducted as part of that work to determine the relative effect of near field sound
scattering from the damping plate on the received field at the hydrophone location to
provide error bounds in the experimental data [262]. Comparisons between the dual
FMBEM and PAFEC FEM–BEM models for the complex three dimensional structure
of the damping plate demonstrate the capabilities of the dual FMBEM model.
The damping plate structure, shown in Fig. 5.19 lying sideways on the deck of
the deployment vessel, principally consists of a very thick open ended cylindrical tube
with a thin circular plate attached near its ‘top’ end (when the structure is vertically
orientated in its deployment position). A number of smaller plates are attached to the
tube, including two ‘L’–shaped plates attached symmetrically at the bottom of the tube
and a long ‘fin’ plate attached along the lower half of the tube. Additionally there is a
wide ‘U’–shaped cut out section removed from the thin circular plate and the edge of
the plate section has a lip on both the top and bottom surfaces. A list of the principal
dimensions of the damping plate is provided in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.19: Photo of the damping plate structure (yellow) with hydrophone attached
(black) on the deck of the Aurora Australis before deployment.
Table 5.2: Principal dimensions of the damping plate structure.

tube length

76.5cm

tube outer radius

4.5cm

tube inner radius

2.2cm

circular plate radius
circular plate thickness

22.0cm
0.5cm

circular plate cut out length

15.8cm

circular plate cut out width
circular plate height
(from top of cylinder)

2.5cm
4.5cm

An initial comparison between the dual FMBEM and PAFEC FEM–BEM models
was conducted for a simplified version of the damping plate: where the plate thickness
was increased to 4cm and all of the smaller appendages (‘L’ and ‘fin’ shapes plates and
the outer lip on the circular plate) were removed. These simplifications allowed a direct
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comparison between the two models using the same boundary element discretisation
and linear finite elements in the FEM part of the FEM–BEM model. To accurately
model the circular plate in PAFEC at the smaller plate thicknesses required the use
of quadratic finite elements to achieve consistent results, and this made the full FEM–
BEM models prohibitively large when using tetrahedral finite elements and triangular
boundary elements for direct comparison of the two models.
The simplified damping plate was modelled with a mesh consisting of 14800 boundary elements for both the fluid and elastic solid domains in the dual FMBEM model,
while the FEM–BEM model used the same BEM mesh for the fluid and a finite element
mesh consisting of 64710 linear tetrahedral finite elements for the elastic solid. The
incident acoustic field was
specified
 √
√ asa unit amplitude compressional plane wave travelling in the direction −

(2)
2

0

(2)
2

with respect to the global origin at the centre

of the circular plate and a fluid wavenumber of k = 35, corresponding to 50+ elements
per fluid wavelength. Plots of the absolute value of the total surface pressure and total
surface displacement for both the dual FMBEM and PAFEC FEM–BEM models are
shown in Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 respectively for the simplified damping plate model.
The dual FMBEM model solved the problem in 2.47 hours and required 2.4GB
of storage space while the PAFEC FEM–BEM model took 19.12 hours to solve and
required 22.6GB of storage space. The r.e. norms between the solutions of the dual
FMBEM and FEM–BEM models were 22.44% for the total surface pressure and 29.14%
for the total surface displacement. The disagreement between the two sets of results
appears to be mostly due to the different predictions for the total surface pressures on
the inner cylindrical surface of the hollow tube. A plot of the total surface pressure
results from both models is shown in Fig. 5.22 for a cross section of the damping plate
along the plane of symmetry to show the inner tube surface. It can be seen from the
results presented in Fig. 5.22 that the variation in the total surface pressures over the
inner cylindrical surface of the damping plate is similar for both models, but the peak
pressures are predicted to be higher in the FEM–BEM model results. Interestingly, a
similar comparison for the total surface displacements shows a much smaller variation
in the displacement solutions between the two models along the inner tube surface.
Recalculating the r.e. norms between the solutions of the dual FMBEM and FEM–
BEM models for all surface elements except for those constituting the inner cylindrical
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Figure 5.20: Absolute value of the total surface pressure for a compressional plane wave
scattering from a simplified model of the damping plate at k = 35 for the dual FMBEM
model (left) and PAFEC FEM–BEM model (right).

surface of the tube yields an r.e. norm of 10.02% for the total surface pressures, while
that for the total surface displacements remains relatively unchanged.
The dual FMBEM model was also used to solve a coarse mesh of the full damping
plate model which includes the various attachment plates. The mesh contained 8196
elements (32784 unknowns) and was impinged by
a unit amplitude compressional plane
√
√ 
(2)
(2)
wave travelling in the direction − 2 0 2
with a fluid wavenumber of k = 17.5.
This problem involves a complicated 3D surface and so despite the large number of
elements per fluid wavelength, the iterative solution was very slow to converge (requiring a large number of inner GMRES iterations) and showed instability in the results
(i.e. asymmetry in the total surface fields) when a solution was attempted at higher
wavenumbers or using a finer octree level. The total solution time was 3.7 hours and
the problem required 3.2GB of storage space (compared to 17.2GB for the full coupled
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Figure 5.21: Absolute value of the total surface displacement for a compressional plane
wave scattering from a simplified model of the damping plate at k = 35 for the dual
FMBEM model (left) and PAFEC FEM–BEM model (right).

BEM matrix). Fig. 5.23 shows a plot of the total surface pressure (left) and total
surface displacement (right) for the full damping plate model. It can be seen from Fig.
5.23 that the FMBEM predicts both large pressures and displacements on the two ‘L’
plates attached to the bottom of the cylinder. This is likely due to the fact that the ‘L’
plates are only attached to the main cylinder by thin connecting sections on the corners
of the plates, while the lower third of each plate hangs freely from the main structure.
Thus one would expect the ‘L’ plates to be able to vibrate with a large amplitude under
the right conditions.
Due to the large amplitude pressures/displacements on the ‘L’ plates, little detail
can be seen in Fig. 5.23 over the rest of the damping plate surface. Thus Fig. 5.24
shows similar results for a top–down view of the circular plate with the two colour bars
independently rescaled to reveal more detail in the total surface pressure/displacement
fields. It can be seen from Fig. 5.24 that the FMBEM solution shows good left–right
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Figure 5.22: Absolute value of the total surface pressure for a compressional plane wave
scattering from a simplified model of the damping plate at k = 35 for the dual FMBEM
model (left) and PAFEC FEM–BEM model (right), shown for one half of the model along
the plane of symmetry for the damping plate.

symmetry in the yz–plane of the model for both the pressures and displacements, despite the relatively low number of elements compared to the various scattering features
observed in the total surface fields. Furthermore, for the coarse element discretisation
used in this example, the boundary elements on each side of the circular plate have a
typical side length of about 1.4cm compared to the plate thickness of 5mm and thus
one might expect the Green’s functions in the Helmholtz/elastodynamic BIEs to show
near–singular behaviour. The proper treatment of the near–singular integrals in the
dual FMBEM model allows the coarse element mesh for the thin circular plate to be
solved without difficulty, although the convergence of the GMRES solution is slow.
The dual FMBEM model is able to solve much larger acoustic coupled FSI problems
than the conventional FEM–BEM models. Fig. 5.25 shows the dual FMBEM total
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Figure 5.23: Absolute value of the total surface pressure (left) and total surface displacement (right) from the dual FMBEM model for a k = 17.5 compressional plane wave
scattering from a low resolution model of the full damping plate structure.

surface pressure results for the simplified damping plate for a mesh containing 49200
elements (196800 unknowns)
impinged by
a unit amplitude compressional plane wave
 √
√ 
(2)
(2)
travelling in the direction − 2 0 2
with a fluid wavenumber of k = 70.
The dual FMBEM model was able to solve the above problem in 21.7hours and
required 3.94GB of storage space. Comparatively, the full coupled BEM matrix would
require approximately 619GB of space to store and 3.87 × 1010 operations per matrix–
vector product in the iterative solution. Note that the total surface pressure results
presented in Fig. 5.25 are shown from the underside of the circular plate to reveal the
peak total surface pressures for this example, and are plotted without the black line
edges for the triangular elements which would otherwise obscure the colour variation
on the surface due to the large number of elements in the model.
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Figure 5.24: Absolute value of the total surface pressure (left) and total surface displacement (right) from the dual FMBEM model for a k = 17.5 compressional plane wave
scattering from a low resolution model of the full damping plate structure: top–down view
of the circular plate.

5.4

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented a dual FMBEM model for acoustic coupled FSI problems,
constituting the principal contribution of original work in this thesis. The chapter
firstly presents literature reviews on both dual BEM and coupled FEM–FMBEM type
models for acoustic FSI problems, which are both closely related to the developed dual
FMBEM model. This is followed by a description of the implementation of the dual
FMBEM model, including details of the procedure used to couple the unknowns on the
shared surface between the fluid and elastic solid domains, as well as the preconditioning
strategies employed to solve the resulting coupled system of equations. A pseudocode
algorithm is then presented which details the iterative fGMRES solution procedure for
solving the coupled system of BIEs using the separate Helmholtz and elastodynamic
FMBEM algorithms presented in prior chapters. The chapter is concluded with the
presentation of a number of numerical results which demonstrate the viability of the
dual FMBEM model for solving acoustic coupled FSI problems.
Comparisons between the dual FMBEM model and a conventional FEM–BEM
model for simple scattering problems with a known analytical solution indicated that
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Figure 5.25: Absolute value of the total surface pressure from the dual FMBEM model
for a k = 70 compressional plane wave scattering from a high resolution model of the
simplified damping plate.

the dual FMBEM model was able to achieve comparable solution accuracies to the
FEM–BEM model, while having significantly reduced total solution times and memory
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requirements. The faster solutions times of the dual FMBEM model were achieved
despite the model being coded in MATLAB, compared to the compiled Fortran executables used in the PAFEC FEM–BEM models. Good agreement between the dual
FMBEM and FEM–BEM models was similarly observed in the numerical results for
more complex geometries which have no known analytic solution. The dual FMBEM
model was also shown to yield comparable or better solution accuracies than the FEM–
BEM model near the free–vibration radial and torsional eigenfrequencies of the solid
elastic sphere, with both models showing increased solution errors in the region of the
eigenfrequencies (particularly for the radial modes). Increasing the mesh discretisation
used in the dual FMBEM model was seen to reduce the solution errors of the results
near the eigenfrequencies.
The total solution time of the dual FMBEM model was observed to scale proportionally to N 1.1 in the low frequency regime, where the number of unknowns/elements
is independent of the wavenumber. Conversely in the high frequency regime the total
solution time showed a proportionality between N 1.8 and N 1.5 when using between 10
and 20 elements per wavelength. In both cases the numerical algorithmic complexity results for the dual FMBEM model showed good agreement with the theoretical
algorithmic complexity estimates. As expected, the dual FMBEM model shows substantially better performance in the low frequency regime due to the use of the low
frequency O(p3 ) RCR translation method, which becomes increasingly expensive at
higher frequencies. In all scenarios the storage requirements were proportional to N to
a power less than one.
Thus the dual FMBEM model developed in this chapter is seen to provide a substantial computational benefit over the conventional modelling techniques for acoustic
coupled FSI problems while providing a similar solution accuracy to those models.
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6

Conclusions and Further Work
The principal focus of this thesis has been the development of a new numerical model
for acoustic coupled FSI problems in which both the fluid and elastic solid domains are
treated with the FMBEM. The primary advantages of this implementation are that
only the shared boundary surface between the fluid and solid domains must be discretised and so the total number of unknowns is minimised, while the use of the FMM
provides a significant reduction in the computational and memory requirements of the
BEM calculations in both domains. Such a dual FMBEM model for acoustic coupled
FSI problems has been developed in this thesis using the low frequency FMM to solve
coupled problems involving a single exterior fluid domain and a single interior elastic
solid domain, with both media having homogeneous isotropic properties. Chapter 2
first presented the main details of the developed low frequency FMM, based upon the
multipole expansion of the Helmholtz Green’s function using the spherical basis functions and the RCR translation method. The low frequency FMM was used to develop
both a Helmholtz FMBEM, presented in Chapter 3, and an elastodynamic FMBEM,
presented in Chapter 4. In both cases the computational requirements of the FMBEM
models were further reduced via the use of translation stencils, while a nested inner–
outer fGMRES iterative solution technique and an SAI preconditioner was employed
to increase the convergence rate of the solution. The separate Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEMs were then combined in Chapter 5 to build the dual FMBEM model
for acoustic coupled FSI problems, where the coupling between the fluid and elastic
solid domains was applied between the unknowns on the shared boundary surface. The
coupled system of discretised BIEs were solved using an inner–outer fGMRES iterative
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solution, where a low accuracy FMBEM was used as a preconditioner in the inner loop
and a full accuracy FMBEM used in the outer loop, while the inner FMBEM was itself
preconditioned using a diagonal scaling and an SAI preconditioner. Translation stencils were again used in the FMBEM calculations for both media to further reduce the
computational cost of the FMBEM calculations in the iterative solution.
The dual FMBEM model exhibited a total solution time proportional to N 1.1 in
the low frequency regime (where the wavelength is independent of the number of unknowns), and N 1.5 in the high frequency regime when using 20 elements per fluid wavelength. In both cases the observed algorithmic complexities were in good agreement
with the theoretical estimates for the FMBEM when using O(p3 ) translation methods. Comparisons of the dual FMBEM numerical results for problems with a known
analytic solution indicated that a boundary discretisation of 15–20 piecewise constant
plane triangular elements per fluid wavelength yielded solution accuracies which would
be sufficient for most modelling applications. The r.e. norms for the total surface
pressures and total radial displacements were approximately 2–4% and 15–25% respectively when using element discretisation within this range. Comparisons between the
solution error of the present dual FMBEM model and other dual BEM/FMBEM models published in the literature indicated that the present model was able to achieve
a comparable solution accuracy in the surface pressures when using a similar element
per wavelength discretisation, while comparitive data for the coupled displacement results was somewhat lacking in the published literature. Similar comparisons between
the dual FMBEM model and a commercial FEM–BEM model showed that the dual
FMBEM model was able to achieve a comparable solution accuracy to the FEM–BEM
model in both the coupled surface pressures and displacements when using a similar
element discretisation. Near the eigenefrequencies of the coupled problem both the
dual FMBEM and the conventional FEM–BEM models were shown to have increased
solution errors. However the errors from the dual FMBEM model were comparable
to or less than the those of the FEM–BEM models when using a similar boundary
element discretisation, suggesting that the use of the elastodynamic FMBEM to model
the interior elastic solid domain in lieu of the FEM poses no difficulty and is stable
near the eigenfrequencies of the coupled problem. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
dual FMBEM model was shown to improve with increasing element discretisation near
the eigenfrequencies of the coupled problem.
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The dual FMBEM model was able to solve large scale acoustic coupled FSI problems
involving up to 105 –106 unknowns in several hours on a desktop workstation computer.
Thus the dual FMBEM model developed in this thesis provides a significant improvement over conventional FEM–BEM models for acoustic coupled FSI problems in terms
of the solution time and computational resources required, while being able to achieve a
similar solution accuracy to that of a conventional FEM–BEM model. The faster dual
FMBEM model solution times were achieved despite the fact that the dual FMBEM
model is written in MATLAB, compared to the compiled Fortran executables used in
the commercial FEM–BEM model.
The dual FMBEM model presented in this thesis is well suited to solving a class
of acoustic coupled FSI problems which involve a single fluid and a single elastic solid
domain, such as underwater sound radiation or scattering from solid structures. The
main advantages of the dual FMBEM model — the boundary only discretisation and
fast multipole accelerated calculations — requires the material properties in both the
fluid and elastic solid domains to have homogeneous isotropic properties. This restriction on the material properties makes the dual FMBEM method awkward to apply to
objects which involve numerous different materials. In such cases an FEM model of the
region may be more suitable as the FEM allows the material properties to be defined
on a per element basis, while the FMBEM model would require each distinct region
possessing differing material properties to be treated via a separate BIE. Additionally,
the principal numerical advantage of the BEM/FMBEM is in its ability to represent
the volume of an exterior or interior domain via the boundary surface that defines those
domains. Thus the advantages of the dual FMBEM are most acute when modelling
large volume domains via small domain surfaces. In the case of the exterior domain, the
equivalent volume is infinite and so the FMBEM representation of the exterior domain
presents the best numerical saving. Alternatively for the interior domains the greatest
numerical savings yielded by the dual FMBEM will be for solid objects which have a
large volume to surface area ratio. Thus the dual FMBEM model might be expected
to perform less efficiently when modelling thin objects with a small volume to surface
area ratio, compared to using a volume discretisation method, such as the FEM, to
model the interior structure.
With minor modifications to the code, the dual FMBEM model for problems involving a single exterior fluid domain and a single interior elastic solid domain can be
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extended to several related types or problem, including:
• The scattering of elastic waves by fluid inclusions using an exterior elastic solid
domain and interior fluid domain.
• Problems involving multiple coupled domains, such as scattering from multiple
elastic solid inclusions suspended in a fluid medium, where each of the finite
enclosed interior domains may have different material properties.
• Scattering from fluid filled or hollow elastic objects by modelling the outer object
surface as an exterior fluid/interior solid domain boundary and the inner surface
as either an interior fluid/exterior solid boundary for a fluid filled object, or as
an exterior solid boundary with a traction–free BC for an interior vacuum.
• Acoustic coupled FSI problems for fluid/elastic solid interfaces with the incident
field defined in either the fluid medium (for modelling seabed interaction effects
and/or interface waves in underwater sound modelling) or the elastic solid medium
(for seismic modelling of sub sea canyons). This application in particular would
seem well suited to the dual FMBEM model as both the domains are semi–infinite
and so a boundary discretisation of a truncated surface represents a large volume
to surface area ratio in both domains.
• Three dimensional underwater sound propagation modelling in shallow water using the dual FMBEM to model the coupled fluid–structure interaction at the
seabed and a Helmholtz FMBEM with a pressure release boundary condition to
model the sea surface. Again the dual FMBEM model would seem especially well
suited to this type of problem compared to other numerical methods as the total
number of unknowns would be minimised with a boundary–only discretisation.
Modelling any of the applications listed above via the dual FMBEM would not require any major modification to the separate Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEM
algorithms, or to the inner–outer fGMRES solution: only the implementation of the
coupling procedure of the BIEs and the SAI preconditioner would need to be modified. Coupling between multiple fluid and/or elastic solid domains could similarly be
included in the dual FMBEM by incorporating appropriate boundary conditions at the
fluid–fluid and solid–solid interfaces.
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More substantial modifications to the dual FMBEM model could further extend
its capabilities in terms of both the types of problem that could be solved, and the
speed and efficiency of the numerical solution. Perhaps the most beneficial extension
to the model would be the incorporation of the high frequency diagonal translation
methods to make both the Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEM models ‘broadband’
algorithms which perform efficiently at all frequencies. This would allow much higher
frequency problems to be treated and would also increase the speed of the dual FMBEM
model at lower frequencies. As the low frequency dual FMBEM model presented in
this thesis exhibited an algorithmic complexity which was in good agreement with the
theoretic prediction, it is expected that a broadband dual FMBEM model will show
similar agreement with the theoretical models and thus have an algorithmic complexity
proportional to O(N log(N )). The good agreement of the observed algorithmic complexity of the dual FMBEM model with the theoretical predictions also suggests that
the values chosen for the various FMM parameters used in the dual FMBEM model,
mirroring those used in the separate Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEM models,
are near optimal choices. However a rigorous sensitivity analysis of the model’s performance as a function of these parameters should be carried out to confirm the suitability
of the specified model parameters.
Another way in which the implementation of the developed dual FMBEM model
could be improved is with regard to the use of piecewise constant plane triangular
elements in the boundary mesh discretisations of both the fluid and elastic solid domains. The choice to use this kind of element is motivated by the fact that they are
both computationally quick and cheap to implement compared to higher order elements, but this comes at the cost of requiring more elements/unknowns in total to
achieve a similar solution accuracy. Of course the lower algorithmic complexity of the
FMBEM implementation means that the larger number of unknowns is not as critical
as in the standard BEM, but one should still endeavour to minimise the total number
of unknowns in a problem to achieve the desired solution accuracy. An obvious avenue
for future work will be to employ higher order boundary elements (e.g. discontinuous
linear/quadratic elements) in both the Helmholtz and elastodynamic FMBEMs, to allow the total number of unknowns required to represent a particular problem to be
minimised. In fact some recent numerical comparisons with a conventional Helmholtz
BEM Fortran code that employs discontinuous quadratic elements indicated that the
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total number of unknowns can reduced by 50% or more compared to the constant element mesh, while the low frequency Helmholtz FMBEM model presented here was
several times slower for high wavenumber problems. This slower solution time of the
Helmholtz FMBEM is in part due to the larger number of unknowns required in the
constant element FMBEM mesh, in part due to applying the low frequency Helmholtz
FMBEM to high wavenumber problems (where its computational efficiency is known to
degrade), and in part due to the difference in programming languages (FMBEM model
in MATLAB vs. BEM model in Fortran).
Other beneficial extensions to the model include the use of a stabilised elastodynamic BIE (i.e. via the equivalent CHIEF or Burton–Miller formulations) to overcome
the fictitious eigenfrequency problem when modelling exterior elastic solid domains and
thus provide accurate results at all frequencies. Stabilisation of the elastodynamic BIE
may also provide faster convergence for exterior problems near the wavenumbers of the
adjoint interior eigenfrequencies and so reduce the observed algorithmic scaling of the
developed elastodynamic FMBEM for exterior problems. A more economical method
for calculating the elastodynamic singular integrals would also be of significant worth.
Introducing a method to allow coupling between non–conforming fluid/solid boundary
meshes would allow the total number of unknowns to be reduced by utilising a coarser
elastodynamic FMBEM mesh in the general case where the sound speed in the elastic
solid is faster and so larger elements may be used compared to the fluid mesh. The incorporation of a conventional structural FEM model into the dual FMBEM code would
further add to the capabilities of the model, allowing fine structure in the elastic solid
to be treated with the FEM and larger continuous elastic solid regions to be treated
with the elastodynamic FMBEM. A number of more complex preconditioning methods
are also available in the literature which would improve the solution convergence and so
could feasibly reduce the algorithmic complexity of the total solution time for the dual
FMBEM model, while the initial residual of the iterative solution may be substantially
reduced by determining a better candidate for the initial solution, for example by using
a plane wave approximation of the incident field for acoustic scattering problems.
Finally, the choice of the MATLAB programming language for the development of
the dual FMBEM model was principally motivated by the relative ease of algorithm
development in such a ‘high level’ language, with the execution speed of the language
being of ancillary concern. Further reductions in the total solution time of the dual
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FMBEM model can be achieved by rewriting the computationally intensive parts of
the code as compiled Fortran or C files which can be directly called from the main
MATLAB program, or by directly compiling the MATLAB code via the MATLAB
compiler. MATLAB also provides direct support for a number of advanced features
such as CPU multithreading and GPU computing which will allow further reductions
in the solution time of the dual FMBEM model.
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